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ESTIMATED CROP AND LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION COSTS 
NEBRASKA - 1983 
Edited By 
H. Douglas Jose 
Extension Farm Management Specialist 
Using the Budgets 
The crop and livestock budgets in this publication are intended 
for use by farmers, lenders, and farm advisors in formulating and 
evaluating production and financial plans for 1983. These budgets 
were prepared in the fall of 1982, using estimates of input costs which 
are most likely to occur in 1983. Due to many uncertainties, especially 
relating to energy costs, the actual costs which will be incurred by 
producers in 1983 may differ from these estimates. 
The budgets are presented in detailed format to allow the user 
to adjust the cost of individual items for general price changes and 
to reflect price variations between farms. Production costs can vary 
between farms due to weather, soil type, varieties of seed, amount of 
fertilizer, type of machinery and the amount it is used and the level 
of management. Farm record studies often show 50 percent or higher 
variation in production costs of a single commodity within one county. 
Cash flow needs may differ considerably from the production costs 
shown. A highly leveraged producer who has recently purchased land 
will likely have cash flow requirenemts greater than the estimated costs. 
An established producer in a relatively high equity position may have 
costs less than those budgeted. 
The Authors 
The budgets and the specialists who perpared them are: 
Panhandle: Larry L. Bitney, Extension Farm Management Specialist 
with the assistance of William Littlejohn, Farn Manager 
of the Panhandle Station. 
Southwest and North: Robert E. Perry, Extension Farm Management 
Specialist, North Platte Station. 
Central: Paul E. Miller, Extension Farm Management Specialist, 
South Central Station. 
i 
,..---· 
Northeast, East & Southeast: Douglas D. Duey, Extension Farm Manage-
ment Specialist, Southeast Extension and Reaearch Center 
Dairy: Douglas D. Duey with the assistance of Don J. Kubick, 
Extension Dairyman, Northeast Station. 
Sheep: Lynn H. Lutgen, Extension Marketing Specialist. 
Swine: Larry L. Bitney. 
Beef Cows & Associated Budgets: Robert E. Perry. 
Beef Feeding: H. Douglas Jose. 
Input Data: All of the above specialists and Leslie F. Sheffield, 
Extension Farm Management Specialist provided portions 
of the input data used in the budgets. 
Crops Budgeting Procedures 
Preparing and Modifying the Budgets 
The cropbudgets in this publication were developed with the aid of 
a computerized crop budgeting program (CROPBUDGET), which is available on 
the AGNET computer network. A copy of each crop budget is stored in the 
computer with the file name being the page number. Anyone who has access -~ 
to an AGNET terminal can modify these budgets to suit their needs by 
merely changing the stored data. In many cases this should involve less 
work than starting from scratch and building a ·new budget. 
Benchmard Farms 
A benchmark or "typical" farm unit was selected for each area. The 
benchmark farms represent the farming or ranching operation of an "above 
average" operator in the area. The management level is reflected in the 
cultural practices and the expected yields. Although the budgets are 
titled by geographical areas of the state, no specific geographical 
poundaries can be used to delineate the exact area to which the budgets 
apply. The applicability of the budgets is determined more by climatic 
and soil conditions. Following is a summary of the budget areas: 
Panhandle: 
The ditch irrigated budgets apply to irrigated farms in the North 
Platte Valley using water from the irrigation project ditches. The center 
pivot and dryland budgets apply to farm in the Panhandle region whose 
soil has a sandstone or sand and silt parent material. 
Southwest: 
These budgets unless otherwise specified apply to the crops grown on 
upland areas in the Southwest part of the state. There are also some budgets 
ii 
which specifically apply to the Platte Valley in the western part of the 
state. 
North: 
These budgets apply to crops grown in the Sandhills area which in-
cludes parts of Sheridan and Garden counties in the Panhandle. 
Central: 
These budgets apply to irrigated and dryland farms in the south 
central part of Nebraska. Holdrege and Hastings soils are the predominant 
soil associations in this area. 
Northeast: 
The budgets apply to the rolling hills area of the north eastern part 
of the state with Moody-Crofton soils. Some of the budgets specifically 
apply to the sandy areas of Pierce, Antelope and Holt counties. 
East Central: 
The soils to which these budgets apply are flat to rolling glaciated 
soils of the Sharpsburg-Marshall-Shelby associations with Loess parent 
material. 
Southeast: 
The soils to which these budgets apply are flat to rolling hills of 
Loess and Drift parent materials consisting of Cret,e, Fillmore, Wymore, 
and Pawnee soil associations. 
Cultural Practices and Yields 
Tillage practices, plant population, yields, custom operations, and 
other practices used in the budgets were based on farm record data, work-
shops with growers, consultation wiht Extension specialists in other 
disciplines, and the judgment of the farm management specialist. All 
practices specified may not be utilized by an individual farmer. The cost 
of those not used can be easily deleted from the cost summary. 
Yields shown in the budgets are estimates of those which an above 
average producer might average over several years, including years of 
low yields due to such factors as drought, hail. and insect damage. 
Consequently, no allowance was made for the expense of crop insurance, 
or the income from crop insurance proceeds. 
Machinery Costs 
Current prices for the machinery used on each benchmark farm were 
collected from selected dealers. Costing factors, based largely on 
information in the Ag. Engineer's Yearbook were applied to determine 
Hi 
repair rates, annual fixed costs, and accomplishment rates. Fuel con-
sumption factors were based on Nebraska tractor test data. The costing 
factors and fuel consumption rates are stored in the CROPBUDGET program. 
The amount each machine was used annually on the benchmark farm determined 
the fixed machinery cost per acre. 
Irrigation costs were calculated using current prices of irrigation 
equipment, engineering performance standards, and typical water application 
rates. A detailed description of the irrigation costs is presented in 
Appendix I in the back of this publication. 
Labor and Interest Costs 
Labor requirements were calculated from machinery accomplishment rates, 
with an additional 20% added on for "non-field" time required for crop 
production, such as getting machinery ready, driving to and from fields, 
hauling fertilizer, buying seed, chemicals, and other supplies. 
Interest on operating expenses was charged for the portion of the 
year that cash was tied up. 
Overhead and Management Charges 
Farm overhead expenses were estimated to be 5% of other cash expenses 
based on past studies of farm records. Overhead expenses include items 
which are normally not allocated to individual farm enterprises, yet are 
necessary to keep a business running. Thes include pickup expense, 
farm share of car expense, farm publications, unallocated farm utilities, 
cost of attending farm meetings, and income tax perparation expense. 
Management charges were estimated on a per unit of production basis, 
the higher the yield the higher the management charge. These approximate 
what a hired manager may receive and what the farm operator should receive 
for his management efforts. 
Overhead and mangement charges are included so the total production 
cost will reflect a charge for all inputs used in the production process. 
For a farmer's "internal management" they need not be considered. 
Land Charges 
The interest on land is designed to reflect the equivalent cash rent 
for the bare land with no irrigation development. Irrigation development 
costs are charged as a fixed cost as part of the fixed machinery costs. 
Using the Budget to Evaluate Lease Arrangements 
If the cropbudgets in this publication are used in evaluating the 
equity of crop-share leases using the returns-based on conrtibutions 
approach, the land charge will need to be ajusted in most cases. The land 
charge, which is calculated at 6% of land value, may be overstated for 
iv 
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leasing purposes. There are two components of current land values--
annual earnings and appreciation or capital gains. The landlord's 
contribution to a crop-share leasing arrangement should be based on the 
portion of land value attributable to annual earnings only. This may be 
hard to determine, however. An alternative approach would be to use the 
current market value, but a lower interest rate, such as 4%, which is 
approximately the long term average return to investments in farm real 
estate. 
Livestock Budgeting Procedures 
The cost data presented in the livestock budgets are based on reviews 
of farm record summaries, interaction with producers in workshops, con-
sultation with producers, consultation with specialists in other disci-
plines, and on the specialists' judgment and experience. 
Input costs used were expected to prevail for 1983. These costs, 
particularly feed and feeder livestock, change rapidly. To accommodate 
these fluctuation prices, these budgets are presented in enough detail so 
that the user may adjust individual cost items to fit his current situation. 
As in the case of the crop budgets, overhead and management charges are 
included so that the total production cost will reflect a charge for all 




Prices Used for 1983 Crop and Livestock Budgets 



































t35'. r.,- 5.d5 
lrtJoatttrf ~~~ /i4f.). 
per ton + hauling 
Insecticides (materials only based on 3~nel\ 1!'ews) ION} 
Corn Corn Rootworm;[lt>rH~~ ';{'' - j/.w-~00 per acre 
Corn Borer _ ,P. cJ'O ..1:)-;-7 5 
Spider Mites ~ · ~s -5-;-j{) 
per acre 
per acre 
Rootworm Adults --- - ;,_,pJ- 2'":""50 
Grasshopper 3 -~J- ~ 
Western Bean Cutworms 7~?)~0.75 





Green Bugs - , __ ,, ;, -w "' 2.50 
Soybeans Bean Leaf Beetle~ IP9C:.f. [$40Vcal(1'f , · ~ ~--...~ 4.00 Gi1£'i!4i~~-e.{e_~ J__ C(o vee, IJ-OV&f\1 • J.)l" ~ 
Alfalfa ~-- t Cf- ro _).00 
Grasshoppers -- -. _uL.f?'S 4.00 






per acre / ~ '8arul o/1 /;~.-1.~ J~~ Cl'IA-1?> t'-«. /.( Kx.#a. o/ .~ 
Herbicides (for broadcast applications*) Broadcast 
Seed 
Corn - Pre-emergence (except sandy soil area) tf• 'D $15.30 per acre 
Corn- Pre-emergence (sandy soils) ~ ·~  13.20 per acre 
Sorghum - Pre-emergence tlo· {,)~ 12.40 per acre 
Soybeans tA~ 18.25 per acre 
Potatoes 1'{-fl) 14. 20 per acre 
Edible Beans (). . }"J 12.05 per acre 
*To calculate band appl. cost, multiply broadcast 
rate by 1/2 or 1/3 depending on the width of 
the band. 
Corn - Single Cross 






Dry Edible Beans - Pinto 
- Northern 
vi 
?. (). <liT 
$6~00 per SO lb. bag 
(Appr. 80,000 kernels) 
~~ ~0 per 50 lb. bag 
(~ 16.00 per cwt. 
~ ·?.,,.. 2. SO per lb. 
r.~ -3-:-7 s per bushel 
(~,so -h-00 per bushel 
1. Pf' 1. 75 per bushel 
~-· 25.00 per cwt. 
rf."' 32.00 per cwt. 
~ 







Electricity - farmstead 
- irrigation 
- On Operating Capital 
- On Machinery Investment 
Machinery Operators 
Other Farm Labor 
$-r.-tf> 










Feed (expected prices to be paid by livestock producers 
during 1983) 




Alfalfa Hay (baled) 
Prairie Hay (baled) 
Cane Hay 
Corn Silage 
.J[ ;..:Y:> $±86. 00 
3. ;S '2-;-!rt) 
'J.. ,qo 2-.+5 



















































Dry Edible Beans - Pinto 
PRODUCTS 
- Northern 
Alfalfa Hay (baled) 
Prairie Hay (baled) 
Cane Hay 
Corn Silage (in silo) 
Millet 
Grazing - summer 
- winter (crop residue) 
Average Range** 
'J.. • ..,~ ~ 3.J.5 
$2. 70/bu 1~ $2.r2P_2,80.1 _ru 
2. 45 /bu ))l {) 2. 25-r.-50 
3. 60 /bu 1. 'f-o 3. 00--4-:-00 :nf' 
1.60/bu I·'U> 1.40-1..se- ;. ro 
5.45/bu ?.SO 5.25--5-.--1-5 11 35.00/tonjy.o() . -1 ~ . s"?:>-f,> 
9 • 00 I cwt Jo.' ~I c...-r 
11. 00 I cwt f}· VI&-( J 
40.00/ton %-,JtT 
42.00/ton '(7-(ff" 
27 .00/ton ~01"" 
18.00/ton '}..0 .-





400/f Choice Steer Calves i ($/cwt) Of'>" 
Going into feeding program, fall, 198~ $~0 GJ~· .,.-
When sold after weaning, fall 198a 6T.ub 1 ' 
V( 
600/f Choice Yearling Steers 
Going into feeding program, fall, 198IJ 
Coming out backgrounding programs in 
19811 
1,100/f Slaughter Steers 
Beef Cows - In Herd 
- Cull 
Hogs 
220-240/f Barrows & Gilts 
40/f Feeder Pigs 
Bred Gilts 
7-tr.e 0 (p ~ fF 






4 'S.5 . 00 /head 
2~. 00 tJ.,').fJ . .,. 
Sheep 
100-125/f Slaughter Lambs 
Ewes 
6iT;OO ss:. ~ 
55'"':00/head so·"' 
Wool (including government payments) 1.00 v 
* Crop prices are projections of the average market price which Nebraska 
farmers will receive during the marketing year for the 19sG, crop and do 
not include deficiency payments. r 
** This is the range of possible average prices--not the range of daily prices. 
*** Livestock prices are projections of the average price which Nebraska farmers 
will receive for livestock during the calendar year 1984. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAVITY IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
This farm is intended to be representative of farming units located in 
the North Platte Valley and irrigating with water from irrigation project 
ditches. The cropland acreage of the farm and the typical acreages of major 
crops are shown. 
"Typical" Farm Acreage 
Acres of cropland 300 
Acres of dry edible beans 85 
Acres of sugar beets 85 
Acres of corn 85 
Acres of alfalfa 45 
Machinery Inventory List Price 
Tractor 130 hp 












*Combine with 16' pickup 








6 row 30" 
6 row 22" 
7 shank 22" 
8 row 22" 
15' 
6 row 22" 








3 Trucks with beet 
(1 new, 
box & side hoist 
1-8 years old, 
1-12 years old) 
Pickup 
*14' swather with conditioner, 



























ESTI:1ATFD 1933 COSTS PF.r i. CrF., NE13ri.!"::K i. PAtifli.tiDLE 
SUG~r ~~ETS, G~AViTY IrriGAT~D 
TOTAL Cr~PLAHD ACrES 




EXPECTFD YIELD PEf A ~fE 




~~ATE!' IA LS 








NEt-IATICIDf. APPLIC~TOf C liS T O:~ 7.73 
N El-lA T I C .!"DE 13.CC 6.7C 87. 10 
AtiHYD P OUS APPLICATOr 6.40 1. 13 0.60 1. 86 3.60 
MACHINE i'ENTH FEE 1. 30 
NITrOGEN (LBS. N) 1CO.CC c. 16 16.C~ 
BI:<OI.DCAST SPrEADC:r 16.30 0.27 C.26 C.79 1. 31 
t·li..C HI tiE rENTAL F f.E 1. 3C 
PH 03 (L BS. P2C 5 ) 50.CO 0.26 13.00 
t·10L D SOAP D PL OH 2.58 2.8'1 3.26 8.60 1 u. 68 
i!OLLEP. 01' PACKEt< 6. 11 1. 19 0.65 5.03 6.87 
SPrlAYEr IN TAHD Er1 c.o C.C5 0.54 0.59 
HErBICIDE, Bl'DCST 4.00 5.25 21. co 
PLANTEP (SEf.D ONLY ) 4. 111 1. 01 6.95 15.36 23.32 
SEED 2.50 13. CO 32.50 
THHi LABOr' 1. co 32.C C 32.CC 
'.H:F.D LAU'JI' 1. cc 18. c::: 18 . CC 
'.-IEFD LA !'lOll 1. co 15.CO 15.00 
~~ ~T EhTAX 1. co 13.50 13. 5C 
!<OTArY HOE 13.411 0.33 0.52 3.75 II. 61 
1!0\i CrOP CL'LTIV i. TOI! 3.88 1. 15 2. 13 5. 1 c 8.37 
110\1 CP.OP CL'LTIVATOf 3.8a 1. 15 2. 13 5. 10 8.37 
!IO '.o/ CrOP CL'LTIVATOP. 3.88 1 • 15 2. 13 5. 1 c 8.37 
1< 0;-1 CrOP CliLTIVi,T OI' 3.88 1. 15 2. 13 5. 10 8.37 
I~ PIG ATI ON , G rAVI TY 
20 .0 Ill. i. PP LIED 24o.co• 0.52 C.4C 2.58 3.50 
I•Erii.L SP r AY Cli STOH c.c 
PO\·: DEn :HL DE\/ 1. 00 8.50 a.5o 
DHOLIATOr 3.C8 1.11 5 6.52 1 9. 7 8 27.75 
DEET LIFTf. l< 1. 54 4. 71 10. C6 il2.29 57.C6 
Trl'CK hLL O'.-IhtiCE 65.0 C* 9.80 11 • 3 5 76.39 97.54 
Sl'BSOILE~ 6.5 8 1 • 1 0 4.13 7.88 13. 11 
TOTAL S 28.9il 53.26 205.25 554.37 
CA SH COSTS 
PU!< CHASED ~IATEHALS 
Fl' E I. A rw l.l! 0 E 
i!EPAJrS AND MAINTi.HANCE 
CU ::: T O:~ !II!'E ~ND ~~~CIIItlE r ENTAL 
INTF.~EST ON O PE~ATI N G EXPEN SF. 
( 349 .1 3 X 14 . 0C5 FO~ ~.0 MONTHS) 
TOTA L CA!"::H COSTS 
DHECT LA!J OH 
FIX ED COST S 
( 8.3 HrS X 5.50/!11< X 1.2 ( OVE rHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASY COSTS AND LABOI! 
F I X E D :1 ~ C II I N U Y C 0 S T S ( I tiC L lJ D F.::; I NT rr ;:: S T AT 1 2 • C 0 ~ ) 
~EAL ESTA TE TI.XES 
IHTF~f. S T ON LAND ( ~2CCC . CC VALCF./~ X 6.C C ~ X 1. 0 ) 
TOTAL FIXED CO~TS 
TOTAL COST , f.XCE PT OVF~HFAn AND MGT . 
OVErHEAD AND :1Jdii,GE'1E NT 
0 V Fl' II r. it D ( T 0 T .oiL C h !::: H ·: 0 S T ::: X 5 • C C ~ ) 
~ 1idi~ GF: 1 F'lT C ' : ,~ ue () i . CC X ,~::.TI ' \i,Te-:-> Y:F.LD) 
i J ~,· "' L ') \ r r lJ : " P n ~ j ""' '1 h •j h r; !: '1 F 'i T 
TOTAL C ~ T P~r i. Cr F 
T Yi' A I. ': ::> i' P E' r L' 'i :I •: !=' ? r :· .., ,_. : T ~ 0 fi 









1 9. c 9 





I,J • ~ ') 
344 . 38 
3 g . !; ~' 
"----" 
t:::.T.I~ I;\i'E D 1933 CO::.T::: PEr .<.ctE , NEEll'i.SKA PANHidiDLE 
DllY EDIBLE BEANS, GrAVITY I~ R IGATED 
TOTAL CI''JPLAN~ liCt'ES 
ACrES THIS CrOP BUDGET 
300.0 
85.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PEl' AC~E 
ANillAL liNIT3 OF Gt<AZING 
20.0 
o.o 
PUrCHASED tHC HHI:: I' 'i COSTS 
llitTEi<IALS FlJE L l'EPAii\ 
ACFES AHOUNT COST AND idH> 





T idiD F.r-1 DISC 7.59 0.96 1. 37 4.75 7. 07 
Bi<OADCAST SP!IEADEI' 16.80 0.27 0.26 0.79 1. 31 
Mi.CHHiE HNTAL FE'.E 1. 30 
NITI<OGEN (LOS. N) 10.00 0.25 2.50 
PHOS. (LO S . P2 05) 40.00 0.26 10.40 
TidiDE:·l DI ~~C 7.59 0.96 1. 37 4.75 7. 07 
HOLDBOHD PLO 'I 2.58 2.81 3.26 8.60 1 4. 68 
ilOLLEI' 0~ PACKEP 6. 11 1. 19 0.65 5.03 6.87 
SPr.AYEI' IN TANDEM o.o 0.05 0.54 0.59 
HHBICIDE 3.00 4.90 14.70 
PLANTE!< (FHT. ,HErB. ,ETC) 4.90 0. 91 6.29 13. 91 21 • 11 
SEED 60.00 0.30 1 8. c-o 
HAND Li.BCt< 1. oc 9.00 9.00 
1ll.f..TEf TAX 1. co 13.50 13.50 
llOTHY HOE 13.44 0.33 0.52 3.75 4. 61 
P.'JW CrOP CuLTIVATOr 5.29 0.84 1. 49 3.63 5.96 
!lOW Cr.OP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 1 • 4 9 3.63 5.96 
ROH CiiOP CULTIVATOi:l 5.29 0.84 1 • 4 9 3.63 5.96 
I~lliGATIO N ,G ilAVITY 
10.0 IN. APPLIED 240.00* 0.5~ 0.40 2. 19 3 • 11 
AEiliAL SPI<AY CUSTOM o.o 
BEAN BEETLE 1. co 8.50 3.50 
BEANCliTTE!l 5. 73 0.78 3 • 11 10.33 14.22 
BEAN !-IOD 6.36 0.70 2.20 5. 91 8.81 
C 0 :·1 0 I tiE , PICKUP ATT. 4.07 1. 83 4.00 19.64 25.52 
TrUCK ALLO'tlliNCE 8.CC* 0.87 1 • 0 1 4.85 6.73 
T idiDE~1 DISC 7.59 0.96 1. 37 4.75 7. 07 
TOTALS 15.67 30.34 100.66 224.57 




FUEL 1\ND LUBE: 
REPAirS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HI~E AND MliCIIINE !'ENTAL 
IHTE~EST ON QPEfATING EXPENSE 
( 123.91 X 14.00% FO~ 8.0 ~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH CO STS 
DHEC1' Li.B O~ 
( 6.o HI'S X 5.50/Ht< X 1.2 ( QVF.I'liEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH C02T2 ~ND Lh8 0r 
FIXED CO STS 
FIXED ~ACHINE~Y COSTS (INCLUDES INTFI'E2T AT 12.001) 
~EhL ESTATE TAXES 
INTF.I'EST O~i LAtiD ($ 2GOO .OC VALUE/A X 6.CO'.: X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
T 0 T H C ·J S T , FX C F. P T 'J V F. r II E i• D A ~i D ~I G T • 
76.60 
15. 6 ·r 
30.34 
1. 3G 
11 . 56 
135.47 







-....._../ :)Eri!EiiD i.ND ~·IAN ."GF'IC:NT 
OVEldiFi.D (T'JTAL CASH CO::.T::: X 5.0C:;) 
l1idi AGE '1 F NT C H AI- G F ( $ 1 • ;:: ') X F::: T! ~1 j , T !"I) Yl F L D ) 
T 0 T ~ L J VEt HE;, D "1'-4 D :·1 A~ A G F.·~;;. NT 
TOTid. C'J !::T PF'~ AOF 
TOTAL CO~T P F ~ l~ IT 0F Pr0DlCTI~~ 








A4 ESTIMATED 1983 COST~ PE~ AC~E. NESrAS~A PANHANDLE 
CO~N FO~ G~Ai~, GrAViTY I~~IGATED 
TOTAL CPOPLAUJ AC~ES 




EXPECTED YIELD PEP ACrE 







ACHS A'10liNT COST AND AND 




TA liD Ell DISC 7.59 0.96 1. 37 4.75 7. 07 
ANHYDi<OliS APPLICATO!l 6.40 1. 14 0.60 1. 86 3.60 
~1 AC HI NE PSrlTAL FEE 1. 30 
NITFOGEN (LI3S. N) 160.00 0. 1 6 25.60 
~IOLDBOARD p L'::ll~ 2.58 2.82 3.26 8.60 14.68 
ROLLEf. OP PACKEK 6. 11 1. 19 0.65 5.03 6.87 
SP!iAYEP IN TANDEM o.o o.o5 0.54 0.59 
HFPBICIDE, BPDCST. 3.00 4.85 1 4. 55 
PLANTE!' (FEt<T. ,HF.l<l3. ,ETC) 4.90 0.91 6.29 1 3. 91 2 1 • 1 1 
SEED 0.36 65.00 23.40 
1C-34-0 :·// ZN 100.00 0. 16 16.0C 
INSECTICIDE 1. cc 12.CO 12.CO 
\-/A TEll TAX 1 • 0 0 13.50 13.50 
POT Ar Y HOE 13.44 0.33 0.52 3.75 4.61 
f'Olt/ Gl-OP CULTIVATO!l 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
1<0'.1 Ci<OP CULTIVATQ!-< 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
POH Ct!OP CULTIVATOP 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
IRPIGATION,GPAVITY 
1 8. 0 IN. hPPLIED 150.00* 0.52 C.4C 2. 19 3 • 1 1 
C01·1BINE I 2.70 2.84 5.07 21.7 3 29.64 
HUCK ALLO \HNG E 30. 00 * 2.25 2.60 9.46 1 4. 31 
TOTALS 15.49 25.30 82.71 229.84 
* - MINUTES OF LAB OP/ACPE 
C i1S H G OS TS 
LABO.k 
PUPCHASED MATEPIALS 
FUEL AND LU13E 
PEPAII<S AND ~AINTAUAHCE 
CUSTOM HIHE AND MACHINE rENTAL 
INTEllEST ON OPE!<ATI~G EXPENSE 
( 147.14 X 14.00% FOP 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CA3fl COSTS 
DIPECT LABOR 
( 5.1 HHS X 5.50/Ht< X 1.2 (QVEI:<HEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LA~QI< 
FIXED C'JSTS 
FIXED MACHINErY COSTS (INCLUDES INT~~EST AT 12.00~) 
rF.hL FSTATF. TAX ES 
INTEREST 0~ LAND (52CCO.CC VhLUE/A X 6.CC~ X 1.0) 
T'JTAL FIXED COSTS 
T 0 T AL C 0 :-; T , E XC E P T 0 V El- II E 1.0 A N D 1·1 G T • 
Q V E r H 2 AD lUi l) '11\ N 1\ G E 11 E rH 
QVFr!IFAD (T'JTAL CASII G'J~TS X 5.00~) 
MA~AGEMENT CHA~GF. ($ 0,10 X E~TIMHTF.D YIELD) 
TOTAL OV ~ ~HF.AD AND ~ANAG E ~ENT 
TOTAL C 0 ~T PEr n C F 
TOTAL C Q::; T P ~ r lh T QF Pr O DU C T! ~ ~ 



















ESTIMATED 1983 CQSTS PE~ hC~E, NE8~ASKA PANHANDLE 
COH~ SILAGE, G~AVITY IP~IGATED 
TOTAL CrOPLAND ACPES 




EXPECTED YIELD PE~ ACrE 







ACI'ES AMOU~T COST AND AND 





TA tiDE~·! DISC 7.59 0.96 1. 37 4.75 7. 07 
ANHYDPOL'S APPL IC ATQP 6.40 1 • 14 0.60 1. 86 3.60 
~lACHINE HNTAL FEE 1. 30 
NITROGEN (LBS. N) 160.00 0. 16 25.60 
MOLDBOAPD PLO\f 2.58 2.82 3.26 8.60 14.68 
POLLER OP. PACKEP- 6. 11 1. 19 0.65 5.03 6.87 
SPBAYEB IN TA tiD EM o.c 0.05 0.54 0.59 
HEPBICIDE, BPDCST. 3.00 4.85 14.55 
PLANTEF (FHT. ,HErO. ,ETC) 4.90 0.91 6.29 13. 91 2 1 • 11 
SEED 0.36 65.00 23.40 
10-34-0 H/ZN 1CO.CC c. '16 1 o.. co 
INSECTICIDE 1. co 12.00 12.00 
I~ATEF TAX 1. 00 13.50 13.50 
ROTARY HOE 13.44 0. 33 0.52 3.75 4.61 
FQ\~ C~OP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
ROH Ci'OP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
flOW CPOP CULTIVATOr 5.29 0.85 1. 49 3.63 5.97 
IP.PIGATION,G~AVITY 
18.0 IN. APPLIED 150.00* 0.52 0.40 2. 19 3. 11 
FOP AGE CH'JPPER 2.07 3. 51 5.87 1 9. 1 0 28.48 
TrUCK & PACK ****** 5. 06 5.86 16.66 27.58 
TOTALS 18.97 29.37 87.27 241.96 




FUEL AND Lt:RE 
ilEPAIPS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HII'E AND MACIIItiE i<ENTAL 
INTEilEST ON OPEilATING EXPENSE 
( 154.68 X 14.00% FOR 8.0 M'JNTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 6.7 HilS X 5.50/HF X 1.2 (QVEFHEAD)) 
TQTAL CASH COSTS AND LAOOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEP.Y COSTS (INCLUDES INTEilEST AT 
PEAL F.STATE TAXES 
12.CC~) 
INTEPEST ON LAND ($2000.00 VALUE/A X 6.COS 
TQTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVE"HEAD AND HGT. 
QVEI'HEAD AtiD "'idi.kGE:H~NT 
OVErHEAD (TOTAL CAS!! CO~T3 X 5.00",:) 
MANAGEMENT CHAilGE ($ 0.60 X ESTIMATED YIF.LD) 
TOTAL OVF.~HEAD AND MANA~EMFNT 
TOTAL ~O~T PE~ h~~E 
TOTAL CO~T Pf~ UN!T OF P~ODVCT!ON 





















A6 E:.:-:TirlATEn 1983 CO::iTS PEl< ACPE, NEBrASKA PAN!-l~NDLE 
F. S T A B L I S H A L F A L F A '.H T H ·J A T S , G 1-l A V I T Y I t< P I G ~ T F: ) 
TOTAL CPOPLAND ~C~ES 
AC!<ES THIS Ci-JP BUDGET 
'JPE!<ATION 
MOLDBOAI'D PL J'.-1 
B!<OADCkST SPi<EADE!< 
:1 AC HI NE rcENTAL ~EE 
PHJS. (LBS. P285) 
i'JLLE!< Ot-' PACKE R 
HQLLEP ()p PACKEr 
GF idN DRILL 





'.-1 I N D P 0 H E i< 
BALEP,~EGULAr 
HAUL & STACK 
':/ATEP TAX 
IBPIGATI ON ,GRAVITY 
25.0 I N • APPLIED 
HAUL OATS HAYLAGE 
30 0. 0 
45.0 
EXPECTED YIFLD PE~ ACrE 







AC~ES ~MO~~T COST AND kNJ 
/HJU~ /AC~E /UNIT LURE M~INT. FIXED 
2.58 2.82 3.26 .<.3.60 
16. s a C.27 a. 26 0.79 
50.00 0.26 
6 • 1 1 1. 19 0.65 5.03 
6 . 1 1 1 . 1 9 0.65 5.03 
4.70 0.95 0.92 2.33 
10.CO 2.50 
0.50 1 . 7 5 
7.00 1 • 0 4 1 • 9 6 6.43 
2.07 3. 51 5.87 1 9 • 1 0 
7.00 1 . 0 4 1 . 9 6 6.43 
CUST0!1 
1 . 0 0 13.80 
1 . c 0 13.50 
12 0 .00* 0.'52 0.40 2. 1 9 
60.00* 2 • 5 1 1 • 9 4 6.38 
TOTAL 
C Q::; TS 
1 1~ .6 8 












~n 25.00 •9 . 0. 8 7 11 
9 o 4 3 I \1} 
23.48 Bit 
9. 4 3 
16.63 1 
13.80 Ifc 
1 3 • 50 , __ 
3 • 11 
1 1 • 3 3 
TO 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- I 
fAL S 15.02 17.88 63.32 18J -97 




FUEL AND LUBE 
l<EPAI~S AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIPE AND MkCHINE ~ENTAL 
INT~l<EST 8N OPErcATING EXPENSE 
( 120.65 X 14.CO% FOH 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DHECT LABOH 
( 4.8 HHS X 5.50/H~ X 1.2 (OVE!<HEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABO!< 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEPY COSTS (INCLUDES INTE~EST AT 12.00%) 
~EAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTE~EST ON LAND ($2000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TJTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
~~HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVE~HEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHArcGE ($ 2.00 X E~TI~ATED YIELD) 
T 0 T k L 0 V E r H E A D A N D ~1A N A G E t1 F. N T 
TOTAL COST PE~ ACHE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PHODUCTIQN 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1. 0) 
6 6. 17 
15. 0 2 
17.88 
21.57 














r · ~ k 
Ll\ 1 
ES1 






FSTI~~TED 1933 caSTS PE~ ~CPE, N~O~~SK~ PANHANDLE 
ALFALFA HAY, G~AVITY !PkiGATED 
A7 
- - ~~L Cr0PLAND ACPE~ 
...___._., E S THIS C I' 0 P BUDGE: T 
OPEHATION 
30 0. 0 
45.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PEP AC~F 
ANI~RL UNITS QF GkAZING 
5. 5 
1"'1 ,, 
v • v 
PUt< C H 11. SED r1 i\ C !ENE J:t Y C aS T S 
~ii.TFi-'IALS FUEL rEPAI~ 
J1.CrE3 AMOUNT COST AND AND 





NAC!!IN'E rENTAL FEE 
PHOS. ( L BS. P205) 
~HNDP 0\/H: 
BALEr, t<EGL' L..;.r. 
HAUL & STACK 
':IINDP.OHEi-' 
BAL-Ef, .rEGULAr 
HAUL & STACK 
HINDHO'.HP 
BiiLEP.,i'!EGLiLAP. 
HAUL & STh.CK 
WATER TAX 
I~PIGh.TiaN,G~AVITY 
25.0 IN. APPLIED 
- MINUTES OF LABOP/ACPE 
CitSH COSTS 
P li H CHASED ~-1 A'T F.-fi I A·L S 
FUEL AND LUBE 








rEPAI~S AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE rENTAL 
INTEP.EST ON aPEI<ATING EXPENSE 
50.00 0.26 
1. oc 18.33 
1. co 1 4. 7 3 
1 • oc 1 1 • 1 2 
1 • c c 13.50 
( 137.03 X 14.00% FOF 8.0 ~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
L!\BOP 
DIPECT LABOH 
{ 3.0 HP~ X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVErHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LA30P. 
ESTABLISHMENT CHAP.GE/YEAP 
FIXED COS'TS 
0.43 0.23 0. 7 1 
0.64 2.03 6.63 
0.64 2.03 6.63 
0.64 2.03 6.63 
0.52 0.40 2. 1 9 








FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEPEST AT 12.00~) 
rEAL ESTATE TAXES 
22.80 
20.CO 
INTEREST ON LAND ($2000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVE~HEAD AND MGT. 
~BHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVE~HEAD (TOTAL CkSH COSTS X 5.00~) 
~ANAGEMENT CHA~GE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
T8TAL C8ST PEk ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF P~ODUCTiaN 
( D ; , <:! C' n " ll C' <:> '1' T U A '1' t:' n V T t:' t n \ 
120.00 
7.49 











1 3 • 9 1 
11 • 1 2 
13.50 













DESCRIPTION OF THE PUMP IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
The enterprise budgets prepared for this farm a ssume center pivot irrigation. 
Some farms utilizing pump irrigation may use surface irrigation, however, budgets 
for the irrigated crops only are presented on the fo llowing pages. Budgets for 
the dryland crops on this farm would be identical to those shown for the 
non-irrigated farm. 
The machinery inventory includes equipment for dr'l land crops, and usage 
of tractors and other machinery on dryland crops was cons idered when calculating 
machinery costs. 
Typical acreages for the farm and the major crops a re shown below. Other 
crops, such as irrigated wheat, sunflowers, or potatoes may be substituted 
for the major crops on some farms. 




Acres of fallow 
Acres of dry land wheat 
Acres of sugar beets 
Acres of corn 









150 hp tractor 
100 hp tractor 
75 hp tractor 
110 hp diesel combine 20 1 grain head, 





Potato Digge r 
19 1 
6-18" 
11 16 1 Ro er packer 
28 1 Sprayer 
Planter - beet 6-30" 
Planter-bean,corn 6-30" 
Subsoiler 9 shank 22" 
Rotary hoe 6 row 30" 
Cultivator 6 row 30" 
Defoliator 6 row 30" 
Beet lifter 1 row 30" 
2 Trucks with beet box~s--tag axles 










8 row 30" 
8 row 30" 





























ESTl~hTFD 1933 CO~ T~ PE~ AC~~. ~EB~AZK~ PA~HA~DLE 
S lGA~ BF~TS, CE~TF~ PIVJT IrriG~TED, EL~CT~IC, 35 PSI 
TOTAL CP~PLAND ACPES 




MACHINE ~ENTAL FEE 
NITi'OGt:N (LDS. N) 
B~OADCAST SP~EADEr 
MACHINE ~E~TAL FEE 
PH~S. (LB::::. P2C5) 
~10LDB~AHD PLO \~ 
ROLLEI:! Oil PACK£!< 
POLLE~ OP PACKEr 
SPi<AYER 
HERBICIDE, B~DCST. 
PLANTE~ (SEED ONLY) 
SEED 




kOW CPOP CULTIVATOil 
~OW C~OP CULTIVATO~ 
~0~ CrOP CULTIVATOI< 
I~PIGATION,CE~TEr PIVOT 









EXPECTED Y!ELD PEr ACrE 





AC~ES AMOlST COST 




































































4. 1 c 
0.34 
1 • 01 
1. 01 














































TOTALS 61.77 50.16 201.C4 471.57 
• - MINUTES OF LAB OR /ACilE 
CASH COSTS 
LABO~ 
PUtiCIIA ZF.D HATEI!IHS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
FEPAirS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM Hit<£ AND HACHI~E ~ENTAL 
INTEf.EST ON OPErATING EXPENSE 
( 270.53 X 14.00~ FOr 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH CO::::TS 
DIRECT LABO~ 
( 4.3 HilS X 5.50/Hil X 1.2 (OVEI!HEAD)) 
TOTAL CAS!I COSTS AND LAB Of 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINE~Y COSTS (INCLVDES INTEfEST AT 12.0Cl) 
FEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTE ~ EST ON LAND ($ 670.CC VALVE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXFD COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVErHEAD hN~ ~GT, 
OVE~HEAD AND ~ NAGE~ENT 
OVE~<II ~D (T :.lT H CI\SII COSTS X ~.CO~) 
t1ANAG ~ 1nH C'IIHG~ (~ .2 .00 X fO:T:'li.TF!"l YHLO) 
TOT~L ~V~. rllri.~ i.l! J :1hLAG;:"::?:iT 
T ~i'~L C'J3 T PEr 1\Cd" 
TOTi.L C03T P~~ UNIT OF P~O nU~TION 
( iJ ~ .::t . D 'J~l l'.::TI•: ~oTFD Y:ELD) 
156.CO 

















F.STini.TED 19g3 C;)~l::; PH Err::, ll~St-i.:::Ki. PANHANDLE AlO 
DrY F.QI~ LF. f3Eidi~, CEtiT?.r PIVOT IrriG~tTE'D, ELECTriC, 3'i PSI 
TOT~L C~OPLi.~D AC~ES 




MACHINE PF.NTAL FEE 
NIT~OGEN (LDS. N) 
PHOS. (LDS. P205) 
MOLDBOHD PLO':/ 








ROW CMOP CULTIVATO~ 
HOW Ci'OP CULTIVATO~ 
!lOW C~OP CULTIVATO~ 
I~PIGATION,CF.NTEI' PIVOT 










EXPECTED YIELD PEP ACPE 
ANI'~AL L':i.ITS OF GrAZING 
2C.C 
o.c 
PU~CHASED ~ACHINEPY COSTS 
HATF.~IALS FuEL HEPAI~ 
AC~ES AMOU~T COST AND AND 






























































1 • 01 
1. 01 
1 • 0 1 
5.83 
2.30 





































11 • C7 
6.29 
22.02 
!; • 15 
4. 51 
TOTHS 33.06 24.76 127.90 250.13 




FUEL AND LU!3E 
PEPAihS AND MAINTkNANCE 
C L' S T 0 M II I k E A N D ~~ it C H I N E H. NT A L 
INTEREST ON OPEhATING EXPENSE 
( 122.23 X 14.00S FO~ 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOI' 
( 2.8 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1.2 (OVEIIHFAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED CO!':TS 
FIXED 11ACHII~EI'Y COSTS (INCLUDES INTEHST AT 12.00l) 
rEAL ESThTF. TAXE~ 
INTE~EST CN LAND ($ 670.CC VhLL'E/h X 6.00~ X 1.C) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL C~ST, EXCEPT OVE~HEAD AND MGT. 
OVEI'IIEAD AND 'IANi,GF.IHHT 
OVOIIF:AD (TOTAL CASII COSTS X 5.00~) 
HANI.GE.'IF.NT CHHG:=- ($ 1.25 X ESTI:IATED YIELD) 
T 0 T H 0 V E i' II Ei. D A fj D M h NAG Ef-1 F. NT 
TOTAL CJ~T PEr AC~F. 
TOTAL CQS T P~r uN!T OF P~ODCCTION 



















All ESTIN~T~D 1933 C~ST~ P~~ i..C~E. NER~A~K~ Pi..NH~N~LF 
P~Ti..TOES, CFilTfr-PIV~T !ri-IG~TFD, FLECTr!C, 35 PSI 
TOTRL Cr)?LnND i..CrES 
J\Crr::: THI2 Gr~P OlJ :-lGET 
OPEHT!)N 
37 !; • c 
13 c :c 
SXPF.CTF.D Y!FLD PF.r ~Cr~ 
A'il l!i..L lJ~IT::; 'JF- Gt-i,Z!:iG 
2h5.C 
" " v. v 
PUrCHASED 
11i..THii,LS 
II i..C IE NH Y C 'JSTS 
fl!EL IiEPA!!< 
ACrES i..~'JlNT COST i..ND AND 






t1AC!IINE I' ENTAL FEE 
NITPOGEN (LOS. N) 
PH0S. (LBS, P2C5) 
!I'JLD~~i.. i< D PLQH 
ROLLE!< or. PACKEI< 
POTATO PLANTEF 
CERT. SEED 
CUT ,, THAT 
i..DD'TL LAB'Jii 
I' OW Ct-'JP CULTIVAT~p · 
AEilii..L SPP.i..Y 
HErBICIDE 
I' 0\1 Ci-'JP CULTIVk.T~P. 
1'0 1:1 Cr~P CULliVitT~P. 
Ii<fiGATI0N,CENTER PIVOT 
18. 0 IN. i..PPLIED 
SP!!itYEP 
3X OLIG !H SP!!AY 
2X VINE KILLEil 
~/IND!< 0'.10 




* - MINUTES ~F LABOk/ACilE 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED MATEPIALS 

























Cl!STOM HIPE AND MACHIHE rENTAL 









( 487.50 X 14,00~ fOI< 8.0 MONTHS) 

















( 8.0 H~S X 5.50/lli< X 1.2 (~VE~HEAD)) 




2. c 1 5.26 
0.39 2.44 
4.39 23.95 
1 • c 1 2.57 
1 • 0 1 2.57 
1 • c 1 2.57 
6.26 0. 0 
2.56 3.20 










FIXED HACHINEPY COSTS (INCLUDES INTE~EST AT 12.00S) 92.31 
CASH RENT ($ 150.00 X 1.0) 150,00 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOT~L COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVEI<HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
QVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.0CS) 
~IANAGEI-!EilT CHARGE ($ 0,25 X ESTit1ATEO YIELD) 
T 0 TAL 0 V E PH Fit D it N D '·1 AN AGE 11 EN T 
TOTAL COST PEk ACPE 
T~TAL COST PEk UN!T OF PkODUCTION 




1 • 25 
1. 30 
37.50 





































F.3TI:111.TED 1933 C'J:::TS PEt~ ACrE, NE£3f.ASKA PltNHhNDLF. A12 
C'JPN F'J~ Grk.IN, CF.NTE~ PIVOT IP~IGATED, F.LFCT~IC, 35 PSI 
,y A L C ~ 0 P L J1. N D 11. C r F. S 
rE::: THIS C~'JP BUDGET 




/H Oh 1 
EXPECTED YIELD PE~ k.C~E 














NDH1 DISC 9.62 0.87 O.R2 2.82 4 • 5 1 
HYD~Ol!S k.PPLICAT'Ji< 11 • 50 8.73 0.27 0.82 1 • 8 2 
11ACHINE !'<ENTAL FEE 1. 30 
NIT~'JGEN ( L BS. N ) 150.CC c. 1 6 24.CO 
LD30fii'D PLT.~ 3.47 2.42 2. c 1 5.26 9.69 
LLE~ 'Jr. PACKEr 6.93 0.83 8.39 2.44 3 • 7 1 
i<AYEr< IN Tii.ND£1'1 o.c 0.05 0.54 0.59 
Ht:r<BICIDE, lJPDC:::.T. 3.00 4.85 1 4. 55 
1\NTEI-' (FE~T. ,HErB. ,ETC) 4.9C 1 • 26 3.08 6.93 11 • 2 7 
SEED c. 3 1 65.CC 2 0. 15 
INSF.CTIC IDE 1 • 0 0 12.00 12.00 
1C-34-C '.1/ZN 100.0C 0. 16 16.0C 
THY HOE 13.44 c. 3 1 C.34 1. 97 2.62 
'.1 CFOP CULTIVk.T'JP 5.29 0.79 1 • 0 1 2.57 4.37 
'.I 0 'JP CULTIVAT'JF 5.29 0.79 1 • c 1 2.57 4.37 
HGATI'JN, CENTEF PIV'JT 
1 8. c IN. Ji.PPL:::ED 30.CC* 34.23 12.57 63.36 110.16 
·Jf18 IN E , C OF N HEii.D 6.50 0.93 5.54 23.01 29.53 
rCC K ALLOHANCE 20.00* 3.25 3.76 5.64 12.65 
46.51 3C.83 117.93 283.27 
- ~INUTES OF LABQf/AC~E 
ASH C'JSTS 
PURCHASED MATFPIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
~ E P A IP S idl D t1 11. I N T idl A N C f. 
CUSTOM HI~E k.ND MACHINE fENTAL 
INTE~EST 'JN JPE~ATING EXPENSE 
( 165.34 X 14.00% FOB 8.0 !1'JNTHS) 
T'JTAL CASH C'JSTS 
DIPECT Lk.BJI't 
i XED COSTS 
( 2.3 H~S X 5.50/H~ X 1.2 (OVE~HEhD)) 
TJTk.L CASH COSTS AND Lk.~O~ 
F I X£ D 11 A C H I N E H Y C J S T S (I N C L U DE S I NT E ~ F. S T A T 1 2 • C 0 % ) 
~EAL ESTaTE Tk.XES 
INTE~EST 'JN LAND ($ 670.00 VALVE/A X 6.001 X 1.0) 
TOTk.L FIXED COSTS 
TOT~L COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEk.D AND MGT. 
"-...- HEAD AND 11 A tl AGE 11 EN T 
'JVE~HEAD (TOTAL CASH ' C'JSTS X 5.00%) 
MANhGEMENT CHA~GE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMk.TED YIELD) 
T 0 TAL 'J V E 1< HEAD A N D IH NAG E 11 EN T 
TOTAL C'JST PE~ AC~E 
TOTAL COST PEr CNIT OF P~'JDUCTI'JN 

















21 • 0 4 
381.60 
3. 18 
E. STIth. TED 1 9 3 3 C J S T S PEt< 1\ C r E , N F. 8 FitS K k. P k. N H A. N D L F. 
Al3 '.~ IN T E. !'! \I HE. AT , C F. tj T E B P I V :> T I !< .H I G 1\ T F. D , F. L F. C T rc I C , 3 5 P S I 
TJTk.L C~8PLAND k.C~F.S 
k.CrES THIS C!<JP BUDGET 
870.0 
130.0 
EXPECTED YIELD P2r ~C!<F 
k. :H 11 k. L UNITS :> F G Pit ZING 
80.C 
f'\ " v. v 
IHRIGk.TI8N,CENTE!< PIVOT 
10.0 IN. APPLIED 
COMBINE, GRAIN HEAD 
T .H U C K A L L 0 \1 k. N C F. 
TOTk.LS 
"----"' - tH N U T F. S 0 F LA B 0 .k I k. C .k E 
Ck.SH C8STS 
PURCHASED HATEHIAL3 
FUEL AND LUBE 
9.62 






1 0. 3 0 
8.00* 
R F. P A H S AND ~1 k. IN T k. NAN C F 
C U S T 8 H H I!< E A N D l~ A C fl I N F. !< E N T A L 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 




( 31.33 X 14.00% F8P 3.0 M8NTHS) 











1 . 1 6 
;::6.71 
( 1.4 HRS X 5.50/H!< X 1.2 (JVEHHEAD)) 
















FIXED 4ACHINE!<Y C8STS (INCLUDES INTEREST k.T 12.00%) 113.39 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 6.70 
INTEBEST JN LAND ($ 670.00 Vk.LUF./A X 6.00% X 1.0) 40.20 
TJTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL C8~T, EXCEPT 8VEKHEAD AND MGT. 
JVE~HEAD AND Mk.NAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL Ck.SH COSTS X 5.00S) 
MANAGE~F.NT CHARGE ($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIFLD) 
T8TAL OVE!<liEAD AND 11.hNAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER AC!<E 
T8TAL COST PER UNIT OF P~ODUCTI8N 
(BASED ON ESTIMhTED YIELD) 
4.45 
12. c 0 
) , 
3 9. 3b 
I! 2 C. 9C 
















~ S T I '·1 A T E 0 1 9 3 3 C Cl S T S P F. !-' 1\ C !" F. , N E. B F it S K i\ P i\ N H a N D L F. 
aLF~LFa !lAY, CP-iTF.!-' PIVJT 1!<!-'IG.ii.TF.D, FLF..CT!<IC, 35 PSI 
-~TaL C~OPL~-<.ND AC!"FS 
.1Cl'F.S T!II:.) Cl-'OP BLDGF.T 
3 7 '} • r) 
1 3 Q. c 
EXP~CTF.D YIF.LD PF.!< AC!-'F. 
idi I I 1 il. L L' ~i IT::;. 'J F G ~ .i1. Z IN G 
5 r.; . ~ 
0. 0 
PU!<CHaSF.D !1.il. C H IN F.~ Y C 0 ~ T S 
M.ii.TFPII\LS FL'EL ~F.Pai!< 
aC!-'F.~ ~MJUNT C'JST AND 1\Nn 





__ !-':Jh.DCI\ST SP!-EADF.i' 12.70 8.48 0.21 0.65 1.34 
69 ~ACHINE ~F.~TAL FEE 1.j0 
51 PH'JS. (LBS. P20S) 60.CO C.26 1S.6C 
8 2 HiD!':'Jl:lF.~ 7.CC C.83 1.60 5.27 7.75 
3 caLE~,H. GULAf' 3.92 1.57 1.41 5.39 8.37 
, 4C HI!<E 1.00 4.53 4.53 
-a HaUL ?x !:TACK 1.CO 18.33 18.33 
. ~, I N n ~ Q ~H. ~ 7 • C 0 7 • 7 5 
' 4 ~ ALF.H,BEGULAB 3.92 3.37 
· ..,v7 HikE 3.61 
, t:. 
H· ur ~ STACK 14.73 
• 2 7 1\ "" ( 
4 I IN DR Q \IE B 7 • 8 0 7 • 7 5 
: 5 cALE!-<,]'(EGL' LA~ 3.92 8.37 WI!'E 2.68 
<6 H.ii.UL & STACK 11.12 
•.J ll'!"IG.ii.TIJN ,CF.NT~~ PIV'JT 
, gc 
. 19 25.0 IN • .ii.PPLIF.D 40.oo·~ 128.36 
~------------------------------------------------------------------------------





' - i1 I N Ll T F. S Q F LA B J !< I .i1. C l' E 
C 1\ S 11 C 0 S T S 
PUMCHASFD MATF.PI~LS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
!-'EPAIHS AND MaiNTaNANCE 
CUSTOM HIFF. AtiD MitCHINE !"ENTAL 
INTF.REST ON JPE~~TING F.XPFNSE 
( 153.97 X 14.0C7. FOR 8.0 '1QNTHS) 
TOTitL CI\SH COSTS 
DIHF.CT LABOH 
( 1.9 HR~ X 5.50/H~ X 1.2 (JVEHHF.A.D)) 
TOTI\L CASH CQSTS AND LaOJM 
·STAB LIS H ~F. NT C H A~ G E I Y F. A H 
IXF.D CQSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTF.HF.ST .ii.T 12.CQI) 
~EAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST QN LAND (~ 670.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TQTAL FIXF.D COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHFA.D AND MGT. 
F. R II F. AD A. N D !·1 A. NAG EM EN T 
5 OVEHHEAD (TJTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
2 MANAGEMENT CHAFGE ($ 2.00 X F.STIMATF.D YIELD) 
q TJTA.L OVEHHEA.D AN~ MANAGF.MENT 
TOTAL COST PEH AC~E 
















11 • 0 0 
19.42 
380.24 
6 9. 13 
DESCRIPTION OF THE NON-IRRIGATED BENCHMARK FARM, NEBRASKA PANHANDLE 
This farm is intended to be representative of summer-fallow winter wheat 
farms in the Panhandle area. Although wheat is the major crop, millet, and/or 
sunflowers may be substituted for some of the wheat acreage on some farms. 
A15 
"Typical" Farm Acreage Machinery Inventory List Price 
Acres of cropland 1600 
Acres of wheat 800 
Acres of fallow 800 
Acres of millet 150 
Acres of sunflowers 75 
180 hp 4 wd tractor 
130 hp 2 wd tractor 
Combine 20 1 with grain 
Plow - 12 bottom 18" 
Oneway 18 1 










& pickup heads 
with harrow 
Truck 350 bushel capacity 
Pickup 
















ESTIM~TFD 1933 CCl~TS PE~ ~C~F. NE~~~SK~ P~NH~NDLE 
'.JI tiT E !' \-1 H F. k. T , S T C B B L f. ~1 Ll L C H F h. L L 8 H 
T8TAL C~JPLk.ND AC~FS 






EXPF.CTFD YIELD PF.!< AC~F. 
~NIMAL V~ITS 8F G~AZING 
34.0 
('\ ('\ 
\ I • V 
PlJ!'CHASF.D 





AN 0 idiD 





JNE-HAY OISC 11.50 C.87 0.33 2.69 4.3 ~ Til 
CHISEL 11.3C 0.89 1.24 2.97 5.C FI 
CHISEL 11.30 0.89 1.24 2.97 5.0 ~N 
k. ti ~~ Y D ~ 0 U::; k. P P L I C AT 'J ~ 1 1 • 50 0 • 6 3 G . 4 1 1 • 2 7 2 • 3 
MACHINE !-<ENTAL FEF. 
NIT~ClGEN (LBS. N) 
BP'JADCAST SPP.FADE~ 
~ACHINE !'ENTAL FEE 
Pl-!8S. (LBS. P2'J5) 












C l' S TClr'l 
6.00* 












0.29 0. 91 1. 6 
1 . 3 
7. 3 
0.66 1 • 8 6 3. c 
0.66 1 • 8 6 3. () 
1 • 1 2 4.04 5 • 9 
2. 9 
3.35 16.66 2 c. 9 
4. ~ 




~ :1 l 
G ~ I 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---
1''JTALS 6.67 




FuEL AND LUBE 
kEPAIRS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTJH HI~F AND Mk.CHINF ~ENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPF.~ATING EXPENSF 
( 40.62 X 14.0~% FOB 8.0 MCJNTHS) 
T·JTAL CASH CQ2.T!::: 
0!!-(FCT LABOR 
( C.8 HflS X 5.50/H~ X 1.2 (JVEHHFAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOH 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED t!ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEf'F.ST AT 12.00%) 
REAL FSTATF TAXES 
INTERFST ClN LAND ($ r,60.00 VALUF./k. X 6.00% X 2.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
T8TAL COST, F.XCF.PT OVF.HHF.AD i\ND '1GT. 
OVF.RHE~D AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
'-..../ ltANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.15 X F.:STH1ATFD YIELD) 
T 0 T A L 0 V E H H F A D A N D '1 A N A G E ~1 F. N T 
T'JTAL C8ST PE~ AChE 
T8TAL C'JST PER uNIT OF PR8DUCTION 
(BA~ED 8N ESTIMATED YIELD) 
9.93 35.66 
:,.3 
1 7 • 0 1 
6.67 
9. 93 
7. 0 1 
3.79 
4 4 • LJ1 
'" 'l ~ 
5.52 
4 9. 93 
:xr. 
35.66 










F:STitli\TED 193 3 CO:.::TS PF.!-' f\S!-r~, NEB!if\SKi\. PI\NHANDLF. Al 7 
;~TAL C~OPLkND kC~F.~ 
. R~E:S THIS C~QP ~VD~FT 
JPF.!-'IiTIQN 
l/INTF.~ ;JHF.AT, BLkCK FALLQ\/ 
1600.0 
sc~.c 
~XPECTF.D YIFLD PF~ ACkF. 
~NIMkL UNITS QF G~AZIN~ 
34.0 
c. c 
PU~CHA SFD MkCHINFkY CGST~ 
MATE!-'IALS FUEL ~EP~Ik 
AC~E S A~QUNT CJST A~D AND 
/HOL' !-t /AC~E /UNIT LUBE :1idNT. FIXED 
~ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'DLD'10A!<D PL 'J'.>/ 10. 20 0.99 2.59 6 . 41 9.99 
9 T AN OF.~~ DISC 16. 5 c 0 . 6 1 1. 23 4.27 6 . 1 1 
, F IELD CULTIVAT::l~ 20.70 0.49 0 • 8 1 2.2C 3.49 
idiHYD!{QL'S APPLICJ.\TO~ 11 . 50 0.63 0. 41 1 • 2 7 2 . 3 1 
~1 hC HI NE kF.NTAL FEE 1. 30 
NIT!-'QGF..N (L BS. N ) 40.00 0. 1 6 6.40 
!\!<'JA.DCAST SPRF.ADF.~ 16. 0 0 0.4'5 0.29 0 • 9 1 1 . () 6 
HACHINE !'ENTA.L F F.F 1 . 3 0 
PHQS ( L g2 . • P205) 30.CO 0.26 7.80 
FIF.LD CL'LTIVAT'Jk 20.70 0.49 0 . 81 2.20 3. 4 9 
!l'JD HF.F.DF.!' 18.80 0.54 0.65 1 . () 6 3.C'J 
~'JD WF.EDF.!'" 18.80 0.54 0.66 1 • 86 3.05 
G~J.\IN D!liLL 9.20 0.79 1 . 1 2 4.04 5. 95 
SEED 0.75 3.75 2. 81 
C'Jt1BINE, 9.30 0.39 3.35 16.66 20.91 
nucK ClJST'J~4 4. 41 
HGE~ 6.00* 0. 1 8 0 • 1 4 0.43 0.75 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 r LS 6.59 12.85 42.12 
- ~INUTES QF LABO?/AC~E 
COSTS 
P lJ .H C HAS F. D ~ ·1 }\ T F. R I A L S 
FUEL AND LU!3F. 
!'EPAIRS kND ~AINTANANCE 
C t; S T Q 11 HI R F. AND '1A CHINE !-'F. NT A L 
INTE~F.ST ::lN QPE~ATING F.XPF.NSF 
( 42.66 X 14.C G% FQR B.O MQNTHS) 
TOTAL CJ.\SH C::JSTS 
DIRECT LABQR 
( 0 • 8 ~! }-' S X 5 • 5 0 I H !< X 1 • 2 ( ::l V f. ~ H F. A D ) ) 
TOTAL CJ.\SH COSTS AND LABOk 
XF.D COSTS 
FIXED l1ACHINE!-' Y COSTS (INCLUDES IN TE!'F.ST AT 
?F..AL ESTATE TAXES 
12.CO%) 
INTE~EST ON LAND ($ 560.00 VALUE/A X 6.001 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TGTAL COST, EXCEPT OVE~HF.AD AND MGT. 
F - . F. AD A N D M A NAG E IH N T 
~ OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH CQSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAkGE ($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
T 0 T A L Q V E k H E A D A N D ~H NAG F. '1 F. N T 
TQTAL COST PER ACRE 
T'JTAL COST PEk UNIT ::lF P~QDUCTIQN 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 







4 2. 12 
11 • 2 0 
67.20 
2.33 







180. 0 6 
5.30 
AlB FSTIHI\TFD 1933 CJ3 TS PF. ~ 1\C~E, N~B~hS KA PANHANDL E \/ '!::iTF.!< ';ll!F.AT- C!IF.:1ICAL AND TIL.L!iG;;. C ~1:-1IHN I\T I~N 
TJTAL C~OPLI\ND AC f2S 
A C~ES THI S C~JP BUDG~ T 
10 CO . O 
20 •.: . 0 
F.XPECTED YIELD P~~ ~C~E 
1\ N r 1 A L U~ I T 2 ~ F G f< ~ Z I t~ G 
34.8 
c.c 
PU!<CHASF.D : ~ A C H I N F. :< Y COSTS 
~1 AT E !-i I 1i L S F l' EL f<E PAB 
1\C~F.S A 11 J L' NT CJST AND 1i. ND 
OPF.!<ATION /HOL'!-' / ii C!'E /CNI T Ll' 13 F. t1 J..INT. FIXED 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOBLE BLAD~ 9. 3 c 
B !I 0 A D-C A S T SP!-'EADE!I 16, 00 
1HC HI N F. !"F.NTAL FE F. 
46-46-0 (LB S .) 7C. CO 0 .2C 
CHIS F.. L 11 • 3 c 
GHA IN D~ILL 9.2C 
SEED 0 .7'5 3.75 
SPHAYE~ CUST0'-1 
HESIDUAL 1 ,00 2.50 
CONTACT C HF. t~. 1 /"' ('I . ..; "' 1 2. 3 5 
X 77 2GB FACTA NT 1 • G C 0 , 40 
-C 0 t1 8 I N F , G !1 A I N !lEAD CUSTOt~ 
T!'l:CK C US TOl-1 
Al'GE.fi 6. 00 * 
TOTA LS 
* - ~INUTES OF LAB OF/ACBE 
C!iSH COS TS 
PU RCHASED ~ATF.HIALS 
FUEL AND Ll'BF. 
HE PAI RS AND MAINTANANCE 
C US T 0 !·1 H I ? E'. A N D ~H C H I N E !< E N T .i1 L 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPEN SE 
( 6 2 • 55 X 1 4 • C 0% F 0 H 8 • C t1 0 tH H S ) 
TOT~L CASH COSTS 
DBECT LAI30 !-< 
FIXF.D COSTS 
( 0.5 HFS X 5.50/H? X 1.2 (OV E~HE ~D)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS ~ND L~BOR 
FIXED MACHINE~Y COSTS (IN C LUDE~ INTE!lEST AT 
RE AL EST ATE TAXE S 
INTF~FST ON LAND ($ 560,00 VALUE/A X 6, 0C% 
TOTAL FIXF.D COSTS 
1 • C8 
C.4S 
8 . 89 
0.79 
0 • 1 ~ 
3.4'J 
12 .00%) 
X 2 . c ) 
TOTAL COST, F.XCF.PT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MI\NAG EMENT 
OVE~HF.AD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X S.OO%) 
~ANAGEMENT CHAFGE ($ 0.15 X E3TIMATED YIFLD) 
TOTAL OVERHF.AD AND ~ANAGFMFNT 
--------
TOTAL COST PF~ AC~E 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCT IO N 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
':l .9 9 3 • 4 () 5 . 
0.29 0 . 91 1. ~ 
1. ; 
1 4. ~ 
1 . 24 2 .97 ') . r 
1 . 12 4 .~" • • ~ ""t 5 • . 
2. 
" . t.:... : 
2 . ; 




('I 1 4 8 . 4 3 8 . 0 . 






6 8. 39 
3 . 08 
71.4 8 
1 1 • 7 5 
11 • 2 0 
67.20 
9 0. 15 
161.62 
3. 4 2 
5 • 1 0 
8.52 
17 0 .1u 















F ~ T I :1 i-. T F. D 1 9 ~ 3 C J S T S P r. !i i-. C l' F. , ;~ E 11 !< A S K A P A ~i Y A N D L F. 
-~TRL Ck Cl PLAND RCkF.~ 





FXPFCTF.D YTFLn PEP AC~F. 
i-.~IMAL UNITS J F GkRZI~G 
Al9 
17 0 5 
c. 0 
P U !' C H 11.2 F. D 'h C H Hi F.~ Y C J S T S 
rli-.TE!<IALS FUEL ?F.PAIP 
i-. C F F S id·l J L' NT C Cl::; T AND AND 




!10L DBJA RD PLJ'.l 10o20 Oo99 
SP3ING TQJTLJ HA? ~ 0 ~ -1 17o5C Co 57 
BkJADCAST SPREADEk 16oCC Oo45 
~ ·1 AC HI NF !'<ENTAL FEE 
NITROGEN (LI3So N ) 40000 Oo25 
SP!'\ING TOClTH 1-J A!- ?. Q1~ 17o50 Co 57 
G~AIN D~ILL 9o20 Oo79 
CF.kTo SFF.D 15o00 OoC8 
C 0~1 8 IN E , 6 0 1 :J 1 0 3 6 
SF.LF-PkClPF.LLED \-1 TN DH QHER Cl'STOll 
TH' CK k.LLCl'J ANC E 8oCO* 1 0 2 0 
TOTALS 5o94 
* - MINVTES OF LABQH/AC?F. 
r.ASH COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
RF.PAIHS AND MATNTk.NANCE 
C lJ S T 011 H I!d AND . n A CHIN F. RENTAL 
INTEkEST ON ClPE!iAT!NG EXPENSE 
( 36o37 X 14oCC% FJH SoC :tJNTHS) 
TClTi-.L CASH COSTS 
DIFECT Li-.BJH 
g FIXED CClST~ 
( Co7 H~S X 5o5C/Hk X 1o2 (OVF~HFAD)) 
TOTAL CASH CClSTS AND LABJ~ 
FIXED llliCHINF.~Y COST~ (INCLUDES INTF.FF.ST AT 12oOO:O 
BEAL EST~TE TAXES 
INTEREST QN LAND ($ S6CoCD VALUE/A X 6000% X 1oC) 
TJTAL FIXED COSTS 
TClTAL CJST, F.XCFPT QVF.BHEAD AND ~1GT o 
~ V E ~ H F. AD A N D '1 A NAG F. t1 F N T 
OVERHFAD (TJTAL CASH CQSTS X 5o00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ Oo15 X ESTIMATFD YIELD) 
T 0 T A L 0 V F. B H F. A D A N D ~1 A N A G E t1 E N T 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TJTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON F.STT~ATED YIELD) 
2o59 6 0 4 1 9o99 
Oo41 2o27 3o26 
Oo29 0 0 91 1. 66 
1. 30 
1Co00 
0 0 4 1 2o27 3:26 
1 0 1 2 40C4 50 95 
1 0 2 0 
3o33 1 6 o_68 2 1 0 4 2 
8o34 
1. 39 6o88 9o47 
9o59 39o47 75o84 















4 0 b 1 
127o55 
7o29 
DESCRIPTION OF THE BASIS 
FOR CROP BUDGETS IN SOUTHWEST NEBRASKA 
Budgets, except B3 and B10, represent crops grown in Southwest 
Nebraska on upland sites. Due to variations in soils, precipitation, 
topography, depth to water table, etc., one farm cannot be selected 
as a "typical" operation. Therefore, the crop budgets represent 
acreages, practices, and machinery sizes that are deemed "typical" 
of the area. An attempt has been made also to use machinery sizes 
that are consistent with the acreages farmed. 
Acreage and machinery costs are the main determinants of the 
"fixed" machinery costs that appear in each crop budget. 
Budgets B3 and B10 represent corn and alfa1fa production in the 
Platte Valley of west central Nebraska. These budgets are separated 
from Southwest Nebraska because most of the irrigation in the Platte 
Valley is gravity from either surface systems or a high water table. 
Land prices are higher : Farm size in terms of acr~age is smaller than 
the rest of Southwest Nebraska. 
Machinert List 1983 Cost 
Power Equipment: 
78 hp tractor $30,950 
11 Typical" Acres of Irrigated Crops: 125 hp tractor 44,500 
110 hp diesel combine 65,000 
Corn, grain 260 18 1 plat form 7,600 
Corn, silage 60 6 rm>J 30" cornhead 14,750 
Grain sorghum 80 3/4 ton pickup 9,250 
Sugar beets 215 14 1 self-propelled swather 23,300 
Dry beans 110 with hydrostat 
Alfalfa 60 
Other Machinery: 
18 1 one-way $ 8,320 
"Typical" acres of Dryl and Crops: 14 1 flail stalk-shredder 5,900 
21 1 heavy duty tandem disk 12,500 
vlheat 475 6-row 30 11 corn planter 13,000 
Fall ow 475 6-row 30" cultivator 3,900 
Grain Sorghum 120 12- r0\'1 sprayer with 500 gal . 3,124 
Alfalfa 50 tank 
Sorghum silage or hay 120 811 auger, 54 1 long 2,200 
10" drill-16 1 7,700 
giant round baler 9,700 




ESTIMATED 198 3 COSTS PER ACRE SOUTHWEST NEBR . 
CORN FOR GRAIN . GRAVITY IRRI GATI ON . ELECTRICITY 225FT . HD . 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 







PLANTER (FERT .HERB .. ETC) 
SEED 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
1480 . 0 
160 . 0 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
IRRIGATI ON GATED PIPE SYSTEM 
15.0 IN . APPLIED 




EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
AN IMA L UNITS OF GRAZING 




ACRES AMOUNT COST 
! HOUR / ACRE /UNIT 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - -
7 . 21 
10 . 63 
10 . 63 
4 . 91 
140 . 00 0 . 15 
4 . 90 
0 . 33 65 . 00 
0 . 05 275 . 00 
4 . 00 1. 00 
1 . 00 7. 65 
1 . 0 0 12 . 00 
5 . 29 
5 29 
90.00 1 
3. 4 4 
4 . oo• 
CUSTOM 
.. . 
MHH I NERY COSTS 
FUEL REPAIR 
AND AND 
LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
. . 
0 . 60 0 . 80 2 . 77 
0 . 67 0 . 7 1 2 . 49 
0 . 67 0 . 7 1 2 49 
1 . 46 0 . 96 3 . 58 
0 . 89 2 . 35 5 )6 
0 . 82 0 . 80 197 
0 . 82 0 . 80 1 . 97 
40 . 84 3-99 88 . 12 
3 . 34 4 . 12 17 . 43 
5 . 40 1 . 08 4 . 32 
0 . 73 0 . 25 0 . 35 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
4 . 1 7 
3 . 87 
3 . 87 
5 . 99 
21 . 00 
8 . 60 
21 . 45 
13 . 75 
4 . 00 
7 . 65 
12.00 
3 . 60 
3.60 
132 . 95 
24 . 89 
10 . 80 
1 - 33 
13 . 50 
TOTALS 56 . 26 16 . 57139 . 86 297 . 04 ..----
1 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOH HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 166.18 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 3 . 0 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 700 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UN l T OF PRODUCT . ON 
BASED ON EST MATED Y ' ELD 
79 . 85 
56 . 26 
16 . 57 
1 3 . 50 
1 1 . 63 
17'{ . 81 
19 . 60 
197 41 
130 . 86 
8 . 00 
42 . 00 
180 . 86 
378.28 
8 89 
13 . 50 
22 . 39 
400 67 




ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR . 
CORN SILAGE . GRAVITY IRRIGATED . ELECTRICITY. 225 FT . HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
'CRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 0 
60 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 





MACHINERY COSTS · 
OPERATION 
ACRES 





7 . 21 
10 . 63 
10 . 63 
6 . 87 
NH~ NITROGEN 140 . 00 
PLANTER ( FERT . . HERB .. ETC) 
SEED 




ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
IRRIGATION . GATED PIPE SYSTEM 





I MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
4 . 90 
5 29 
529 
90 . 00* 
2 . 07 
20 . 00* 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 






0 . 15 
65 . 00 
275 . 00 
1 . 00 
7 65 
1 2 . 00 
( 169 87 X 14 00% FOR 6 0 MONTHS) 






0 . 60 
0 67 
0 6 7 
1 . 0 4 
0 89 
0 . 82 
0 . 82 
40 . 84 
3.45 
1 5 . 00 
2 . 00 
66 . 82 
( 3.4 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 




MAINT . FIXED 
0 80 2 77 
0 . 7 1 2 49 
0 . 7 1 2 . 49 
0 83 j . 1 8 
2 35 5 . 36 
0 . 80 1 . 9 7 
0 . 80 1 . 97 
3 99 88 . 12 
7 . 96 26 . 24 
3 00 12 . 0 0 
1 . 2 5 3.25 
23 . 20 149 85 
79 . 85 
66 . 82 
23 . 20 
0 0 
1 1 . 8 9 
22 . 25 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00$) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
149 . 85 
8 . 00 
42 . 00 INTEREST ON LAND ($ 700 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 70 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
9 09 








2 1 . 0 0 
8 60 
21 . 45 
13 . 15 
4 00 
7 . 65 
1 2 . 00 
3 . 60 
3 . 60 
132 95 
37 . 65 




181 . 77 
204 . 01 
199 . 85 
403 . 86 
23 . 09 
426 . 95 
:::> 1 'I; 
B4 
~STIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR 
CORN FOR GRAIN . DITCH IRR}GATED . PLATTE VALLEY 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 





ONE -WAY DISC 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
CHISEL 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
SUL PO MAG 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 
PLANTER (FERT . HERB . . ETC) 
SEED 





ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
COMBINE . 110HP 
TRUCK 
IRRIGATION . DITCH 
AUGER 
DRYER 
16 . 0 IN APPLIED 
50'0 . 0 
400 . 0 
ACRES 
/ HOUR 
7 . 21 
6 87 
8 . 53 
8 . 42 
6. 17 
7 . 53 
4 . 90 
13 . 44 
5 . 29 
5 . 29 
5 . 29 
3 . 44 
CUSTOM 
90 . 00* 
4 . 00* 
CUSTOM 
EXPECTED YIEL~ PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
140 . 0 





I ACRE /UNIT 
200 . 00 0 . 15 
0 . 04150 . 00 
0.33 65 . 00 
0 . 05 275 . 00 
1 . 00 7 . 65 
4 . 00 1 . 00 




0 . 99 
1 . 04 
0 . 84 
0.52 
1 . 1 6 
0.95 
0 . 89 
0 . 32 
0 . 82 
0 . 82 
0 . 82 
2 . 97 






0 . 97 
1 . 08 
0 29 
1 . 03 
0 . 98 
2 . 86 
0.26 
0 . 75 
0 . 75 
0 . 75 
3.74 
5 . 00 
0 . 26 
3 . 17 
3 . 78 
3 81 
0 . 88 
2 . 26 
2 . 62 
6 . 42 
1 . 64 
1 . 89 
1 . 89 
1 . 89 
16 . 99 





5 . 79 
30 . 00 
5 . 73 
1 . 68 
2 50 
6 . 00 
4 . 45 
4 . 55 
10.17 
21 . 45 
13 . 75 
7 . 65 
4 . 00 
12 . 00 
2 . 22 
3 . 46 
3.46 
3 . 46 
23 . 69 
8 . 40 
25 . 00 
1 . 36 
14 . 00 
TOTALS 20 . 40 19 . 61 60 . 08 219 . 85 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 159 . 76 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 3 . 5 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($2200 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00S X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
·oVERHEAD AHD MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE (~ 0 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT GF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
94 . 85 
20 . 40 
19 6 1 
24 . 90 
11 . 18 
23.22 
60 . 08 
20 . 00 
132 00 
8 . 55 
14 . 00 
170 . 95 
194 . 17 
212 . 08 




ESflMATED 1993 COSTS PER CROP ACRE SOUTHWEST NEBR 
CORN FOR GRAIN . CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED . DIESEL . 325 HEAD 
TOTAL CR OPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CR OP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
14 80 0 
13 0 0 
EX~ECTED YI ELD PER ACRE 
AN I MAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
1j 5 0 
2 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATER I ALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 






7 . 21 
8 . 42 
0 . 60 
0 . 52 
0 80 
0 29 
2 . 77 4 . 17 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 








NH 3 NITROGEN 
PLANTER (FERT . . HERB . . ETC) 
SEED 
LIQUID 10 34 0 
ZINC SUL . 
IRR I GATION . CENTER PIVOT 
10 . 63 
8 . 42 
10 . 63 
4.91 
4 90 
0 . 05 150 . 00 
60 . 00 0.27 
1 . 00 15 . 30 
100 . 00 0 . 15 
0 . 3 3 65 . 00 
0 05 275 . 00 
4 . 00 1 . 00 
0 . 67 0 7 1 
0 . 52 0 . 29 
0 . 67 0 . 7 1 
1 . 46 0 . 96 
0 . 89 2 . 35 
0 . 88 1 . 68 
2 . 49 
0 . 88 




2 . 50 
7 . 50 
16 . 20 
3 . a·r 
1 . 68 
2 . 50 
15 . 30 
3 . 87 
5 . 99 
' 15 . 00 
8 . 60 
21 . 45 
13 . 75 
4.00 
15 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
COMBINE . 110HP 
30 . 00• 59 . 06 13.59 80 . 02 :; 152 . 67 
lf.-tr3· 2 4 . 8 9 3 . 44 3 . 34 4. 12 
TRUCK 5 . 40 1 . 08 4 . 32 10 . 80 
AUGER 4 . oo• 0 . 72 0 . 25 0 . 35 1 . 32 
DRYER CUSTOH 13 . 50 
TOTALS 7 3 . 8 5 2 5 . 1 4 1 2 0 . 5 8 3 3 1 . 2 7 --




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 210 . 69 X 14 00% FOR 6 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 8 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ - 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
93 . 20 
73 . 85 
25 . 14 
18 . 50 
14 . 75 
225 . 44 
12 . 08 
237 51 
120 . 58 
7 . 00 
32_c 40, 
159 . 98 
397 . 49 
11 . 27 
13 . 50 
24 17 
11 22 26 
3 . 13 
B6 ~STIMATED 1983 COSiS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NF.BR 
CORN SILAGE . CENTER ~ I V O T IRRIGATED . DIESEL ~25 FT ~ EAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 1480 . 0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 18 0 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 60 . 0 ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZ :l NG 0 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COS TS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPA-IR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT FIXED CO STS 
- - - - - - - - - -· - - - - .. - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - .. -- - - - - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . - - - - - - - - - - -
STALK SHREDDER 7 . 21 0 . 60 0 . 80 2 . 77 4 . 17 
BROADCAST SPREADER 8 . 00 0 . 54 0 ·. 30 0 . 93 1 . 77 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 2.50 
SUL PO MAG 0.05 150 . 00 7.50 
DRY NITROGEN 60 . 00 0 . 27 16 . 20 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 0 . 67 0 . 71 2 . 49 3 ·87 
BROADCAST SPREADER 8 . 00 0 . 54 0 . 30 0 93 1 77 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 2 . 50 
HERBICIDE 1 . 00 15 . 30 15 . 30 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 0 . 67 0 . 11 2. 49 3 . 87 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 4 . 9 1 . 46 0 . 96 3 . 58 5 . 99 
NH3 NITROGEN 100 . 00 0 15 1..5 . 00 
PLANTER (FERT . HERB . . ETC) 4 . 90 0 . 89 2 . 35 5 36- 8 60 
SEED 0 33 65 . 00 21 . 45 
LI QUID 10 34 0 0 . 05 275 . 00 13. 7 5 
ZINC SUL 4 . 00 1 . 00 4 . 00 
IRRIGATION CENTER PIVOT 
15 . 0 IN . APPLI.ED 30 . 00* sg . o6 13 . 59 80 . 02 152 . 61 
FORAGE CHOPPER 2 . 07 3 . 45 1 1 . 4 1 37 7 1 52 . 58 
TRUCK 13 . 50 2 70 10 . 80 27 . 00 
PACK SILAGE 20 . 00* 2 . 00 1 . 25 3 . 25 6 . 50 
TOTALS 83 . 40 35 . 08 150 33.367 . 01 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 216 . 68 X 14 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2 . 3 HRS X 5 : 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 09~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 00~ X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS •. 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 70 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UN I T OF PRODUCTION 
BASED ON EST ~ MATED YTELD . 
93 . 20 
83 . 40 
35 . 08 
5 . 00 
15 . 17 
231 . 84 
15 . 18 
247 . 03 
150 33 
7 . 00 
32 . 40 
189 . 73 
436 . 76 
11 . 59 
12 . 60 
2 4 . 19 
460 95 
25 61 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE SOUTHWEST NEBR B7 
PINTO BEANS CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED DIESEL 325 FT HD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
14 80 . 0 
130 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 





ACRES AMOUNT COST 




LUBE MAINT FIXED 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
- . - - - - . - - - . - - - .. - - - - - .. - - - -- -· - .. - - - - - - - -- - - - - ·- - - .. - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - -- -· - - - - - -
BROADCAST SPREADER 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
SUL PO MAG 
TANDEM DISC 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
HERBICIDE 
TANDEM DISC 
PLANTER ( FERT .. HERB .. ETC) 
SEED 
10 34 0 
ZINC SUL . 
ROTARY HOE 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
9 . 0 IN. APPLIED 
BEANCUTTER 
WINDROWER 
COMBINE . JD 
TRUCK 
8 . 00 
10 . 63 
8 . 00 
10 . 63 
4 . 90 
17 . 92 
5 . 29 
5 29 
2o . oo• 
5 . 73 
3 . 82 
4 . 00 
0 05 150 . 00 
1 . 00 12 . 05 
60 . co 0 25 
0 . 05 275 . 00 
4 . 00 1 . 00 
0 . 54 0 30 0 93 
0 . 67 0 . 71 2 . 49 
0 . 54 0 . 30 0 . 93 
0 . 67 0 71 2 49 
0 . 89 2 . 35 5 . 36 
0 . 24 0 . 22 1 . 56 
0 . 82 0 . 80 1 . 97 
0 . 82 0 80 1 . 9 7 
35 . 44 8 . 15 80 . 02 
1 . 25 1 . 0 1 3 . 31 
1 . 1 4 1 . 84 6 00 
1 9 1 2 . 44 12. 04 
1 . 20 0 . 24 0 . 96 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TOTALS 4 6 . 16 19 . 87 120 . 03 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 123 33 X 14 . 00% FOR 4 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2 . 1 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 00 VALUE/A X 6 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 75 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TCTf. L CG.::T PSP. e:: .. ;: C.r' rRCDUC'LON 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YI ELD ) 
52 . 30 
46 . 16 
19 . 87 
5 . 00 
5 . 76 
13 . 84 
120 03 
6 . 00 
32 40 
6 45 
15 . 00 
1 . 77 
2 . 50 
7 . 50 
3 . 87 
1 77 
2 . 50 
12 . 05 
3 87 
8 . 60 
15 . 00 
13 .·75 
4 . 00 
2 . 02 
3 . 60 
3 60 
123 . 61 
5 56 
8.98 
16 . 39 
2 . 40 
243 . 36 
129 . 09 
142 . 93 
158 . 43 
301 . 36 
21 . 45 
322 . 81 
•t 6 . 14 
.--
B8 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR 
FALL SEED ALFALFA CENTER PIVOT IRRIG DIESEL 325 FT HEAD 
T'trt'AL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 0 
1 3 0 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 






ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
TANDEM DISC 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
10 . 63 0 . 67 
CUSTOM 
60 . 00 0 . 33 P205 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 0 . 67 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 
ROLLER OR PACKER 
PLANTER (SEED ONLY) 
12 . 33 
12 . 33 
6 . 1 1 
CUSTOM 
1 2 . 0 0 
0 . 35 
0 35 
0 . 7 1 
2 . 50 SEED 
1RRIGATION.CENTER PIVOT 
4 . 0 IN . APPLIED 15 . 00* 15 . 75 
TOTALS 1 8 . 52 
* - MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
\...._......> H COSTS 
LABOR 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 85 . 56 X 14 . 00% FOR 4 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 8 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 0 . 0 %X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 7 1 2 . 49 
0 . 7 1 2.49 
0 . 20 1 . 0 6 
0 . 20 1 . 0 6 
0 . 41 3 . 1 3 
3 . 62 0 0 
5 84 10 . 23 
49 . 80 
1 8 . 52 
5 84 
1 1 . 4 0 
) . 99 
5.04 
1 0 . 2 j 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
4.48 




3 . 40 
19 . 80 
3 . 87 
1 . 6 1 
1 . 6 1 
4 25 




89 . 55 
94 . 59 
10.23 
104 . 82 
4 . 48 
109 30 





















ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR B9 
ALFALFA HAY . CENTER PJVOT IRRIGATED. DIESEL . 325 FT . HD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 
L BALER . GIANT 
S TWINE 
SELF - PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER.GIANT 
TWINE 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . GIANT 
TWINE 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . GIANT 
TWINE 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
18 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
7 MOVE BALES 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
9 P205 
1480 . 0 
no o 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 






ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
CUSTOM 
7.00 
40 . 00* 
CUSTOM 
4 . 00 
3 . 00 
3 . 00 
1 . 0 0 
11.00 
40 . 00 
0 . 35 
0 . 35 
0 . 35 
0 . 35 
1 . 2 5 
0 . 33 
1 . 64 0 . 85 3 . 6S 
1 . 64 0 . 85 3 . 63 
1 . 64 0 . 85 3 . 63 
1 . 6 4 0 85 3 . 63 




6 . 12 
1 . 40 
7 . 50 
6 . 12 
1.05 
7 . 50 
6 . 12 
1 . 0 5 
7 . 50 
6 . 12 
0 . 35 
167.19 
13 . 75 
3 00 
13 . 20 
TOTALS 77 . 43 19 . 71 94 . 54 255 48 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 160 . 95 X 14 . 00% FOR 10 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 2 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
12 . 00%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
0VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2 25 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
( D A ~ t:" T'\ n \.1 t:' C" I'T' T l.l A ,., r.t " V T I":' r " \ 
1 . 0) 
30 . 80 
77 . 43 
1 9 . 7 1 
33 . 00 
18 . 78 
8 . 1 7 
18 . 22 
94 . 54 
7.00 
32 . 40 
8 99 
1 2 37 
~-- ----
179 72 
187 . 89 
133 . 94 
340 . 05 
2 1 . 36 
3 6 1 4 1 
65 7 1 
BlO ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR SUB - IRRIGATED ALFALFA . PLATTE VALLEY 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
iES THIS CROP BUDGET 
'----"' 
500 . 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZlNG 
6 . 0 
0 . 0 
PURCHASED, 
MATERIALS 




OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT FlXED 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . REGULAR 
TWINE 
BALE WAGON AND STACKER 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . REGULAR 
TWINE 
BALE WAGON AND STACKER 
SELF -PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . REGULAR 
TWINE 
BALE WAGON AND STACKER 
SELF -PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . REGULAR 
TWINE 
BALE WAGON AND STACKER 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
14 . 0 0 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
1 4 . 0 0 
CUSTOM 
7 . 00 
14 . 00 
CUSTOM 
7.00 
1 4 . 0 0 
1 . 0 9 
66 . 00 0 . 03 
0 . 55 
1 . 0 9 
50 . 00 0 . 03 
0 . 55 
1 . 0 9 
50 . 00 0 . 03 
0 . 55 
1 . 0 9 
33.00 0 . 03 
0.55 





FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 49 . 59 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 9 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
6 . 56 
0. 9 1 3 63 
0 . 85 < 55 
0 . 9 1 3 . 63 
0 . 85 3.55 
0 . 9 1 3 .-63 
0 85 3 . 55 
0 . 9 1 3 . 63 
0 . 85 3.55 
- . . - ·- - -
7 . 06 28 . 72 
5 . 97 
6 56 
7 06 
30 . 00 
~.47 
5 . 66 
1 8 . 2 2 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 28 . 72 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 22.00 
INTEREST ON LAND ($2200 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 132 . 00 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2 . 25 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
2 . 65 
13 . 50 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
7 . 50 
5 . 64 
1 . 9 8 
4 . 95 
7 . 50 
5 . 64 
1 . 50 
4 . 95 
7 . 50 
5 . 64 
1 . 50 
4 95 
7 . 50 
5 . 6-
0 . 99 
4 . 95 
78 . 3 
5) . 07 
58 . 12 
182 . 72 
259 66 
1 6 1' 
275 8l 













uSTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR 
FALL SEED IRRIG GRASS . C P IRRIG . ELECTRIC . 325 FT HD . 
, CROPLAND ACRES 
C~ THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 . 0 
1 3 0 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
. 0 
0 . 0 
\ 














18 46 0 
ANDEM DISC 
OLLER OR PACKER 
ANTER (SEED ONLY) . 
SEED 
RRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
4 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
- MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
1 0 . 6 3 
CUSTOM 
10 . 6 3 
6 . 98 
CUSTOM 
v 15 . oo• 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
0.05 275 . 00 
20 . 00 1 . 0 0 
( 67 50 X 14 . 00% FOR 4 . 0 MONTHS) 




0 . 67 
0 . 63 
15 . 75 
17 . 72 
( 0.6 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 




MAINT . FIXED 
0 . 52 1 . 9 1 
0 . 52 1 . 9 1 
0 . 36 3 . 1 4 
3 . 62 0 . 0 
5 . 02 6 . 97 
33 . 75 
17 . 7 2 
5 . 02 
11 . 00 
3. 1 5 
3.84 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
12.00%) 6.97 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 0 . 0 % 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 . 0) 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
3 . 53 




3 . 1 1 
3.00 
13.75 
3 . 1 1 
4 . 12 
8 . 00 
20 . 00 
19 . 37 
74 . 46 
70.65 
74 . 48 
6 . 97 
8 1 . 4 5 
3 . 53 
84 . 98 
84 . 98 
'-.....--
Bl2 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE SOUTHWEST NEBR 
IRRIGATED PASTURE . C P IRRIGATED . ELECTRIC . 325 FT HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 1480 . 0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 1 2 . 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 13 0 . 0 ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 1 2 . 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
0 
0 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNiT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
TRRIGATION.CENTER PIVOT 
18 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
LIQUID N 
40 . 00* 70 . 87 16 30 80 02 
FENCING 
MOVE CATTLE 
220 . 00 
1 . 00 
1 . 0 0 
0 28 
1 . 00 
0.25 
TOTALS 70 . 87 16 . 30 80 02 
* - MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
"----'" ( 150 . 02 X 14.00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
LABOR 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 7 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE / YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 1 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
62 . 85 
70 . 87 
1 6 . 3 0 
0 . 0 
1 0 . 50 
4 . 40 
1 2 . 1 4 
80 . 02 
7 . 00 
32 . 40 
8 . 03 
1 3 . 2 0 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
167 1 9 
6 1 . 60 
1 . 00 
0 . 25 
230 . 04 
160 . 52 
164 . 92 
119 . 42 
296 . 48 
21 . 23 
3 1 7 . 7 1 

















ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR Bl3 
IRRIGATED WHEAT . C P IRRIGATED . ELECTRIC . 325 FT . HEAD 
T~L CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 . 0 
13 0 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
65 . 0 
0 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 








18 - 46 - 0 
RRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
6 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
OMBINE . 11 OHP 
RUCK 
UGER 
10 . 63 
10 . 63 
4 . 91 
17 . 45 
8 . 44 
15 . 00* 
4 12 
10 . 00* 
82 . 00 0 . 1 5 
1 . 2 5 6 . 00 
0.04 275 . 00 
0 67 0 . 71 2 . 49 
0 . 67 0 . 7 1 2 . 49 
1 . 4 6 0 . 96 3.58 
0 . 41 0 . 45 1 . 2 1 
0 . 52 0 . 5 1 1 . 8 1 
23 . 62 5 . 43 40 0 1 
2 . 48 2.77 13 . 76 
4.55 0 . 9 1 3 64 
0 . 35 0 . 12 0 . 35 
- --
- -
OTALS 34 . 73 1 2 . 57 69 . 34 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 78 . 10 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 2 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
XED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 540 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
ERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
30 . 80 
34 . 73 
12 . 57 
0 . 0 
5 . 47 
8 . 1 0 
69 . 34 
7 . 00 
32 . 40 
4 . 18 
9 . 75 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
3 . 87 
3 . 87 
5 . 99 
12 . 3 0 
2 . 07 
2 . 84 
7 50 
1 1 . 0 0 
69 . 06 
1 9 0 1 
9 1 0 
0 . 82 
147 . 44 
-
83 . 57 
9 1 . 6 6 
108 . 74 
200 . 40 
13 . 93 
214 . 33 
3 . 30 
Bl4 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR . 
WHEAT STUBBLE MULCH FALLOW VIA TILLAGE 
TAL CROPLAND ACRES 
~RES THIS CROP BUDGET 1480 . 0 475 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
42 . 0 




















18 - 46 - 0 




9 . 76 
9 76 
9.76 
17 . 45 
17 . 45 
4 . 9 1 
8 . 44 
4 . 12 
10.00* 
40 . 00 0 . 15 
1 . 00 3 . 75 
0 . 02 275 . 00 
0 . 73 
0 . 73 
0 . 73 
0 73 
041 
0 . 41 
1 . 4 6 
0 . 52 
2 . 48 
2 . 94 
0 . 25 
TOTALS 1 1 . 3 9 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 34 . 08 X 14.00% FOR 10 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 3 HRS X 5 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 2 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER ·UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 48 
0 . 48 
0 . 48 
0 . 48 
0 . 45 
0 . 45 
0 . 64 
0 . 89 
2 . 42 
0 . 59 
0 . 08 
1 . 1 3 
1 . 1 3 
1 . 1 3 
1 . 1 3 
1 . 2 1 
1 . 2 1 
2 . 22 
3 . 37 
12 . 02 
2 . 35 
0 . 35 
7 44 27 . 24 
15 . 25 
1 1 . 3 9 





2 . 34 ~ 2 3 4 2 . 34 
2 . 34 q 
2 . 07 q 
2 . 07 R 
4 . 32 R 
6 . 00 1\ 
4 . 78 G 3 . 75 
5 50 
1 6 . 91 Cl 5 . 8d 
o . 6e Tl 
AI 
6 1 . 3' T( 
I 
c ~ 
EST I MATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR . 
' AL CROPLAND ACRES ~ES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
WHEAT . CLEAN TILL FALLOW 
1480.0 
475 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
37 . 0 
0 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 




· - - -- - --- - -- . -· . - - - . - .. - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -










1 8 4 6 -· 0 
COMBINE . 1 1 0 H P 
TRUCK 
AUGER 
9 . 60 
9 . 25 
9 . 25 
9 . 25 
14 . 55 
14 . 55 
18 . 00 
8.44 
4 . 12 
10 . 00* 
0 . 75 
0 . 77 




0 . 40 
40 . 00 0 . 15 
0 . 52 
1 . 00 3 . 75 
0 . 02 275 . 00 
2 . 48 
2 . 59 
0 . 20 
TOTALS 1 0 . 2 3 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 33 . 30 X 14.00% FOR 12 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 1 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 2 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
0VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ( $ 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 92 3 . 25 4 . 9 1 
0 . 57 1 . 3 1 2 . 66 
0.57 1 . 3 1 2 . 66 
0 . 57 1 . 3 1 2 . 66 
0 . 48 1 . 2 8 2 . 25 
0 . 48 1 . 2 8 2 . 25 
0 32 1 . 2 1 1 . 93 
6 . 00 
0 89 3 . 37 4 . 78 
3 . 75 
5 . 50 
2 . 42 12 . 0 4 1 6 . 9 4 
0.52 2 . 07 5 18 
0 . 07 0 . 35 0 . 62 
7 . 81 28 79 62 . 09 
15 . 25 
10 . 23 
7 . 81 
0 . 0 
4 . 66 
37 . 96 
7 . 59 
45 . 54 
28.79 
9 . 00 
54 . 00 
9 1 . 7 9 
137 . 33 
1 . 90 
5 . 55 
7 . 45 
144 . 78 
3 . 9 1 
Bl6 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR 
CONTINUOUS WHEAT WITH CHEMICAL WEED CONTROL 
~fAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
. - - .. -
-
SPRAYER 
PAR . AND BLADEX 
GRAIN DRILL 
SEED 
1 8 46 - 0 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
DRY NITROGEN 





740 . 0 
... - - -
* - MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
ACRES 
/HOUR 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
30 0 
0 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
- . . - - - - - - --
CUSTOM 
1 . 00 16 . 25 
8 . 44 0 . 52 0 . 70 2 56 
1 . 00 3 . 75 
0 . 02 275 00 
CUSTOM 
25 . 00 0 27 
4 . 1 2 2 . 48 2 . 05 10 . 20 
2 1 0 0 . 42 1 . 68 
1 0 . 00* 0 1 6 0 . 06 0 . 35 
5 25 3 . 23 14 . 79 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 45 . 24 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
MONTHS) 
( 0 . 5 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 .0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
32 . 25 
5 . 25 
3 . 23 
4 . 50 
3 . 1 7 
3 . 48 
14 . 79 
4 . 50 
27 . 00 
2 . 42 
4 . 50 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
2 . 50 
16 . 25 
3 . 78 
3 . 7 5 
5 . 50 
2 . 00 
6 . 7 5 
14 . 73 
4 . 20 
0 . 57 
60 . 03 
48 . 40 
51 . 8 9 
46 . 29 
9 8 . 1 8 
6 . 92 





ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE - SOUTHWEST NEBR Bl7 
ECO FALLOW WHEAT FOLLOWED BY CORN IN THREE YEAR SYSTEM 
T'tr-l:' AL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 0 
370 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
42 . 0 
0 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 










18 46 0 




9 . 25 
9 25 
4 - 9 1 
14 . 55 
1 4 - 55 
8 . 44 
4 12 
10 . 00* 
50 . 00 
1 - 00 
0 . 02 
-- - - -
0 . 77 
0 77 
0 77 
1 - 46 
0 15 
0 49 
0 . 49 
0 . 52 
3 75 
275 00 
2 . 48 
2 . 94 
0 . 25 
. . - - - . - - - - - . . 
1 0 - 9 5 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 36 23 X 14 . 00% FOR 12 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
COSTS 
( 1 . 2 HRS X 5 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 5) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 67 47 
0 . 67 47 
0 . 67 1 47 
0 . 64 2 22 
0 78 2 . 04 
0 . 78 2 - 0_4 
0 89 3 - 3 7 
2 77 1 j 76 
0 . 59 2 . 35 
0 08 0 . 35 
-- - ---
8 54 30 . 56 
16 . 75 
1 0 - 9 5 
8 . 54 
0 . 0 
5 07 
7 . 88 
30 . 56 
6 75 
40 . 50 
2 07 
6 . 30 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
2 . 92 
2 . 92 
2 92 
4 . 32 
7 50 
3 3 1 
:) 3 1 
4 78 
3 . 75 
550 
1 9 0 1 
5 . 88 
0 68 
4 1 . 3 0 
4 9 1 8 
77 . 81 
126 99 
8 37 
135 . 36 
3 . 22 
Bl8 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR 
CORN FOLLOWING ECO - FALLOW WHEAT IN THREE YEAR SYSTEM 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 . 0 
370 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
65 0 





ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT FIXED 
SPRAYER 





PLANTER (FERT .HERB .. ETC) 
SEED 
CUSTOM 




1 . 00 
4 . 90 
0 20 
0 . 03 
1 4 00 
0.89 1 . 00 3 70 
0 1 5 
6 . 00 
0 . 89 3 . 05 6 . 8"2 
65 . 00 
275 . 00 10 34 0 
COMBINE . 110 HP 
TRUCK 
3.18 3 . 61 3 . 93 1 6 . 4 7 
2 . 08 
0 . 35 
2 . 60 0 52 
AUGER 2 . 00* 0 .3 5 0 . 12 
TOTALS 8 . 34 8 . 62 29 . 42 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 74 . 96 X 14 . 00% FOR 7.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 8 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 .-5) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
~ MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
51 . 0 0 . 
8.34 
8 . 62 
7 . 00 
6 . 1 2 
4 . 99 
29 . 42 
6.75 
40 . 50 




3 . 50 
14 . 00 
5 59 
9 . 75 
3 . 50 
6.00 
10 . 76 
1 3 . 00 
8 . 25 
24 . 01 
5 . 20 
0 . 82 
104 38 
81 . 0 9 
86 . 07 
76 . 67 
162 . 74 
1 0 . 55 
173 . 29 

















ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE SOUTHWEST NEBR 
GRAIN SORGHUM NON - IRRIGATED 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 0 
80 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
PURCHASED MACHINERY 
40 . 0 
1 . 0 
COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT FIXED 
. - - -· - - - .. . - . - -- - - ... . -- - - - - - - - --- . .. - - - - . - - - . . . 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 
TANDEM DISC 10 . 63 
SPRING TOOTH HARROW 1 0 . 4 7 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 4 . 9 1 
NH3 NITROGEN 40 . 00 0 . 1 5 
PLANTER ( FERT . HERB .. ETC) 4 . 90 
SEED 5 . 00 0 . 76 
HERB . BAND 1 . 00 6 . 20 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5 . 29 
SPRAYER CUSTOM 
GREENBUG AERIAL 1 . 00 2 . 50 
COMBINE . 1 1 0 HP 4 . 1 2 
RUCK 
UGER 4 . 00* 
.. - - - - - . 
.. 
- . - . . .. - - - - - - - - - - . - - --. 
l.'-"" L S 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 39 . 91 X 14 00% FOR 5 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 2 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
lXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
0 . 67 
0 . 67 
0 . 42 
. 46 
0 . 89 
0.82 
2 . 48 
1 . 60 
0 . 22 
9 23 
12.00%) 
X 1 . 0 ) 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
~AEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRB 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YlF.T.O) 
0 7 1 2 . 49 
0 . 7 1 2.49 
0 . 24 1 . 2 2 
0.96 3 . 58 
2 . 35 5 . 36 
0 . 80 1 . 9 7 
2 . 77 13 76 
0 . 32 1 . 28 
0 . 07 0 35 
8 . 93 32 . 51 
1 8 . 50 
9 . 23 
8 . 93 
3 . 25 
2 . 33 
7 . 85 
3 2 . 51 
4 . 50 
27 . 00 
2 . 1 1 




3 . 87 
3 . 87 
1 . 87 
5 . 99 
6 . 00 
8 60 
3 . 80 
6.20 
3 . 60 
3 . 25 
2.50 
1 9 . 0 1 
3 . 20 
0 64 
72 .. 42 
42 . 24 
50 . 09 
64 . 01 
114 . 10 
6 . 1 1 
120 . 21 
3 . 01 
'j 
B20 eSTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . SOUTHWEST NEBR . CANE HAY. NON LRRIGATED 
TAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
1480 . 0 
75 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
3 . 0 









OPERATION /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
TANDEM DISC 1 0 . 6 3 
TANDEM DISC 1 0 . 6 3 
SPRING TOOTH HARROW 10 . 47 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 4.91 
NH3 NITROGEN 
GRAIN DRILL 8 . 44 
SEED 
SELF -PROPELLED WINDROWER CUSTOM 






FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
40 . 00 0 . 1 5 
1 5 . 00 0 . 45 
6.00 0 . 35 
6 . 00 1 . 00 
( 40 . 38 X 14 . 00% FOR 6.0 MONTHS) 




( 0 . 9 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
0 . 67 
0 . 67 
0 . 42 
1 . 4 6 
0 . 52 
1 . 1 1 
4 . 85 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 450 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2 . 00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 71 
0 . 71 
0 . 24 
0.96 
0 89 
1 . 1 7 
2 . 49 
2 . 49 
1 . 22 
3 . 58 
3 . 3 7 
4 . 7 1 
4 . 68 17 . 86 
20 . 85 
4 . 85 
4 . 68 
1 0 . 0 0 
2 . 83 
5 . 68 
1 7 . 8 6 
4 . 50 
27 . 00 
2 . 1 6 
6 . 00 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
3 . 87 
3 . 87 
1 . 87 
5 . 99 
6 . 00 
4 . 78 
6 .75 
1 0 . 00 
6 . 99 
2 . 10 
6 . 00 
58 . 2 ~ 
4 3 . 2 1 
48 . 89 
49 . 3 6 
98 . 25 
8 . 1 6 
106 . 41 
35 . 47 
DESCRIPTIO~ OF THE BASIS FOR CROP BUDGETS IN 
NORTHERN NEBRASKA 
Cultivated crops are generally not feasible in the Sandhills area 
without irrigation. Irrigation is almost entirely by center-pivot 
irrigation. Native hay is produced on either "wet meadows" or upland 
sites. 
Corn and alfalfa and seeded cool-season pasture are the predom-
inant irrigated crops. In practice, the size of the "i rri gab 1 e" site 
may be the determining factor in selecting a crop to irrigate. That 
is, either grass or alfalfa may not require a large added investment 
in machinery. Corn, may, since custom hiring is not readily available. 
Therefore, the corn budget uses a 390 acre basis while alfalfa and 
pasture are 130 acres. 
"Tt~ical" Ranch Machinery 1983 Price 
Irrigated Acreages: 78 hp tractor, diesel $32,000 
120-130 hp tractor, diesel 49,000 
Corn, grain 390 21' heavy duty disk 12,500 
Corn, silage 60 6-rb\AJ, 30" planter 13,000 
Al fa 1 fa 130 Anhydrous applicator 
Pasture 260 with tank 7,400 
Combine, 95 hp diesel 
Wet Meadow Acreages: with 3-row cornhead 56,205 3/4 ton pickup 9,750 
Nature Hay 320 Single axle truck, 350 bu grain box 23,600 
Giant round baler 
Dryland Hayland: (800-900 lb. bales) 9,700 
14' self-propelled swather 
Native Hay 400 with conditioner 23,300 
Note that the sum of the acreages shown above will not be equal to 
the total acres available for each class of land. There are a vast number 





B22 . _TIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBR . 
CORN GRAIN. CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED . DIESEL 250 FT . HD . 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
520 . 0 
13 0 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
130 . 0 
2 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAlNT . FIXED 
- - - - -· . . . -· ·- . . - -· - - -· - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - . . . - -- - - - - - -
BROADCAST SPREADER 10 . 00 0 . 44 0 . 21 064 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
SUL PO MAG 0 . 05 150 . 00 
P205 20 . 00 0 . 33 
HERBICIDE 1 . 00 13 . 20 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 4 . 91 1 . 4 6 1 . 4 1 5 . 1 8 
NH3 NITROGEN 100 . 00 0 . 1 5 
TANDEM DISC 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 67 1 . 00 3.49 
TANDEM DISC 1 0 . 6 3 0 . 67 1 . 00 3.49 
PLANTER (FERT .. HERB . . ETC) 4 . 90 1 . 4 6 3 . 18 7 . 35 
SEED 0 . 33 65 . 00 
L8 46 0 0 . 02 275 . 00 
ZINC SUL . 4 . 00 1 . 00 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
15 . 0 IN . APPLIED 30.00* 4 4 . 3 1 12 . 8 5 61 . 90 
LIQUID NITROGEN 50 . 00 0 . 28 
COMBINE . 95HP 1 . 60 6 . 38 3 . 49 1 6 . 1 0 
TRUCK 7 . 80 1 . 56 6 . 24 





1 . 2 8 BR 
1 . 50 
7 . 50 
6 . 60 
13 . 20 
8 . 05 AN 
1 5 . 00 
5. 16 TA 
5.16 TA 
11 . 99 p~ 
21 . 45 
5 . 50 
4 . 00 
119 . 06 
1 4 . 00 
IH 
2 5 98 FQ 
1 5 . 6 0 TR 
2 . 19 PA 
'I'~ALS 64 . 48 25 . 11 104 . 88 28) . 22 TO 
• MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE I 
CASH COSTS C~ 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
FIXED COSTS 
( 178 . 34 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
~EAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 350 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 60% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
~~ RHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
87 . 25 
64 . 48 
2 5 . 1 1 
1 . 50 
12.48 
190 . 82 
12 . 4 6 
203 . 28 
!." ) 
104 . 88 
4 . 00 
21 . 00 
129 . 88 
333 . 17 
01 
9.54 
13 . 00 
22 . 54 
355 . 71 
2 . 74 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER ACRE . NORTHERN NEBRASKA B23 
CORN SILAGE . CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED . DIESEL . 250 FT . HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
BROADCAST SPREADER 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 







PLANTER (FERT .. HERB .. ETC) 
SEED 
18 46 0 
ZINC SUL . 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 









10 . 00 
4. 9 1 
1 0 . 6 3 
1 0 . 6 3 
4 . 90 
30.00* 
CUSTOM 
20 . 00* 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
18 . 0 





0 . 05150.00 
20 . 00 0 . 33 
1 . 00 13 . 20 
100 . 00 0 . 15 
0 . 33 65 . 00 
0 . 02 275 . 00 
4. 00 1 . 00 




LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
0 . 44 
1 . 4 6 
0 . 67 
0 . 67 
1 . 4 6 
4 9 . 3 1 
15 . 75 
2.25 
0 . 2 1 
1 . 4 1 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 
3 . 18 
1 2 . 85 
3 . 1 5 
1 . 4 0 
0 . 64 
5 1 8 
3 . 49 
3 . 49 
7 . 35 
7 4 . 41 
12 . 60 
4 . 00 
"'---'' ---- --- --- - -- --- -----···--- - -- ----- - -- ------ -- ·· · ·-· 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
1 . 2 8 
1.50 
7 . 50 
6 . 60 
1 3 . 2 0 
8 . 05 
1 5 . 0 0 
5 . 1 6 
5 . 1 6 
11 . 99 
2 1 . 45 
550 
4 . 00 
136 . 57 
1 4 . 0 0 
40 . 00 
3 1 . 50 
7.65 
TOTALS 7 2 . 0 1 24 . 21 111 . 15 336.12 
1 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 224 . 97 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1 . 5 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 350 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
ERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 70 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
87 . 25 
72 . 01 
2 4. 2 1 
4 1 . 50 
1 5 . 7 5 
240 . 71 
1 0 . 0 9 
250 . 81 
111 . 15 
3 . 50 
2 1 . 0 0 
135 . 65 
386 . 46 
1 2 . 0 4 
12 . 60 
2 4 . 6 4 
411.09 
22 . 84 
B24 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBR 
ESTABLISH ALFALFA IN STUBBLE . CP IRRIG . DIESEL . 250 FT . HD . 
T~AL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
520.0 
13 0. 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL ONITS OF GRAZING 
1 . 0 
0 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
BROADCAST SPREADER 1 0 . 00 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
P205 60 .. 00 
AMM . SUL. 
TANDEM DISC 
PLANTER (SEED ONLY) 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
SEED 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
4 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
TOTALS 
• · MINUTES OF LABOR/ ACRE 
C' T COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
9 . 1 1 
6 . 00 
10.00• 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
0 . 04 
12.00 
0 . 33 
175 . 00 
2 . 50 
( 79 . 45 X 14 . 00% FOR 4 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
0 . 44 
0 . 79 
0 . 73 
1 1 . 8 2 
1 3 . 7 7 
( 0 . 5 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
0 . 2 1 0 . 64 
0 . 90 3 . 17 
0 . 34 1 . 0 6 
3 . 43 0 . 0 
4 . 88 4.86 
56.80 
13 . 77 
4 . 88 
4 . 00 
3 . 7 1 
3.58 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 
(INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 4 . 86 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
TOTAL FIXED 
TOTAL COST . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
1 . 00 VALUE/A X 0 . 0% X 1 . 0) 
COSTS 
EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
4 . 1 6 
0 . 0 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
1 . 28 
1 . 0 0 
19 . 80 
7 . 00 
4 . 85 
2 . 1 3 
3 . 00 
30 . 00 
15.25 
84 . 31 
8 3 . 1 5 
86 . 74 
4 . 86 
9 1 . 60 
4 16 
95 . 76 




























~sTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE NORTHERN NEBR . B25 
ALFALFA HAY . CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED . DIESEL . 250 FT . HD . 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 




EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
5 . 0 
1 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
- - - -
-- .. - . -. - - - -
- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - -
SELF - PROPELLED WINDROWER 5 . 92 
BALER . GIANT 7.00 
TWINE 4 00 
SELF PROPELLED WINDROWER 5 . 92 
BALER . GIANT 7 . 00 
TWINE 3.00 
SELF -PROPELLED WIN DR OWER 7 . 00 
BALER.GIANT 7 . 00 
TWINE 3 . 00 
IRRIGATION.CENTER PIVOT 
1 8 . 0 IN . APPLIED 30 . 00* 
MOVE BALES 10 . 00 
. - - - . - -
- - - - - - - - - . 
... - . - .. - - -· - - - - - - .. - - -
TOTALS 
1 
- MINUTES OF LABOR/ACRE 
CASH COSTS 
PURCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
0 . 35 
0 . 35 
0 . 35 
1 . 0 0 
( 90.42 X 14 . 00% FOR 6 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
LABOR 
DIRECT LABOR 
0 . 86 
0 . 62 
0 . 86 
0 . 62 
0 . 73 
0 . 62 
52 . 68 
57 . 00 
( 1.4 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR . 
FIXED COSTS 
0 . 94 3 . 1 7 
0 . 56 2 . 23 
0 . 94 3 . 1 7 
0 . 56 2 . 23 
0 . 94 3 . . 1 7 
0 . 56 2.23 
1 5 . 42 7 4 . 4 1 
- . -- - - . - -
-
19 . 92 90 . 60 
1 3 . 50 
57 . 00 
1 9 . 9 2 
0.0 
6 . 33 
9 . 30 
1 3 . 6 8 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
12 . 00%) 90 . 60 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 350 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2 . 25 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 . 0) 
4 . 00 
21 . 00 
4 . 84 
11 . 25 
4 . 98 
3 . 4 1 
1 . 40 
4 . 98 
3 . 4 1 
1 . 0 5 
4 . 84 
3 . 4 1 
1 . 0 5 
142 . 51 
10 . 00 
181 . 02 
96 . 75 
106 05 
115 . 60 
235 . 34 
1 6 . 0 9 
251 . 42 
50 . 28 
B26 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBR . 
ESTABLISH IRRIG . GRASS IN FALL . CP IRRIG . . DIESEL 250 FT HD 
~ 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
520 . 0 
1 3 0 . 0 
ACRES 
/HOUR 
- - - ·- -. - - - - - - - - - - - - .. - -- - - - -- - - -- . 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
1 . 0 
0 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 





-- -- -- .•. 
- - - - -
BROADCAST SPREADER 1 0 . 00 0 . 44 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
P205 50 . 00 0 . 33 
TANDEM DISC 9 . 1 1 0 . 79 
SPIKE TOOTH HARROW 9 . 25 0 . 47 
PLANTER (SEED ONLY) 6 . 00 0 . 73 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
SEED 20 . 00 1 . 00 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
4 . 0 IN . APPLIED 10 . 00* 1 1 . 8 2 
10 -34 --0 0 . 1 0 275 . 00 
TOTALS 14 . 24 







FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 87 . 34 X 14 00% FOR 4 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 7 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 
TOTAL FIXED 
TOTAL COST 
(INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
1 . 00 VALUE/A X 0 . 0% X 1 . 0) 
COSTS 
EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0 . 0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 21 0 64 
0 . 90 3 . 1 7 
0 . 22 0 . 99 
0 . 34 1 . 0 6 
3.43 0 . 0 
5 1 0 5 85 
64 . 00 
14 . 24 
5 . 1 0 
4 . 00 
4 . 08 
4 . 30 
5.85 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
4 . 57 
0 . 0 
1 . 2 8 I 
1 . 00 
16 . 50 
4.85 
1 . 68 
2 . 1 3 
3 . 00 T 
20 . 00 
I 
1 5 . 2 5 
27.50 c 
9 3 . 19 
L 
9 1 . 4 2 
E 
F 
95 . 72 
0 
5 . 85 
101 . 56 
4 . 57 
106 . 13 
1 0 6 . 1 3 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBR . 827 
IRRIGATED PASTURE . CENTER PIVOT IRRIG . DIESEL. 250 FT . HD . 
1 AL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
52 0 . 0 
130 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 






ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
IRRIGATION . CENTER PIVOT 
18 . 0 IN . APPLIED 
LIQUID N 
30 . 00* 53 . 17 15 . 42 74.41 143 . 00 
175 . 00 
1 . 00 
1 . 00 
0.28 49.00 
FENCING 1 . 00 1 . 00 
ROTATE CATTLE 0 . 25 0 . 25 
TOTALS 53 . 17 15 . 42 74 . 41 193 25 
1 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 118 . 84 X 14 . 00% FOR 7.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 5 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR 
HXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
12. 00%) 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 350 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST . EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 1 . 25 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 . 0) 
50.25 
53 . 1 7 
1 5 . 42 
0 . 0 
9 . 7 1 
3 . 30 
15 . 12 
74 41 
4 . 00 
21 . 00 
6 . 43 
1 2. 50 
128 . -~ 5-
131 . 85 
9 9 . 4 1 
246 . 38 
1 8 . 9 3 
265 . 30 
26 . 53 
B28 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBRASKA 
NATIVE WET MEADOW HAY . LARGE ROUND BALES 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
390 . 0 
320 . 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
1 . 0 
1 . 0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
OPERATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
SELF -PROPELLED WINDROWER 
BALER . GIANT 
5 . 92 
7.00 
0.86 




2 . 00 
2 . 00 
0 . 35 
1 . 00 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 5 . 69 X 14 . 00% FOR 3 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0.3 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 300 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 1 . 00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 94 
0 . 56 
1 . 50 
3 . 17 
2 . 23 
5 . 40 
2 . 70 
1 . 48 
1 . 50 
0 . 0 
0 . 20 
2 . 06 
540 
3 . 00 
18 . 00 
0.29 
1 . 00 
TOTAL 
COSTS 
4 . 98 
3 41 
0 . 70 
2 . 00 
1 1 . 08 
5 . 88 
7.94 
26 . 40 
34 . 34 
1 . 2 9 
35 . 63 

















ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER CROP ACRE . NORTHERN NEBR . 
NATIVE UPLAND HAY IN BIG BALE 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
OPERATION 
390 . 0 
400 . 0 
- - - - - - . - - -
MOWER 





- - - - -
3 . 80 
4 . 69 
5.04 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
PURCHASED MACHINERY 
0 . 6 
0 0 
COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
AMOUNT COST 1AND AND 
/ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT . FIXED 
. - - - - . -
.. 
·- - . - - - - - - - - - - -
- - . 
1 . 1 5 0 . 65 2 . 05 
0 93 0 . 54 1 . 73 
0 . 87 0 . 67 2 . 58 
1 . 00 0 . 35 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 5 . 16 X 14 . 00% FOR 3 . 0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0 . 7 HRS X 5 . 50/HR X 1 . 2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
?IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12 . 00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 125 . 00 VALUE/A X 6 . 00% X 1 . 0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST. EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT . 
1VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5 . 00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2 . 00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
0 . 35 
2 . 94 
1 . 87 
0 . 0 
0 . 1 8 
4 . 45 
6 . 37 
1 . 2 5 
7 . 50 
0 . 27 




3 . 86 
3 . 2 1 
4 . 12 
0 . 35 
1 1 . 53 
5 ._ 34 
9 79 
1 5 . 1 2 
2 4 . 9 1 
1 . 4 '7 
26 . 38 
43 . 96 
Cl 
DESCRIPTION OF CENTRAL NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 1983 
Crop budgets have been prepared which are typical and common to irrigated and dry-
land farms of central Nebraska. All of these crops are not usually raised on any 
one farm in the area. For example, it is unlikely that both irrigated and dryland 
corn silage will be produced on a given farm the same year, so it is with the bench-
mark farm. Consequently, the total of the acreage of individual crops shown here 
exceeds the crop acreage of the farm described below. The different crop budgets 
do provide information to whomever may wish to refer to them. 
Custom work for neighbors is included in the farm plan. This will represent an 
additional one third of the benchmark tillable acreage. On the other hand, smaller 
acreages of crops that do not justify machinery ownership will be partially custom 
worked by others. 
Labor will be supplied mostly by the operator and his family. Labor for handweeding 
harvesting grain and silage, and stacking hay bales will be employed. 
Harvesting will be started early enough that some drying will be necessary. An 
average of 5 points of moisture will be removed from crops dried. 
It is assumed that some livestock production will be included on the farm. 
Benchmark Farm 
Total Acres 
Irr . Cropland, gravity 
Irr. Cropland, pivot 
Non-Irr. Cropland 
Pasture 








130 hp diesel tractor 
80 hp diesel tractor 
Old 40 ph tractor for odd jobs 
Truck, single axle 
Pickup, 3/4 ton 
Tandem disc, 21' 
Corn machinery, 30" spacing 
Shredder, 6-row 
Anhydrous Applicator, 21' 
Planter, 6-row 
Cultivator-hiller, 6-row 
Sprayer, pull type, 40' 
Combine, 6-row cornhead 
20' grain platform 
Wagon, 425 bu, PTO Auger 
Auger, 66'8", PTO 
Dryer, cant, flow, 400 bu/hr 
Wet corn handling bin, 3700 bu. 
drying & storing cabability 
Chilsel sweeps, 19' 
Field culyivator, 30' 
Spike tooth harow, 24' 
Grain drill, 24' 
Dale loader 
Irrigation equipment 
Pivot sprinkler system, diesel 
Gravity wells, 3, diesel 
Gated and conveyor pipe, pipe 























C2 ESTI~ATED 1981 COSTS P~R ACRE, CENTRAL ~EBRASKA 
01RN FOR GRAUl, CENTER PIVOT IRRIG!\TED, DIESEL, 325 FT HEAD 
TOT!\L CROPLAND .a.CRES 






EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 115.0 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 2. 5 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
·~ATERIALS FUEL R EPA. IR 
A110U'JT COST AND AND 




STALK SYRED:1J:.:R 7.71 0.94 1.09 3.75 ').79 
TANDP~ rns c 10.6"3 0.68 o. 71 2.45 3.86 
ANHYDROUS APPL TCATOR 6.87 1. 06 0.81 2.75 4.62 
ANYY NITROG"SN 150.00 0. 15 22.50 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
PLANTER (FEAT. ,HERB.,ETC) 4.90 0.91 1. 79 4. 19 6.90 
SEED ~0,000/BAG 0.31 65.00 21.45 
18-46-0 STARTER 100.00 0. 14 14.00 
~ERBICIDE, BAND 1. 00 7.65 7.65 
INSECTLC IDE 1. 00 10.00 10 : 00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0. 84 0.72 1. 82 "3.39 
qow CROP CULTIVAToq 5.29 0.84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
IRRIGATIO~,CENTER P"IVOT 
12.0 IN. APPLIED 20.00* 47.25 10.87 80.02 118.14 
COMBINE, 3.50 1. 82 3.35 14. 10 19.27 
TRUCK 17. 00* 1 . 10 1. 62 5.38 8. 10 
AUGER 0.0 * 0.22 0. 16 0.53 0.91 
DRYER R.oo• 8.93 2.11 6.09 17. 15 
TOTALS 65.28 24.74 125.36 290.99 




~UEL .a.ND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CIJSTCl-1 HIRE AND t~A.CYINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 165.62 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2.1 HAS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FI~ D '1ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12. 00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
""-..../ OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANA.G~MENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 




















ESTI~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
CORN FOR STLAGE CENTER PIVOT IRRIGATED, DIESEL 325 FT HEAD 
'()TAL CROPLAN~ ACRES 






EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
20.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED ~ACHINSRY COSTS 
"1ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
AMOUNT COST AND AND 




TI\NDE~ DISC 10.61 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATnR 15.R7 1. 06 0. 81 2.75 4.62 
ANHY NITROGEN 150.00 0. 15 22.50 
n.NDE~ DISC 10.61 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
PLANTER ( FERT. , HERB. , ETC) 4. 90 0.91 1 .79 4. 19 6.90 
SEEn 80, 000/BAG 0.33 65.00 21.45 
18-46-0 STARTER 100.00 0. 14 14.00 
1IERBICtDE, BAND 1. 00 7.65 7.65 
INSECTTCID~ 1. 00 10.00 10.00 
RQI.-1 CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 0.12 1. 82 3.39 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
TRRIGATIO~,CENTER PIVOT 
12.0. IN. APPLIED 10.00* 47.25 10.87 80.02 138. 14 
FORAGE C!-JOPPE R CUSTCH 32.00 
TRUCK CUSTCJ.-1 32.00 
PACK SILAGE 10.00* 0. 83 2.43 6.69 9.95 
------------------------------------------------------------------- ·~----------
OTALS 53. 10 18.82 102.20 
I 




FUEL .~ND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND "1AINTAN~NCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND t-1ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 211.52 X 14.00% FOR R.O t~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.9 YRS X S.OO/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
nXED COSTS 
FIXED IHCHINERY COSTS CTNCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT~ 
~RHEAD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGSMENT CHARGE ($ 0.60 X ESTI"1ATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND tHNA.GEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




























ESTIMATED 19R3 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
GRAIN S0RGHI~ F0R GqAIN, LIMITED IRR C.P. DIESEL 300FT HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
o72.o 
152.0 
EXPECTED YIELO PER ACRE 115.0 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 2.5 
PURCHASED ~ACHINERY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPE RATION 
ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE HAINT. FIXED COSTS 
TANDEM DISC 
ANHYDR OIJS A PPL IC ATOR 
A.N~Y NITROGEN 
TA. NDE~ DISC 




R0'11 CROP I:ULT1VAT0R 


























0.68 0.73 2.45 
1.06 0.81 2.75 
0.69 0.73 2.45 
0.91 1.79 4.19 
0.84 0.72 1.82 
0.84 0.72 1.82 
23.63 
1. 59 




























TOTALS 38.69 16.58 117.31 220.58 




FUEL .a.ND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANa.NCE 
CUSTa1 HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 101.27 X 14.00% FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT L.a.BOR 
( 1.8 ~RS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXF: D COSTS 
FIXED ~ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON La.ND ($ R40.00 VALUE/A X 6.001 X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND ~GT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIHATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 



















~STt~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
C0RN FOR GRAIN, GRAVITY IRRIGATED, DIESEL, 158 FT HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THI~ CROP BUDGET 
672.0 
1 ~0. 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 145.0 






ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAT NT. FIXED COSTS 




TA NDP1 DISC 





RO\.f CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROH CROP CULTIVATOR 
TRRIGATION,GATED PIPE SYSTE~ 
















































































TOTALS 47.18 19.63 134.65 277.82 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUST0"-1 HIRE AND HACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 143.1fi X 14.00% FOR 8.0 l10NTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2.8 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
F'TXF: n COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTERF.~T ON LAND (~1370.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCF.PT OVERHEAD AND "1GT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0. 10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND "1ANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 





















F.STI~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL ~EBRASKA 
COR~ FOR SILAGS, GRAVITY I~RIGATED, DIESEL, 150 FT HEAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
67-2.0 
20.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
.a.NIMAL U~ITS OF GRAZING 
20.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPERATLON 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND .a.ND TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED COSTS 
T.a.NO~~ DISC 
ANHYDROUS APPLIC ATO~ 
A NHY NITROGEN 
TANDB-1 DISC 





RQI.-1 CROP CULTIVATOR 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 
IR R IG.a. Tl:ON, G.I\TED PIPE SYSTEM 
15.0 TN. APPLIED 
FORAGE CH0PPER 
TRUCK 
















0.73 2.45 3.86 
0.81 2.75 4.62 
23.25 
0.73 2.45 3.86 





1.09 2.96 5.43 
1.09 2.96 5.43 
5.76 89.31 124.22 
32.00 
32.00 
2.43 6.69 10.01 
TOTALS 36.12 14.44 113 . 77 304.68 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 190.91 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 !-10NTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2.5 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED HACHI~ERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1370.00 VALUE/A X 6.001. X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND r1ANAGEMENT 
OVF.RHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.60 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 



























ESTI~ATED 1081 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEORASKA 
SOYBEANS, GRAVITY IRRIGATED, DIESEL, 150 FT 1-!EAD 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 









R0111 CROP CULTTVATOR 
672.0 
40.0 
ROW CROP CULTIVATO~ 





8.0 TN. APPLIED 
• - "1 IN UTES OF LABOR/ ACRE 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 







ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 


























































21.88 10.84115.63 175.16 
'--t ASH COSTS 
LABOR 
PURCHASED lHTERIALS 
FUEL .AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND ~iAINTANA.NCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
TNTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 59.54 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.9 1-!RS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FTXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1170.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERH~AD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND ·~ANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
~ANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0."30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD ANO !HN.a.GEMENT 
"-..../ TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




















vU ESTI~ATED 1983 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
ESTABLISH ALFALFA, ~RAVITY IRRIGATED, DIESEL, 150 FT HE~D 
TOTAL CR8PLAND ~CRES 
~CRES THIS CROP AUDGET 
672.0 
20.0 
EXPECTED YIELD ~ER ACRE 








ACRES AMOU~T COST AND ~NO TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE ~1AINT. FIXED COSTS 
TANDE'1 DISC 10.63 0.68 o. 73 2.45 3.86 
BROADCAST SPREADER 6.50 0.69 0.36 1. 10 2. 15 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 1. 50 
P205 40.00 o. ::n 13.20 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.69 0.73 2.45 3.86 
SPIKE TOOTH HARRCU 12.31 0.36 0.20 1. 69 2.25 
SPIKE TOOTH H,\ RRCJ.ol 12.33 0.36 0.20 1. 69 2.25 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.50 0.69 0.36 1. 10 2.15 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 1. 50 
GRAIN DRILL 5.62 0. 79- 1. 24 4.63 6.66 
SEED 12.00 2.50 30.00 
IRRIGATION, GATED PIPE SYSTEM 
6.0 TN. APPLIED 33.00* 11. 66 2. 31 0.0 13.97 
TOTALS 15.92 6.11 15.13 83.36 




FUEL AND LU3E 
REP,IRS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTOt~ HIRE AND !~ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 68.23 X 14.00S FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.4 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 0.0 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 



















ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PZR ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
AL~ALFA FOR !lAY, GRAVITY IRRIGATED, DIESEL, 150FT HEAD 
TOTAL CR~PLAIID ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
672.0 
20.0 
~XPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANP.1AL UNITS OF GRAZING 
7.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED MACHI~ERY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPE RHION 
ACRES A'10UNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE l~AINT. FIXED COSTS 
SPIKE TOOTH !-II\ RRO.i 12.33 0.36 0.20 1. 69 2.25 
BROADCAST SPREADER 6.50 0.69 0.36 1. 10 2.15 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 1. 50 
?205 0.40 0.33 o. 13 
WINDROIIER CUSTOM 7.00 
BALER, REGULAR CUSTOM 18.50 
STACK BALES, LABOR 0.40 3.70 1. 48 
HAUL & STACK BALES 17.00* 0.47 1. 04 3.46 4. 97 
WINDRNER CUSTCX_, 7.00 
BALER, REGULAR CUSTa-1 18.50 
STACK BALES, L.ABOR 0.40 3.70 1. 48 
HAUL & STACK BALES 17.00* 0.47 1. 04 3.46 4.97 
WINDROIIER CUSTcx-t 7.00 
BALER, REGULAR CUST~1 18.50 
STACK BALES, LABOR 0.40 3.70 1. 48 
HAUL & STACK BALES 17.00* 0.47 1. 04 3.46 4.97 
WINDRCUER CUSTa-1 7.00 
BAU:R, REGULAR CUS Ta-l 18.50 
STACK BAU:S, LABOR 0.40 3.70 1. 48 
HAUL & STACK BAL~S 17.00* 0.47 1. 04 3.46 4.97 
IRRIGATION,GATED PIPE SYSTB~ 
16.0 IN. APPLIED 60.00 1 31.02 14.46 89.31 134.79 
TOTALS 33.95 19.17 105.95 268.62 




FUEL AND LIJBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTa1 HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 162.68 X 14.00% FOR 8.0 HONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 2.4 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAX~S 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1]70.00 VALIJ'YA X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGE"'ENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
HANMiE'IENT CIIARGE (~ 2. 00 X ESTI:IATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERH~AD AND 1-lAN.\G":' IENT 
TOTAL COST PF.R ACRE 
TOTAL C03T PER UNIT nr:- Pfli)!)USTJOtl 





















ClO ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA CORN FOR GRAIN, NO~-IRRIGATED 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 672.0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 120.0 ANIHAL U\liTS OF GRAZING 
60.0 
1.0 
PURCH4.SED !1ACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES Al-.1 O!J\IT COST AND AND 




TAND~M DTSC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
ANHYDROUS APPL 1CATOR 6.87 1. 06 0. 81 2.75 4.62 
AmW NITROGEN 60.00 0. 15 9.00 
TAN OEM DISC 10.63 0.63 0.73 2.45 3.86 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB.,ETC) 4.90 0.91 1. 79 4. 19 6.90 
SEED o. 17 65.00 11. 05 
18-46-0 STARTER 50.00 0. 14 7.00 
'-IERBICIDE, BAND 1. 00 7.65 7.65 
RO,,o/ CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0. 84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 o. 84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
COMBINE, 4.50 1. 42 3.35 14. 10 18.87 
TRUCK 13. oo• 0.51 0.71 2.13 3.35 
AUGER 0.0 • 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0.77 
DRYER o.o • 3.42 0.83 2.48 6.73 
TOTALS 10.45 10.56 34.73 90.45 




FUEL AND LURE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND HACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( SS.71 X 14.00% FOR 8.0 HONTHS) 
TOTAL CAS!-! COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.4 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXF.D l1ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12. 00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND l_,GT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X EST1MATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHF.:AD AND lHNAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 



















ESTI~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
CORN F0R l.RAIN, ECOFALLOW, FOLLQl.~S 1.>/HEAT IN 3 YEAR ROTATION 
'OTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP AUDGST 
672.0 
120.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 








ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE ~1AINT. FIXED COSTS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'3PRA.ITR 11. 8~ 0.38 0.24 1.13 1.75 
ATRAZINE-PARAQUAT 1. 00 15.00 15.00 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1. 06 0. 81 2.75 4.62 
AN~Y NITROGEN 80.00 0. 15 12.00 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HER8.,ETC) 4. 90 1.48 2. 19 5.42 9. 10 
SEED 0. 11 65.00 11. 05 
10-46-0 STARTER 50.00 0. 14 1.00 
SPRAYER 11. 82 0.38 0.24 1.13 1. 75 
DUAL -ATRAZIN!=.: 1. 00 12.25 12.25 
COt1B1NE, 4.50 1. 42 3. 35 14. 10 18.87 
TRUSK 13.00* 0. 51 0.71 2. 13 3.35 
A!JGER 0.0 • 0.03 0. 16 0.53 0.17 
DRYER 0.0 • 4.76 1. 08 3.24 9.08 
TOTALS 10.06 8.79 30.42 106.58 




FUEL AND LUAE 
REPAIRS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND t~ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 76.15 X 14.00'.t FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.0 ~RS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED ~ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.5) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
~VERHEAD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MAN,GEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGE~ENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




















ESTI~ATED 198~ COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
C0qN FOR SILAGE, NON-IRRIGATED 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP RUDGET 
672.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
9.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPERATION 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE HAINT. FIXED COSTS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.62 4.03 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1. 05 0. 81 2.94 4.81 
ANYY NITROGEN 65.00 0. 15 9.75 
TANDE'~ DISC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.62 4.03 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB.,ETC) 4. 90 0.91 1. 79 4.48 7. 18 
SEEn 80, 000/BAG 0. 17 65.00 1 1. 05 
1R-46-0 STARTER 50.00 a. 14 7.00 
HERBICIDE, BAND 1. 00 10.00 10.00 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 0.72 1. 95 3.52 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 0.72 1. 95 3.52 
FOR AGE CHOPPER CUSTOH J7. 00 
TRUCK CUSTCY~ 17.00 
PACK SILAGE, TRACTOR & BLADE 21.00* 0.55 1. 53 4.23 6. 31 
TOTALS 5.57 7.05 20.79 105.21 




FUEL A.ND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND HAINTANA.NCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND .'~ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 84.42 X 0.14~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LA.BOR 
( 1.1 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED 'UCHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 14.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND HGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAG~MENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~} 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.60 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND !~ANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 






















ESTT'1ATED 19~1 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
GRAIN SORGHIM FOR GRA!N, NON-IRRIGATED 
)TAL CROPLAND ACRES 672.0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
~RF.S THIS CROP BUDGET 120.0 ANIHAL UNITS OF GRAZIN0 
65.0 
1.0 
PURCHASED t·1ACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND 




TANDEM DTSC 10.63 0.613 0.73 2.45 3.86 
ANHYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1. 06 0.81 2.75 4.62 
ANHY NITROGEN 70.00 0. 15 10.50 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.63 0. 73 2.45 3.85 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB. ,ETC) 4.90 0.91 1. 79 4. 19 6.90 
SEED 5.00 0.76 3.80 
18-46-0 STARTER 50.00 0. 14 7.00 
HERBICIDE, BAND 1. 00 7.65 7.65 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0. 84 0. 72 1. 82 3.39 
SPRA YF:R 11 . 82 0.38 0.24 1.13 1. 75 
HERBICIDE, 2,4-D 1. 00 1. 90 1. 90 
COMBINE, 4.50 1. 42 2.20 10.91 14.53 
TRUCT( 13.00* 0.51 0. 71 2. 13 3.35 
AUGER 0.0 * 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0. 77 
DRYER 0.0 • 3.42 0. 83 2.48 6.73 
9.98 8.93 30.84 80.61 
-...___/ 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUST01 HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 49.77 X 14.00S FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LAAOR 
( 1.1 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
lXED COSTS 
l)JiEAD 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
~NO "1ANAGF.MENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CH~RGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




















Cl4 ESTIMATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
G~HN SORG!-Il.M, F.CO-F ALLOH, FOLUMS WHEAT IN )-YEAR ROTATION 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACRES 672.0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 80.0 
ACRES THIS CROP B!JDGET 120.0 ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 1. 0 
PURCHASED '1ACHTNERY COSTS 
!11\TERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
OPE RATION /HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED COSTS 
--------------------------------------------------------------------~----------
SPRAYER 11. 82 0.38 0.24 1. 13 1. 75 
ATRAZINE-PARAQU'T 1. 00 15.00 15.00 
A N!-1 YDR OUS A PPL TC ATOR 6.87 1. 06 0. 81 2.75 4.62 
ANHY NITROG~N 85.00 o. 15 12.75 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB.,ETC) 4. 90 1. 48 2. 19 5.42 9. 10 
SEED 5.00 0.76 3.80 
18-46-0 STARTER so.oo 0. 14 7.00 
SPRAYER 11 . 82 0.38 0.24 1 . 1 3 1. 75 
IGR AN-ATRAZ INE 1. 00 13.00 13.00 
CO~BINF., 4.50 1. 42 2.20 10.91 14.53 
TRUCK 13. oo• 0.51 0.71 2. 13 3.35 
AUGJ::R 0.0 • 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0. 77 
DRYER 0.0 • 4.76 1. 03 3.24 9.08 
TOTALS 10.06 7.64 27.24 96.49 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 69.25 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.0 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (0VERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED t1ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.5) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND t-1GT. 
OVERHEAD AND "1ANAGSMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
































E~TI~~TED 1983 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
SOYREANS, NO~-IRRIGATED 
..........-JT AL CROPLAND ACR~S 672.0 EXPECTED YIELD PER AC RE 
ACRES THIS C R()P 81JOGE T 60.0 .~NIHAL U~ITS OF GRAZING 
29.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED MAC ~UNERY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOU~T COST AND AND 




TANDEI-1 DISC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
TANDEH nisc 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HERB.,ETC) 4. 90 o. 91 1. 79 4. 19 6.90 
SEEn 0.90 7.00 6.30 
HERBICIDE, BAND 1. 00 9. 12 9. 12 
H.A.NIJ.>/EED 0.80 3.70 2.96 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 o. 84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
ROW CROP CULTIVATOR 5.29 0.84 0.72 1. 82 3.39 
C()f1BINE, 4.00 1. 59 2.20 10. 91 14.71 
TRUCK 15.00* 0.29 0. 71 2. 13 3. 13 
AUGER o.o • 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0.77 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTALS 5.93 7.77 26.32 58.40 
1 
- M It>ltJTES OF LABOR/ ACRE 
~ COSTS 
"-----" PURCH.A.SED 11ATERIALS 
F Ut:L A NO LUBE 
90R 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND 11ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 32.08 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT L.A.BOR 
( 1.3 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
X~D COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
RHEA.D A NO MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
~ANAGEMENT CHARGS ($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT Of PRODUCTION 




















Cl6 ESTIMATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
'.-/HEAT FOR GRAIN CO~TINIJOUS CROPPED NON-IRRIGATED 
TOTAL CROPL~ND ACRES 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 
572.0 
120.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
38.0 
0.0 
PIJRCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
MATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPERATION 
ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED COSTS 
-- - - -· ----------- ---·-- ---------- _____ .,. ______ ,_ ------------------ --·- ------- -·---- - -----
CHTSEL 9.76 0.74 1. 15 ~.58 4.47 
TANDE~~ DISC 10.61 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
AN!-IYDROUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1. 06 0. 81 2.75 4.62 
ANHY NITROGEN 40.00 0. 15 5.00 
FIELn CULTIVATOR 12.22 0.59 0. 82 2.24 3.65 
GRAIN DRILL 5.62 0.79 1. 24 4.63 6.66 
SEED 1. 00 3.75 3. 75 
18-1~6-0 40.00 o. 14 5.60 
COMB IN,;_:, 5.00 1. 28 2.20 10.91 14.39 
TRUCK 12.00* 0.46 0.71 2. 13 3.30 
AUGER o.o * 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0. 77 
TOTALS 5.69 7.82 28.22 57.08 




FUEL AND LURE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND '1ACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 28.85 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.0 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND L'BOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED t1ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND (t 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 

































ESTI~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
WHEAT FOR GRAIN, FALLOW EVERY THIRD YEAR 
T~L CROPLAND ACRES 
~CRES THIS CROP RIJDGET 
672.0 
120.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 








ACRES A~OU~T COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE l-1AINT. FIXED COSTS 
ANDE~ DISC 10.63 0.68 0.73 2.45 3.86 
vHISEL 9.76 0.74 1 . 15 2.58 4.47 
HTSEL 9.76 0.74 1. 15 2.58 4.47 
IELD CULTIVHOR 12.22 0.59 0. 82 2.24 3.65 
NHYDR OUS A PPL TC ATOR 6.87 1. 06 0.81 2.75 4.62 
A.NHY NITROGEN 50.00 0. 15 7.50 
IELD CULTIVATOR 12.22 0.59 0. 82 2 • .24 3.65 
RAIN DR ILL 5.62 0. 79 1. 24 4.63 6.66 
SEED 1. 00 3.75 3.75 
18-46-0 40.00 0. 14 5.60 
OMBINE, 5.00 1. 28 2.20 10.91 14.39 
RUCK 12.00* 0.46 0. 71 2.13 3.30 
0.0 • 0.08 0. 16 0.53 0.77 
OTALS 7.03 9.79 33.04 66.70 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 33.65 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.2 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED t~ACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.5) 
TOTAL F'IXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
RHEAD A.ND t~ANAGEt.1ENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 






















ESTI~ATED 1981 COSTS PER ACRE, CENTRAL ~EBRASKA 
~STABLISH ALFALFA, NO~-IRRIGATED 
ACRES 672.0 EXPECTED YIELD PER ACRE 
ACRES THIS CROP BUDGET 40.0 ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING 
0.0 
0.0 
PURCHASED t>1ACHINERY COSTS 
!1ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
ACRES AMOU~T COST AND AND 




TANDEM nisc 10.fi1 0.68 0.13 2.45 3.86 
CHISEL 9.76 0.74 1. 15 2.58 4.47 
CHISEL 9.76 0.74 1. 15 2.58 4.47 
BROAOCAST SPREADER 6.50 0.69 0.36 1. 10 2. 15 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 1. 50 
P20S 40.00 0.33 13.20 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 12.22 0.59 0. 82 2.24 3.65 
SPIKE TOOTH HARRON 12.13 0.36 0.20 1. 69 2.25 
ROLLER OR PACKER 6.50 0.69 0.36 1. 10 2. 15 
~A CHINE RENTAL FEE 1. 50 
GRAIN DRILL 5.62 0.79 1. 24 4.63 6.66 
SEED 1.00 2.5Q 17.50 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHI~E RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 4 4. 99 X 14. 00 ~ FOR 8. 0 H ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LA. BOR 
( 0.9 HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND($ 0.0 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FTXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND HGT. 
OVERHEAD AND HANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
~ANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.0 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD A NO MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER U~IT OF PRODUCTION 



























ESTIM~TED 1981 COSTS PER ~CRE, CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
~LFALFA FOR H~Y N0~-1RRIG~TED 
rr- ·•. CROPL.~ND ACRES 
.~L. :; THIS CROP BUDGET 
f>72.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED Y1ELD PER ACRE 
ANP-1AL tJNITS OF GR~ZING 
3.5 
0.0 
PURCHASED MACHINERY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL REPAIR 
OPE RATIO~ 
ACRES A~OUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
/HOUR I ACRE /UNIT LUBE t-1AINT. FIXED COSTS 
SP1KE TOOTH HARRON 12.33 0.36 0.20 1. 69 2.25 
W INDRIJtl ER CUSTOM 7.00 
BALER, REGULAR cusTm 13.00 
STACK BALES, L~BOR 0.23 1.70 0.85 
1').00* 0. 32 1. 14 3.42 4.88 
WINDRO.~ER CUSTOH 7.00 
BAI...F: R, REGULAR cusTm 13.00 
ST~CK BALES, L.~B0R 0.23 3.70 0.85 
15.00* 0. 32 1. 14 3.42 4.88 
1HN OR Otl E R CUSTOM 7.00 
BALER, REG'JLA R CUSTO!·~ 13.00 
STACK BAL":S, LABOR 0.23 3.70 0.85 
15.00* 8.32 1. 14 3.42 4.88 
TOTALS 1.32 3.62 11.95 79.45 




FUEL ~NO LUBE 
REPAIRS AND ~1AINTAN~NC E 
CUSTOM HIRE AN') MACHINE RENTAL 
1NTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 67.49 X 14.00~ FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( O.R HRS X 5.00/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
~ST~BLISHMENT CHa.RG~/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACH1NERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
RE~L ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON La.ND ($ 840.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND r~GT. 
I)'IE:RHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF' PRODUCTION 























DESCRIPTION OF NORTHEAST NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 
This farm is located in the rolling hills, with ~1oody-Crofton soils. Several enterprise 
budgets, center pivot irrigated corn and alfalfa seeding, are more typical of the sandy areas 
of Pierce, Antelope and Holt Counties. The remainder of the budgets for this area are for 
crops produced on the benchmark farm of the rolling hills. 
Labor is usually supplied by the operator and his family. Some seasonal hired labor may 
be required such as hauling grain and rogueing of soybeans. 












The 1/4 section center pivots were budgeted on the sandy soils which is more typical 
west of highway 81. 
Machinery Inventory· and Practices 
Tractor #1 - 110-120 hp diesel w/cab, $40,518, 600 hrs. annual use 
Tractor #2 - 70-80 hp diesel w/cab, $30,800, 500 hrs. annual use 
Disc - 21' tandem, $12,554, 840 acres annual use 
Plow- 5-16" assume 1/3 of corn land is plowed, 100% if continuous corn, $3,500, 300 acres 
annual use 
Planter - 4R-38" w/attachments, $7,500, irrigated sandy land uses 12R-30", $21,000, 600 acres 
annual use, minimum till planter 6R, $12,600, 300 acres annual use 
Fertilizer applicator- use custom bulk floater spreader for dry or liquid materials; 
annydrous anmonia applicator and supply tank are rented from fertilizer supplier 
Cultivator - 4R mounted, $3,500; 6R for sandy soils, $5,000, 680 acres annual use 
Rotary hoe - 4R, $2,833, is used when chemicals are not applied, is not included in practices 
on this farm 
High boy or aerial spraying - custom hired for cornborer control 
Ground sprayer- 10R-35', $1,637, w/300 gallon tank, 300 acres annual use 
Combine- base unit 4420 JD or equiv., $46,900; 4R-38" cornhead, $12,206; grain head w/reel /--
13', $6,697; 8' pickup attachment, $2,488; use floating cutter bar for soybeans; assumes 
that custom combining will be done in addition to own acreage (total of 600); a custom 
rate of $30.00 per acre is used on sandy land center pivots 
Hauling is done 1/3 by truck and 2/3 by wagons; truck is owned, used and valued at $5,000; 
it will haul about 100,000 bushels per year; a 250 bushel side empty wagon and gear is 
valued at $2,200; custom rates are used for hauling@ .1'0 per bushel in rolling hills 
to on-farm stora9e and .12 per bushel plus .02/bu/mile over seven miles from sandy land 
pivots (17 cents) 
Drying is done in bin; about 2/3 of crop (1/2 on sandy land) is typically dried with unheated 
air; rate charged is .06-.08/bu 
Endgate wagon seeder - $500 for oats and alfalfa seeding 
Grain drill - 10', $7,215; roller harrow packer, $6,571 
Swather- 14' pull type hydraulic pivot tongue, $13,577 or 14' self-propelled w/hydrostat 
and w/o cab, $25,550; assume additional custom work will be done for oats and hay 
Auger - w/PTO 8"-56', $2,823 
Large round baler, 1500# bale - $11,958, used on 420 acres per year, including some oat 
straw and custom work 
Stacker - 3 ton capacity, $16,616, used on approximately 500 acres, including custom work 
Stack moving- custom hire rates used 
Rogue labor - assume 1 acre per hour @ $4.00 
Center pivot irrigation - sandy land has 77' lift and 800 gpm at 65 psi or total of 250' 
head; ten inches are pumped with this budget 
Center pivot irrigation- rolling hills has a lift of 150ft with pressure and lift equivalent 
to 300' of head, well produces 800 gpm@ 65 psi, seven inches of water is pumped 
Some farm operators broadcast 46 lbs-. of 18-46-0 and 100 lbs. of sul-po-mag on irrigated 
com after cultivation. This practice has been included on sandy land in prior ye:ars but not 
thfs year. Thirty pounds of liquid nitrogen is pumped through irrigation system on sandy 
la nd . 
D2 
~= ~ f Ill J\ T E 11 1 '1 :-1 3 C 0 ~ T ~ P E H· A C l\ E , N 0 H T H ;;: J\ ~ T N E 13 h A :::> K A 
COHN FOh GKAIN, CENTEk PIVOT IKhiGATED, DIESEL, ~AN~Y SOIL 
TOTAL CkOPLAND ACHES 
GCHES THI~ CriOP BUDGET 
640.0 
264.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PEH AChE 









AChE~ AMOUNT COST AND AND TOTA L 
OPEHATION /HOUH /ACHE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED COST ~ TJ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- AI 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.60 0.79 2.74 4.1 JI 
ANHYDkOUS APPLICATOk 6.87 0.94 0.44 1.37 2.7 ~ 
MACHINE kENTAL FEE 
NITriCGEN NH3 
TANDE!1 DISC 





KOW ChOP CULTIVATOH 
IHhiGATION,CENTEh PIVOT 
10.0 IN. APPLIED 

































1 • 2 5 
8.57 





7 4. 41 
3.25 
2.50 
2 1 • c 
4 • 1 
9.7 
21. !:' 
1 8. c 
12.C .. kO 
6 . f>C tW 
4. t.. Ik 
11 2. : :.' 
11. 2= SP 
30. c: 
CC I 




OTALS 33.49 18.51 95.87 293. ~· 




FUEL AND LUBE 
kEPAIHS AND MAINTANANCE 
CU~TOM HIKE AND MACHINE kENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEKATING EXPENSE 
( 197.55 X 14.00% FOK 9.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DikECT LA130k 
( 1.3 HHS X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVEKHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOH 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED 1·1 A CHINE H Y COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkEST AT 12.00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1 • 0 ) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
VEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH co::,Ts X 5.CO~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAKGE ( $ 0. 10 X ESTIHATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEKHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PE K ACHE 
TOTAL COST PE k UNIT OF PKODUCTION 
(BASED ON li"S'T'TMA'T'j;"n VTj;"IT'I\ 
90.25 
33.49 











21 5. 93 
trx1 
165. 87 





ESTIMATED 1983 CO~T~ PEk ACnE, NOnTHEA~T NERHASKR D3 
COnN FOH GHRIN, CENTF.n PIVOT IHkiG., ELECT., kOLLING !IILLS 
TOTAL C n OPL A tJD ACHES 
ACnE~ THIS ChOP BUDGET 
OPE nATI ON 
TAND E'1 DISC 
ANHYDhOUS APPLICATOn 








hOW CHOP CULTIVAT O ~ 
KOW CHOP CULTIVATOH 
IkkiGATION,CENTEH PIV OT 
SPKA.YEh 
7.0 IN. APPLIED 
LIQ N THnU SYSTM 
ij3C.O 
132.0 




.IN DkYEK (2/3 Ctt OP) 
'-..../ 
EXPECTED YIELD PEn ACnE 130.0 
ANI!1AL U tl ITS OF GnAZING 2.5 

















125. 00 0.14 
1.00 12.00 
1.00 7.6 5 
4.58 0.92 
4.~B 0.92 
20.00* 2S .64 
30.00 0.23 
C US T Ot~ 
C.50 9.7 5 
2 .76 2.31 
C US T Ot~ 








3. 1 4 
1. 37 













1 9. 50 
4.64 
8.64 
21 • 45 













TOTALS 34.24 18.75 106.76 256.43 
1




FUEL AND LUBE 
HEPAIKS AND MAINTANANC E 
CU~TOM HIHE AND MACHINE HENTAL 
INTEhEST ON OPEttATING EXPENSE 
( 149.67 X 14.00% FOh 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COS TS 
DinECT LABOK 
( 2.0 HHS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVEnYEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEHY CO~TS (INCLUDES INTEKEST AT 12.00%) 
hEAL ESTATE TAXE~ 
INTEkEST ON LAND ($1250.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
VEnHEAD AND MANA~EMENT 
OVEnHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.CO~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAKGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEnHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 














8 • 1 8 
13.00 
21 • 18 
392.51 
D4 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PEt1 _ACrtE, NOkTHEAST NEBttASKA COhN FOrt Gt1AIN, NON-ItlttiGATED 
TOTAL CrtOPLAND ACkES 






EXPECTED YIELD PErt ACrtE 







tH C H IN F.: H Y C 0 S T S 
FUEL t1EPAik 
AND AND 




ANHYDHOUS APPLICATOH 6.87 0.94 0.44 1. 37 2.74 
MACHINE ttENTAL FEE 1 • 5 c 
NITHOGEN-NH3 80.00 0. 15 12.CO 
TANDEH DISC 1C.63 0.60 0.90 3. 1 4 4.64 
HOLDBOAkD PLOW 2.57 2.50 1. 96 5.42 9.88 
TA NDP-1 DISC 10.63 0.60 0.90 3. 14 4.64 
PLANTEtt (FEkT. ,HERB. ,ETC) 4.25 0.99 2.02 4. 85 7. 86 
SEED-SINGLE X 0.20 65.00 1 3. 00 
10-34-0 STkTH 125.00 0. 14 1 7. 19 
INSECTICIDE 1.00 12.CC 1 2. co 
HERBICIDE 1. co 7.65 7.65 
ROW CHOP CULTIVATOR 4.58 0.92 1. 07 2.64 4. 62 
ROW CrtOP CULTIVATOrt 4.58 0.92 1. 07 2.64 4. 62 
SPHAYEk C UST0!1 1 • 25 
SOrtER SPHAY ( 1 I 3 Yrt) 0.33 9.00 2. 91 
COMBINE, COkNHEAD 2.76 1. 99 3.95 1 7. 1 0 2 3. 04 
TrtUCK C USTO!~ 7.50 
GHAIN AUGErt 7.00* 0.09 0.20 1 • 3 0 1. 59 
GkAIN DHYEH ( 2/3 CHOP) 3.00* 0.30 2. 15 2. 15 4. 60 
JTALS 9.84 14.67 43.73 143.31 




FUEL AND LUB2 
HEPAikS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HikE AND MACHINE HENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEHATING EXPENSE 
( 99.58 X 14.COS FOk 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOH 
( 2.0 HrtS X 5.50/Hrt X 1.2 (OVEH~EAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LA80k 
1 FIXED COSTS 
FfXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
HE~L ESTATE TAXES 
12.00:0 
INTEkEST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
VEttHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACHE 
TOTAL COST PEk UNIT OF PttODUCTION 



























ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PEH ACkE, NORTHEAST NERRASKA 
COkN FOri GkAIN, CONSEnVATION TILLAGE 
OTAL CkOPLAND ACkES 
r ) THIS CkOP nUDGET 
OPERATION 
~~HYD k OUS APPLICATOk 
480.0 
240.0 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
NITkOGEN-N:-13 
ANDEl~ DISC 





0\{ CHOP CULTIVATOR 




BOkER SPrlAY ( 1 I 3 YK) 
011 B INE, COHNHEAD 
~tUC l( 
, . . 1N AUGEk 














EXPECTED YIELD PEk ACn~ 




~11\ T E k I A L S 
i\1~ 0 U ~~ T C CST 
/ACkE /UNIT 
80.00 0. 15 
0.20 65.00 
125.00 0. 1 4 
1. 00 12.00 
1. 00 7.65 
1 • 0 0 1 • 7 5 
0.33 9.7'5 
l~ A C H I N E k Y C 0 S T S 
FUEL kEPAik 
AND AND 
LIJBE MAINT. FIXED 
0.94 0.44 1. 37 
0.60 0.90 3. 14 
1 • 3 1 3.69 8.26 
0.92 1 • 0 7 2.64 
0.92 1. 07 2.64 
0.30 0.26 1.22 
1 . 9 9 3.95 1 7. 1 0 
0.09 0.20 1 . 3 0 
























OTALS 7.37 13.73 39.81 137.96 
- MINUTES OF LABOrt/ACHE 
ASH COSTS 
PUnCHASED MATERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HinE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 98.15 X 14.00% FOR 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DikECT LABOR 
!XED COSTS 
( 1.6 HriS X 5.50/Hn X 1.2 (OVEnHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND (~1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
VEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEnHEAD (TOTAL CAS~ COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAkGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACnE 


















D6 EST I!1 ATE D 1 9 G 3 C 0 S T S P E k AChE , N 0 k THE AS T NEB HAS K ~ 
SOYBEANS, NON-IkkiGATED 
~AL CkOPLAND ACHES 






EXPECTED YIELD PEk ACHE 

















T A NDP1 DISC 10.63 0.60 0.90 3. 14 4.64 
MOLDBOA~D PLOH 2.57 2.50 1 • 9 6 5.42 9.88 TJ 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.60 0.90 3. 14 4. 64 I HC 
PLANTE It (FEHT. ,HEHB. ,ETC) 4. 25 0.99 2.02 4.85 7. 86 T A 
SEED 1 . 00 7.00 7.00 PL 
HEHAICIDE 1. co 9. 12 9 . 12 
INNOCULANT 1. 00 0.30 0. 30 
HOH CHOP CULTIVATOH 4.58 0.92 1 • 1 4 2.74 4. 79 
HOW CkOP CULTIVATOk 4.58 0.92 1. 14 2.74 4. 79 110 
rtOQUE LABOrt 1. cc 4.00 4. oc 
COt~ 8 IN E, GkAINHEAD 2.93 1 • 8 4 3.68 18.29 2 3. 81 In 
THUCK C USTO!~ 3.60 
GHitiN AUGEk 5.00* 0.02 0.06 0.56 0. 64 CO! 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Tttt 
TOTALS 8.39 11.80 40.86 
~- MINUTES OF LABOH/ACkE 
CASH CO STS 
LllBOk 
PUHCHASED MATEHIALS 
FUEL AND LUI3E 
hEPAirtS AND MAINTA~ANCE 
GUSTO~ HIKE AND MACHINE kE~TAL 
INTEkEST ON OPEHATING EXPENSE 
( 44.21 X 14.00~ FOH 7.C '10NTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DI HECT LABOk 
( 1.7 HHS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOlt 
FIXED CO STS 
OVEHH EA D 
FIXED ~ACHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00S) 
nEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEkEST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEKHEAD AND MGT. 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEriHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.CO~) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEhHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEH ACRE 
TOTilL COST PEk UNIT OF PHODUCTIO~ 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
20.42 
8.39 
11 • 8 0 
3.60 
3. 61 
















1 81 • 09 
o.ou 
E~TIMATED 1983 COSTS PEK ACHE, NOHTHEAST NEBkASKA 
SOYBEANS, CENTEH PIVOT IkkiGATED 
r - ~AL CkOPLAND ACHES 











kO~ CHOP CULTIVATOH 
110GUE LABOH 
nkiGATION,CENTER PIVOT 


















EXPECTED YIELD PEK ACHE 




!1 ATE KIA LS 



















c. 9 9 
0.92 
14.65 
1 • 8 4 
0. 05 
0.90 




3. 1 4 
5.42 
























22.15 13.57 104.58 179.02 




FUEL AND LURE 
REPAikS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HikE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEkEST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 74.45 X 14.00% FOk 7.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIHECT LABOH 
( 1.7 HkS X 5.50/Hn X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOH 
XED COSTS 
FIXED HACHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkEST AT 
kEAL ESTATE TAXES 
12.00%) 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1250.00 VALUE/A X 6.00~ 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEkHEAD AND MGT. 
AD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
M A N A G EM E NT C H A kG E ( $ 0 • 3 0 X E S T I 11 ATE D Y I E L D ) 
TOTAL OVEriHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACkE 
TOTAL COST PErt UNIT OF PRODUCTION 




















DB ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PEk i\CkE, NOHTHEA.ST NEBKAS'<A. 
OATS, NON-IktdGATED 
'~' " TAL CROPLAND ACkES 480.0 EXPECTED YIELD Pr:n ACHE 80.C 
'--..... ) E S THIS CkOP BUDGET 40.0 ANH1AL UNITS OF GkAZING 1.C 
PUkCHASED HACHINEkY COSTS 
~HTERIALS FUEL kEPAIH 
ACHES A ~WlPH COST AND AND TOTAL 
OPEkATION /HOUR /ACRE /UNIT LU13E MAINT. FIXED COSTS 
BROADCAST SPREADEK CUST0'1 3.0C 
30-10-0 200.00 0. 1 c 2 0. cc 
T A NDHt DISC 10.63 0.60 C.9C 3. 14 4. 64 
BkOADCAST SEEDEk 9.82 0.43 0.38 1 • 7 4 2.54 
SEED 3.50 1 • 7 5 6 • 12 
TA NDP1 DISC 10.63 0.60 0.90 3. 1 4 4. 64 
SPIKE TOOTH HARHOH IN TANDEM o.c 0. 01 1 • 3 3 1 . 311 
WINDR0 1,-/Ek CUSTOH 6.5C 
COMBINE, PICKUP HEAD 3.56 1 • 54 3.22 1 5. 81 2 0. 57 
TRUCK CUSTOM 8. cc 
GrtAIN AUGER 7.00* 0.09 0 • 1 9 1 • 3C 1. 58 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 3.27 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HikE A~D MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEHEST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 52.49 X 14.COl FOR 4.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DikECT LABOR 
( 0.7 HHS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LAROH 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEkHEAD AND ~GT. 
DVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.0C%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAkGE ($ 0.08 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACKE 
TOTAL COST PEri UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
























B tt 1 
TA l 
BR < 





I.. AB C 
FIXE 
OVErt f 
-ESTIMATED 19R3 COSTS PEH ACkE, NO~THEAST NERHASKA 
OATS CHOP ~ITH SPRING ALFALFA SEEDI~G* 
T \L CrtOPLAND ACk~S 
ACHES THIS Cri OP BUDGET 
OPEHATION 







BROA OCAST SEEDEH 
ALFALFA SEED 
~PIKE TOOTH HARk OH 
WINDHOWER 













EXPECTED YIELD PEK AC~E 









3.50 1 . 7 5 
12.00 2.50 
11 A CHINE H Y C 0 S T S 
FUEL REPAIR 
AND AND 
LUBE ~AINT. FIXED 
0.60 0.90 3. 1 4 
0.43 0.38 1 . 7 4 
0.60 0.90 3. 1 4 
0.43 0.38 1 . 74 




















FUEL AND LUBE 
kEPAIRS AND MAINTANAHCE 
CUSTOM HikE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEHEST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 1 1 6 • 8 9 X 1 4 • 0 0 % F 0 H 4 • 0 t1 0 N T H S ) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DikECT LABOri 
( 0.5 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOH 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
) V E 1:'1 HE A D A N D M A N A G E ·~ E NT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE (t 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACHE 
TOTAL COST PEri UNIT OF PrtODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 


















7 3. 18 
DlO 
ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PEH ACnE, NORTHEAST NEBk~5~A 
ALFALFA SEEOING COST SHARE WITH OATS 
TOTAL CkOPLAND ACHES 














EXPECTED YIELD PEn ACrtE O.C 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GHAZING 0,0 
PUnCHASED l1ACHINEkY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL kEPAIH 
AMOU~T COST AND AND 
/ACkE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
40.00 0.33 
2.25 0.25 2.75 
12.00 2.50 








TOTALS 2.64 0.52 5.67 55.03 





FUEL AND LUBE 
kEPAI~S AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEHATING EXPENSE 
( 49.36 X 14.00% FOH 12.0 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOk 
IWNTHS) 
( 0.4 HHS X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CAS~ COSTS AND LAOOrt 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12,00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND (~1000.00 VALUE/A X 0.0% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5,00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVErtHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACkE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 






























ESTIMATED 19R3 COSTS PER ACHE, NOKTEASTEHN NERHASKA 
ALF~LFA ESTARLISHMENT, SANDY SOILS, FALL SEEDING 
TOTAL CkOPLAND ACHES 
ACHES THIS CHOP BUDGET 
430.0 
40.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PEH ACHE 





ACHES AMOUNT COST 
!H C H I N E H Y C 0 S T S 
FUEL HEPA.IK 
AND AND 
OPEHATION /HOUK /ACHE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
BHOADCAST SPkEADEH CUST0 1-1 
18-46-0 100.00 0. 1 4 
SULFUR 30.00 0. 12 
TANDEH DISC 10.63 0.60 
TANDEll DISC 10.63 0.60 
SEEDEK 17.00* 2.25 
SEED 12. co 2.50 
rtOLLEK Ok PACKEk 4.36 0.96 
TOTALS 4.42 
1




FUEL AND LU13E 
HEPAIHS AND MAINTA.NANCE 
CUSTOM HikE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 57.43 X 14.00% FOK 6.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 0.7 HHS X 5.50/HR X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkEST AT 12.00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($ 950.00 VALUE/A X 0.0 ~X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
VtkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAkGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACKE 
0.90 3. 14 
0.90 3. 1 4 

























71 • 3 9 
61 • 50 





TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
••••••• 
012 ESTI~ATED 1933 COSTS PER ACHE, NORTHEASTE~N ~E9kASKA ALFALFA HAY, LAnGE HOUND BALEH 
T ~ L CROPLAND ACHES 




EXPECTED YIELD PErt ACHE 
ANIMAL U~ITS OF GRAZING 
3. 0 
o.o 
PUrtCHASED ~ACHINEHY COSTS 
~ATERIALS FUEL HEPAirt 
ACHES A~ O UNT COST AND AND 




BROADCAST SPREADER CUSTOM 3.00 
p 205 ( 1/2 y H . ) 20.00 0.33 6.6C 
HINDRm-/ER 3.56 1 • 3 0 2.31 7.52 11 . 6 3 
BALEH,GIANT 3.92 1 • 6 4 1 . 6 3 6.69 9. 96 
TLfiNE 1. 33 0. 14 0 . 19 
BALE MOVING 40.00* 0.55 0.25 3.25 4. cs 
\HNDhOHEH 3.56 1 • 80 2.31 7.52 11 • 6 3 
BALEk,GIANT 3.92 1 • 6 4 1 • 6 3 6.69 9. 96 
T~HNE 1. 33 0. 1 4 0. 19 
BilLE HOVING 40.00* 0.55 0.25 3.2'3 4,05 
WINDhOHER 3.56 1 • 80 2. 31 7.52 11 • 6 3 
BALEh ,GIHIT 3.92 1 • 6 4 1. 63 6.69 9. 96 
HTINE 1. 33 0. 14 0. 19 














TOTALS 11.9~ 12.56 52.38 87.08 TOT 




FUEL AND LURE 
HEPAIHS AND ~AINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HikE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 34.70 X 14.00~ FOR 12.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DikECT LABOk 
( 3.6 HRS X 5.50/HR X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
STABLISHMENT CHAHGE/YEA.k 
IXED COSTS 
~tH E AD 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
kEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OMVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
ANAGEMENT CHA~GE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER A~hE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF P~ODUCTION 
(RASED ON ESTIMATED YIF.LO) 
CAS 
1 0 16 




39.56 L 1\ B C 
23.81 
6 3. 37 ~STA 











ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PE~ ACHE, NOHTEASTERN NE~RASKA 
ALFALFA HAY, FIELD STACKER 
TOTAL CrtOPLAND ACHES 
ACHES THIS CH OP BUDGE~ 
480.0 
40.0 
E~PECTED YIELD PER ACHE 









OPERATION /HOUR /ACrtE /UNIT LURE MAINT. FIXED 
BROADCAST SPREADER C UST0'-1 
p 205 ( 1/2 YH) 20.0C 0.33 
ltiiND R 01:1 E rt 3.56 1 • 8 0 2. 3 1 7.52 
FIELD LOAF STACKErt, 3 TON 3.92 1 • 6 4 2. 17 7. 41 
STA-GK MOVEH CUSTOM 
\HNDROHE~ 3.56 1 • 8 0 2.31 7.52 
FIELD LOAF STACKER, 3 TON 3.92 1 • 64 2. 17 7 . 4 1 
STACK ~WVEH CUST0!·1 
INDRO \HR 3.56 1 • 8 0 2. 31 7.52 
FIELD LOAF STACKER, 3 TON 3.92 1 • 6 4 2. 17 7.41 
TACK 110VE R CUSTOM 
10.33 13.44 44.79 
~.._..., y COSTS 
ABOR 
PURCHASED MA~ERIALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAIN~ANANCE 
C US T 0 t1 HI k E 'A N"D r-r A C H I N E tt E NT A L 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 42.82 X 14.CO% FOR 12.0 MONTHS) 
TOTI\L CASI-J COSTS 
DIRECT LABOtt 
( 1.6 HRS X 5.50/Hrt X 1.2 (OVERYEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
STABLISHMENT CHAkSE/YEAR 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
REAL ES~ATS TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1000.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
VEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVErti-JEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.001) 
MAN AGE 11 EN T C H A R G E ( $ 2 • 0 0 X EST I M ATE D Y I E L D ) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEtt ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
6.60 
10.33 
1 3 . 4 4 
12.45 
5.99 
1 0. 61 











11 • 6 3 
11 • 22 
3 • 1 '3 
11 . 6 3 
11 • 22 
3. 15 
11 • 6 3 










DESCRIPTION OF EAST CENTRAL NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 
Most farms in this area have only 3-4 crop enterprises depending upon 
soils, machinery, grain or feed storage, livestock program, labor available 
or off-farm interests. The acreage listed is considered typical for those 
who produce that crop. The acreages shown are those typical of each enter-
prise. Not all of these crops would be grown on every farm every year. Thus, 
the list of crop acres totals more than the acres on the farm. 
The soils in this region are flat to rolling glaciated of Sharpsburg-
Marshall-Shelby with loess parent material. 
Labor is usually supplied by operator and family. Some seasonal hired 
labor may be required such as hauling grain, rogueing soybeans or handling 
hay. 









New seeding alfalfa 
Alfalfa 
Sudex 
Pasture, farmstead, roads 
and waste 





.A budget for 100 acres of gravity irrigation is included for 1983. Assume 
125 1 lift and a total of 148 1 head, gated pipe wtth reuse system. 
Machinery Inventory and Practices 
Tractor #1 - 120-130 hp diesel w/cab, $47,500, 600 hrs. annual use 
Tractor #2 - 80-100 hp diesel w/cab, $30,800, 500 hrs. annual use 
r1ol.dboard plow- 5-16 11 , $5,980 (1/3 shared ownership) used only on wheat land, 
200 acres annual use 
Chisel plow - 12 1 , $4,239, 350 acres annual use 
Anhydrous ammonioapplicator- rented from fertilizer supplier@ 1.50 per 
acre fertilized 
Tandem disc - 19 1 , $12,269, 800 acres annual use 
Field cultivator - 25 1 pull type w/harrow, $10,227 
Spiketooth harrow - 4-section 24 1 , $1,532; may be used in same operation and 
pulled with disc on second time prior to wheat planting; may have rarrow 
mounted 
Planter- lister 6R-30 11 w/attachments, $12,164; 560 acres annual use 
Dl4 
Grain drill - 10 1 711 spacing, $7,215 (50% shared ownership) 500 acres annual use 
Row crop cultivator- 6R-30 11 , $3,808, 500 acres annual use 
Combine- base unit 6620 JO or equiv. w/cab, $69,250; cornhead 6R-30 11 , ~15,876; 
small grain platform 13 1 w/pickup reel, $6,697; assume that custom 
combining will be done in addition to own acreage (total of 850 acres) 
Grain bin drying, without heat, expect to dry 1/2 of corn and milo crop 
@ .075-.090/bu 
Grain auger w/PTO- 54 1 -8 11 , $2,000 
Ground sprayer - lOR, 3 pt. hitch, w/300 gal. tank, $1,637; rope wick chemical 
applicators could be substituted for rogue labor; 6 row recirculating 
sprayers, $4,855 
Highboy or aerial spraying for cornborer - custom hired 
Srain hauling is done by truck owned with hired driver, or with use of two 
250 bu wagons @ $2,200; custom rate used for charge in budgets 
Swather - 12 1 pull type w/crimper, $11,400, estimated annual use 500 acres 
including custom 
Baler - 1500 # round bale, $11,958; estimated annual use, 500 acres including 
custom 
Bale mover - 4 bale capacity, $6,164, estimated annual use 500 acres including 
custom 
DlS ESTIMATED 1993 COSTS PEn ACHE, EAST CENTnAL NEBH~S~A 
COhN FOH GrlAIN, GKAVITY IhHIG~TED, ELECT. 
TOTAL CnOPLAND ACKES 







~XPECTED YIELD PErl ACHE 
A N I '1 A L li N I T S 0 F G ri A Z I ~J G 
1 4 5. 0. 
3.0 
PUnCHASEO 










ANHYDKOUS APPLICATOH 6.137 
HACHINE nENTAL FEE 
NIThOGEN-NH3 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 
TANDHI DISC 9.62 





hOi~ CHOP CULTIVATOH 5.29 
nO\i CnOP CULTIVATOH 5.29 
IRHIGATION,GATED PIPE SYSTEM 
12.0 IN. APPLIED 50.00* 
SPHAYEK CUSTOM 
BOHEh SPRAY ( 1 /3 y H • 
COMBINE, COKNHEAD 3 • 1 8 
TnUCK CUSTOM 
r.ui\IN AUGEk 12.00* 
. IN DHYErt ( 1/2 CHOP) 12.00* 
.-
180.00 0. 15 
0.33 65.00 
100.00 0. 14 
1. co 12.00 
1 • 0 0 7.65 
0.33 9.75 
1 • 0 6 
0.76 
0.76 
1 • 0 3 
0.95 
0.95 
2 1 • 6 8 
2. 01 
0. 1 5 
0.50 
0.52 
1 • 00 
1 • 0 0 
2. 15 
1 • 22 











7 6. 15 
18.05 
1 • 4 0 
















3. 22 cc 





TOTALS 29.33 16.36 116.36 265.13 




FUEL AND LUBE 
hEPAikS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HinE AND MACHINE kENTAL 
INTEkEST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 148.76 X 14.00% FOR 8.C t10NTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DinECT LABOH 
( 2.5 HnS X 5.50/Hn X 1.2 (OVERHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEKY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkEST AT 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
12.00~0 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1500.00 VALUE/A X 6.00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEKHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEKHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAkGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVErlHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 













22 1. 36 
400.40 









E~TIMATED 1993 CC~T~ PEn ACnE, EAST CENTkAL NEBkASKA 
COHN FOR GHAJN, NON-IkHIGATED 
TOTAL CkOPLANO RCkES 







EXPECTED YIELD PEn ACnE 

















2 MACHINE HENTAL FEE 
NITrlOGEN-NH3 
FIELD CULTIVATOH 
) TANDEr~ DI~C 





~OW CHOP CULTIVATOH 
SPnAYEk 
5 BOHEH SPRAY (1/3 Yk. 
2 COH BINE, COHNHEAD 
9 Tt1UCK 
0 G 11 A HI A U G E K 
























1 • 1 8 






0. 1 0 
0.37 
1 • 6 3 
0.52 
1 • 58 
1 • 0 0 
2. 1 s 
1 • 22 
3.59 
1 • 6 0 








3. 1 8 
1. 50 













1 • 7 0 
3.77 
roT A LS 8.16 14.23 41.71 134.25 
1
- MINUTES OF LABOk/ACRE 
:AsH COSTS 
PURCHASED "1ATEkiALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND HAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIHE AND MACHINE nENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 92.54 X 14.00S FOH 8.0 ~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DinECT LABOlt 
COSTS 
( 1.5 HHS X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVEHHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOk 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.0CS) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEkEST ON LAND ($1333.33 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEkHF.AD AND MGT. 
11HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEkHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEKHEAD AND HANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEk ACrtE 


















ESTIM~TED 1983 COSTS PE~ ~CHE, EAST CENTk~L NEBHASKA 
GkAIN SOKGHUM, NON-IKkiGATED 
~OTAL CkOPLAND ACkES 
~HES THIS CKOP BUDGET 
500.0 
15 0. 0 
EXPF.CTED YIEL~ PE~ ACkE 
ANIM~L UNITS OF GHAZING 
80.0 
2.0 
PUHCHASED ~1ACHINEkY COSTS 
MATEHIALS FUEL HEPAIH 
AGnES AMOUNT COST AND AND TOTAL 
OPERATION /HOUR I ACHE /UNIT LUBE rHINT. FIXED C OS T ~ I _ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 11 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 0.76 1.00 3.46 5.22 T 
ANHYDHOUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1.06 0.52 1.60 3.1 3 p 
MACHINE kENTAL FEE 1.5 CI 
NITkOGEN-NH3 80.00 0.15 12.00 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 0.76 1.00 3.46 5.22 
PLANTEk (FEnT.,HEkB.,ETC) 4.90 1.03 2.15 5.03 3.21 1K 
SEED 5.00 0.76 3. 80 tt 
ROW CkOP CULTIVATOk 5.29 0.95 1.22 2.~5 4.9 2 
SPKAYER 11.82 0._43 C.34 1.92 2.6 9 C 
HEKBICIDE (P OST) 1.C O 3.00 3 . 00 T~ 
COMBINE, GHAINHEAD 3.44 1.86 2.95 14.63 19.4 4 GK 
TkUCK CUSTOM 8. CO 
GHAIN AUGER 8.00* 0.08 0.20 1.40 1.68 TO 
GkAIN DkYEk 8.00* 0.30 1.50 1.50 3.30 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- . 
TOTALS 7.21 10.83 35.76 




FUEL AND LUBE 
HEPAIKS AND HAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE HENTAL 
INTEkEST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 46.38 X 14.CO~ FOH 7.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOR 
( 1.4 HHS X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LAB Ok 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00~) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1333.33 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEKHEAD AND .MGT. 
OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANA~EMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACkE 
TOTAL COST PEk UNIT OF Pk ODUCTION 
















128.76 OVE ~ 
188.10 




E S T It1 AT E D 1 9 8 3 C 0 .S T S P E n A C 1:1 E , E A S T C E N T k A L N E B k AS K A D 1 8 
· ~TAL CkOPLAND ACnE.S 
~CnE.S THIS CnOP BUDG ET 
OPEHATI ON 
.S OYBEANS, NON-IkniGATED 
5C O. O 
125 .0 EXPECTED YIELD PElt ACnE AN I MAL UNITS OF G11AZING 35. 0 c. 0 
PUnCHASED 
tH T E k J: i\ LS 
AC11ES AMO UNT COST 
/HOUk /AC11E /UNIT 
~ 1 A C H I N E n Y C 0 S T .S 
FUEL kEPii.IK 
AND AND 




- TANDEt1 DISC 9.62 0.76 
2 T A NDE \·1 DISC 9.62 8.76 
8 PLANTE1:1 (FEkT. ,HEnB. ,ETC) 4.90 1 • c 3 
c SEED 1 . c 0 7.CO 
0 HEkBICIDE 1. oc 9. 13 
2 INNOCULANT 1. co 0 .35 
1 KOH ChOP CULTIVA.TOH 5.29 0.95 
0 1:1 0'J CnOP CULTIVATOn 5.29 c. 95 
kOGUE LABOk 1.CC 4.00 
COt·1BINE, GkAINHEAD 3.44 1 • 8 6 
T~tUCK C UST 0!1 
G~tAIN ii.UGEn 5.CC* 0.03 
TOTALS 6 -.n . - -
-
1 




FUEL AND LUBE 
rtEPAikS AND Mii.INTA~ANCE 
CUSTOM HIHE ii.ND MACHINE rtENTAL 
INTE11EST ON OPE11ATING EXPENSE 
( 40.64 X 14.00% FOk 7.0 ~ O NTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DI11ECT LAB01:1 
( 1.2 HrtS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVEnHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LAB 0 1:1 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTE11EST AT 12.00%) 
rtEA.L ESTATE TAXES 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1333.33 VALUE/A X 6.001 X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
VEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEKHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAnGE ($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEnHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEn ACHE 
TOTAL COST PE1:1 UNIT OF PnODUCTION 







































5. 4 3 
Dl9 E~TIMATED 1983 COSTS PEw 
" ACHE, EAST CENTnAL NEBkASKA 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACHES 





ACkES AMOUNT COST 








MOLDBOAH.D PLOH 2.57 2.83 1 • 8 7 5.37 10.07 
BkOADCAST SPKEADEK 16.04 0. 3 1 c. 17 0.53 1. 02 
r...,ACHINE kENTAL FEE 1. 50 
18-46-0 75.00 0. 14 1 0. 5 c 
TANDEM DISC 9.62 0.76 1 • 0 0 3.46 5. 22 
T A NDEr-1 DISC 9.62 0.76 1 • 00 3.46 5.22 
SPIKE TOOTH HAnkO'./ IN TANDEM o.o 0.02 2. 13 2 • 14 
GkAIN DKILL 3.52 1. 43 1 . 2 3 4.24 6. 9C 
SEED, TkEATED 1. 25 3.75 4. 69 
BH.OADCAST SPnEADEk 16.04 0. 3 1 0. 17 0.53 1. C2 
HACHINE kENTAL FEE 1. 50 
NITrtOGEN-N04 30.00 O.C.7 8 • 1 0 
COMBINE, GkAINHEAD 3.44 1 • 8 6 2.95 14.63 1 9 • 4 q 
TrtUCK CUSTOM 4.50 
GRAIN AUGEk 6.00* 0.05 c. 17 0.75 0. 97 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 8.30 




FUEL AND LUBE 
REPAIRS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HihE AND MACHINE kENTAL 
INTEkEST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 47.67 X 14.00% FOk 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DittECT LABOk 
( 1.4 HkS X 5.50/Hk X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOK 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEKY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEhEST AT 12.00%) 
hEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEHEST ON LAND ($1333.33 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEKHEAD AND HGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 0.15 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEn ACHE 
TOTAL COST PErt UNIT OF PKODUCTION 
































ESTIM~TED 19~3 COSTS PEK ACHE, EAST CENTHAL NEBRASKA 
ALFALFA ESTABLI~HMENT, FALL SEED~D 
TOTAL CHOPLAND ACHES 




EXPECTED YIELD PEk ACnE 





ACHES AMOU~T COST 









TANDEM DISC 9.62 0.76 
BkOADCAST SPrtEADER 16.04 0. 31 
HACHINE kENTAL FEE 
PHOS-P205 60.00 0.33 
TA NDEt1 DISC 9.62 0.76 
SPIKE TOOTH HAHkO'~ IN T A NDF.:'-1 o.o 
IBkOADCAST SEEDER 3.93 1 • 28 






1. 00 0.50 
4.36 1 • 1 5 
4.26 
CASH COSTS 
I PURCHASED l1A T E HI A L S FUEL 1\ND LUBE kEPAIHS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEkEST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 59.79 X 14.00% FOR 6.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIHECT LABOR 
IXED COSTS 
( 0.8 HkS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOn 
FIXED MACHINEHY COSTS 
KEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND (~ 
(INCLUDES INTEHEST AT 12.001) 
0.0 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
COSTS TOTAL FIXED 
TOTAL COST, 
VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
EXCEPT OVEkHEAD AND MGT. 
OVEhHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER AChE 
TOTAL COST PEk UNIT OF PRODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 • 0 0 3.46 
0. 17 0.53 
1 • 0 0 3.46 







1 • 50 
4. 1 9 
4.98 























1121 ESTIMATED 1983 COSTS PEk ACHE, EAST CENTkAL NEAkASKA 
ALFALFA HAY, LAHGE kOU~D SALEH 
TO TAL r: tii JI'LAND ACHES 
ACK F. S T il i :, CHOP BUDGET 
r) P F.: HAT I ON 
500.0 
2S.O 
EXPECTED YIELD PEH ACkE 
ANIMAL U~ITS OF GnAZING 
3.5 
c.c 
P U H CHASED ~ -1 A CHINE R Y C 0 S T S 
MATEHIALS FUEL kEPAik 
A C k E S A '1 0 U N T C 0 S T A N D A N D 
/H OUH /A CkE /U~IT LURE MAINT. FIX ED 
TOTAL 
COS T!> 
-- ----- --- ---------------------------------------------------------------------Btt O ADCA ~T 
.', PHEADErt 16.04 c . 3 1 0. 17 0.5 3 1 . C2 
I ~ /1 r; HI N E ttENTAL FEE 0. 7S 
h lns P205 (ALT.YKS) 20.00 0.33 6.6 C 
H I N 1) 11 0 \-l F: 11 3.05 1 . 65 1 • 9 3 6.25 9.8 3 
RALF.K,G TI\NT 1. 6R 2.99 2.37 8.71 1 4. 0 7 
TI-l I NE 1. 50 0. 1 6 c . ;? 4 BALE LOA IH: k 3.36 1 . 50 1 • c 8 3. 85 6. 43 HINDKOW EK 3.05 1 • 6 5 1 • 9 3 6.25 9 . 8 3 
BALF.n,G I AN T 1. 68 2.99 2.37 8. 7_1 1 U. C7 
THI NE L 50 0. 1 6 0. 24 BALE LOAn ~~ k 3.36 1 • 50 1 • 0 8 3.35 6.14 3 IHNDHOH EK 3.05 1 • 6 5 1 • 9 3 6.25 9. 83 
BALF. K, GI A tJT 1. 68 2.99 2.35 3.60 13.9 11 
T I-l r N E 1 • 50 0. 1 6 c. 24 BALE LOAO F: k 3. 36 1 • 50 1 • 0 8 3.85 6. !I 3 




FUF.L AND LUBE 
k ~ PAIHS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOH YIHE AND MACHINE HFNTAL 
f NTEHEST ON OPEkATING EXPENSE 
( 43.10 X 14.00% FOk 12.0 
TOTAL CASH C.OSTS 
DI HECT LAl30k 
MONTHS) 
( 3.7 HkS X 5.50/Hrl X 1.2 (OVEHHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LAOOR 
ESTABLISHM ENT CHARGE/YEAk 
FIXED CO STS 
F I XED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkEST AT 12.00~) 
ki AL ESTATE T~XES 
! NTEHEST ON LAND ($1333.33 VALUF./A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEKHEAD AND MGT. 
OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
-
0 VEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00~) 
~ ANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PEk UNIT OF PkODUCTION 
































~ ST I 
IX E 
, V£ H 
I 
ESTIMATED 1933 CO S T ~ P ~ h ACHE, EAST CENTHAL NEBHAS~A 
ALFMLFA HAY, FIELD STACKEH 
~-~AL CHOPLAND ACHES 
"----'• E S T H I S C k 0 P B U D G F. T 
cs cc. o 
2 ') • 0 
EXPECTED YIELD PEH ACHF 
ANI~AL UNITS OF GkAZ I NG 
3.5 
o.o 




1~ ATE hI A LS 
A!1 OU NT COST 
/ACKE /UNIT 
BROADCAST SPhEADEk 16.04 
MitCH IN E KENTAL FEE 
PHOS-P205 (ALT.YKS) 20.00 0.33 
\HNDk0\-1£ H 3.05 
FIELD LOAF STACKEH, 3 TON C US T0 :1 
WINOH0 1t1Eh 3.05 
FIELD LOAF STACKEH, 3 TON C U~T0 !-1 
\IINDHOH EH 3.05 
FIELD LOAF STACKEH, 3 TON CUST0!'-1 





FUEL AND LUBE 
HEPAIKS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIHE AND MACHINE HENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 61.08 X 14.00% FOH 12.0 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIKECT LASCh 
'1 ON T H S) 
( 1.0 HKS X 5.50/HK X 1.2 (OVEhHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LAB OH 
TABLISHMENT CHAkGE/YEAK 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEKY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEkF.ST AT 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEHEST ON LAND (t1333.33 VALUE/A X 6,00% 




LURE MAINT. FIXED 
0. 3 1 0. 17 0.53 
1 . 6 5 1. 93 6.25 
1 • 6 5 1 . 9 3 6.25 
1 • 6 5 1. 9 3 6.25 










X 1. 0) 80.00 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
AND ~ANAGEHENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 2.CO X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEKHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEk ACHF. 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PKODUCTION 





















1 0. 4 g 
221.44 
63.27 
D23 ESTI~ATED 1933 COSTS PErt ACHE, EAST CENTRAL NEBRASKA 
~LFALFA HAY, CONVENTIONkL RALER, CUST O~ HIHF 
TOTAL CROPLAND ACHES 
ACrtF.S THIS CROP BUDGE~ 
500.0 
25.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PErt ACkE 



















FUEL AND LUBE 
PUHCHASEO 
:~ A. T E rt I A L S 
ACrtES AM OUNT COST 






C US T0~1 
CUSTOH 
CUSTOH 
C USTO t1 
CUST0'1 
20.00 0.33 
HEPAIHS AND MAINTANAN CE 
LABOR 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 94.09 X 14.00% FOk 12.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOh 
( 0.1 HRS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVErtHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHARGE/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
hEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND (S1333.33 VALUE/A X 6.001 




LURE HAINT. FIXED 
0. 3 1 0. 17 0.53 










X 1. 0) 30 .00 
TO~AL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00$) 
MANAGEMENT CHARGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEkHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACRE 
TOTAL COST PER UNIT OF PRODUCTION 























DESCRIPTION OF SOUTHEAST NEBRASKA BENCHMARK FARM 
Most farms in this area have only 3-4 crop enterprises depending on 
soils, machinery, grain or feed storage, livestock program or labor available. 
The acreage listed is typical for those who produce that crop. One hundred 
and thirty-three acres of irrigated corn by center-pivot would replace the 
acres of grain sorghum or wheat. Not all crops would be grown on every farm 
every year. Thus the list of crop acres may total more than the acres in 
the farm. 
The soils in this region are flat to rolling hills of loess and shale 
parent materials, consisting of Crete, Fillmore, Wymore and Pawnee soil asso-
ciations. 
Labor is usually supplied by operator and family. Some seasonal hired labor 
may be required such as hauling grain either by truck or wagons from fields. 
Some tillage field work, discing or chiseling, may be done in fall after 
the last crop is harvested in preparation for the following year crop. 














Tractor #1- 135-140 hp diesel w/cab $47,500, 650 hrs. annual use 
Tractor #2 - 100 hp diesel w/cab $40,518, 500 hrs. annual use 
Tractor #3 - 30-40 hp quite used, for loader & PTO use only 




Moldboard plow- 5-16 11 $7,495, 1/2 shared ownership, 600 acres annual use 
Anhydrous ammonia applicator- 21 1 , 3 pt. hitch, 9 shanks, $3,996 tank rented 
from fertilizer supplier; dry fertilizer spreader rented from supplier 
Field cultivator- 22 1 pull-type w/harrow and lift cyl, $9,659, 420 acres 
annual use 
Spiketooth harrow - 24 1 4-section, $1,532 
Planter - 6R-30 11 w/furrow openers and attachments, $12,164, 400 acres annual use 
Field sprayer- 10R-30 1 boom, 3 pt. hitch w/300 gal. tank, $1,637 
Row crop cultivator- 6R-30 11 , $3,808, 500 acres annual use 
Grain drill - 10•-r spacing, 18 hole, $7,215 (~shared ownership) 800 acres 
annual use 
Combine - base unit - 6620 JD or equiv.. w/cab, $69,250; grain head, 13 1 w/pickup 
reel, $6,697; cornhead- 6R-30 11 , $15,876; row crop header- 6R-3011 JD, 
$15,616; assume that some custom work will done in addition to own 
acreage (total of 950 acres) 
Hauling grain will be done by owned truck, 18 1 box, 350 bu box single axle, 
typically 3-4 years old, new cost, $23,500; use custom truck hauling 
charge of .10/bu including driver for corn; wheat and soybeans @ .12/bushel 
Grain drying in bin without heat @ .04-.07 per bushel; assume that 50% of 
grain will be dried 
Forage harvester- field chopper and hauling of silage will be charged at 
prevailing custom rates. 
Irrigation is limited in extreme southeast Nebraska. Center pivots are 




D25 F. .3 T I ~1 ATE D 1 9 8 3 C 0:.:; T S PEt< ACt< E , S 0 U THE A:.:; T NEB 1i AS!< it C O~ N FOI" G~AIN, CENTEr PIV0T It<riGATF.D, ELECTriC 
TOTAL CrOPLhND ACrES 





NH3 SUPPLY T A tiK 




PLANTEr (FEI<T. ,HEt<B. ,ETC) 
SEED SINGLE X 
18-46-0 




BO!<EH SPKAY 1/3 y t< • 
IB!<IGATION,CENTEr PIVDT 




I<AIN DtiYEt< ( 1 I 2 CHOP) 
EX~ECTED YIELD PE~ AC~E 
idE ; 1 A L U N I T S 0 F G I" A Z I N G 
1 3 0. 0 
3.0 
P lit< CHASED t1 A C H HiE ti Y C 0 S T S 
MhTEI"IALS FUEL PEPAif 
ACI<E::i A'10UNT COST AND h.N;) 
/HOUh /ACrE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
10.63 0.74 1 • 04 3.66 
6.87 1 • 1 4 0.33 2.99 
15C.CO 0. 15 
150.00 0. 0 1 
10.63 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 
8.96 0.87 1. 75 4.56 
4.90 1 • 1 4 2.96 6.89 
0.30 65.0C 
50.00 0. 14 
5.29 1 • 0 6 1 • 3 8 3·. 27 
1. cc 12.00 
1. co 7.65 
CUST0~1 
0.30 9.75 
16.00* 32.69 6.43 66,44 
3. 18 2. 41 2.26 7.84 
C US T0 :1 
12.00* 0.05 0.60 2. 15 
10.00* 0.42 1 . 60 2.75 
TOTAL 
COST~ 
5. 4 ~ 
4. 95 
r') C"f\ c. L- • ..; v 
1 . 50 
5. 4 ~ 
7 . 13 
1 1 . co 
1 9. 50 
6.87 
5 • 71 










TOTALS 41.25 19.90 104.22 252.57 




FUEL AND LUBE 
kEPAitiS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIHE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEBEST ON OPEI<ATING EXPENSE 
( 1 4 8 • 3 5 X 1 4. C C l F 0 H. 8 • 0 110 NTH S ) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DI!<ECT LABOk 
( 1.8 HHS X 5.50/Ht< X 1.2 (OVE~HEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOt< 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEPY COSTS (INCLUDES INTE!<EST AT 12.CO%) 
~EAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTErEST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVE~HEAD AND MGT. 
OVEI<HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEkHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTv X 5.00%) 
M~NAGEMENT CHJ..t<GE ($ 0.1p X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVE~HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PE~ AC~E 
72.95 





11 • 7 9 
173. 98 
104.22 








E~TIMaTED 1983 COST~ PE~ ~C~E. 30UTHE~ST NEB~ASKg 
SIL~GE FBOM I~~IGKTED CO~N 
TOTAL C~OPLAN~ ACfE~ 
AC~ES THIS C~OP BuDGET 
OPEPH.TI ON 
T 11. NDEt~ DISC 
ANHYD~OUS APPLICATOI" 
NIT~OGt:N-NH3 
NH3 SUPPLY Tii.NK 
TA~DF.l l DISC 
FIELD CULTIVATO~ 
PLA NTE!< (FE):(T. ,HE~B. ,ETC) 




ow C~OP CULTIVATO!l 
PI"AYER 
BOP.EP SP~AY (1/3 
ri"IGATION,CENTE!l PIVOT 
9.0 I N • APPLIED 
O!iii.GE CHOPPEr< 
rUCK 
N? A.G.2 BL OHEh 
60C.C 
30.0 
y f< • 
ACr<ES 












EXPECTF.D YIELD P2~ AC~E 





h. r-1 0 U N T C 0 S T 
/Ji.C~E /UNIT 
150.00 0. 15 
150.00 0. 01 
0.30 56.00 
0.30 0. 14 
1 • 0 0 12.00 
1. co 7.65 
0.30 9.75 
H ~ C H Iti E I- Y C 0 .:> T S 
FUEL r EPAH 
ii.ND AND 
LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
0.74 1 . c 4 3.66 
1 • 1 4 0.83 2.99 
0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 
0.87 1 • 75 4.56 
1 . 1 4 2.96 6.89 
1 . 0 6 1. 38 3.21 
32.96 6.43 66.44 





















11 • 50 
-~--------------------------------------------------------------------------
TALS 41.64 16.94 93.47 306.72 




FUEL AND LUBE 
~EPAIRS AND ~AINTh.NANCE 
CUSTOM HirE AND ~ACHINE ~ENTAL 
INTE~E3T ON OPE~ATING EXPENSE 
( 208.25 X 14.00% FOB 6.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DI!<ECT LABOJ:< 
( 1.4 HkS X 5.50/HR X 1.2 (OVEkHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABCB 
ED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEFY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEt<EST AT 
i:<EAL ESTATE TAXES 
12.00'.0 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00% 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
PH EAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEF<HEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.001) 
MANAGEMENT CHAF<GE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVE~HEAD AND MANii.GE~ENT 
TOTAL COST PE~ AC~E 
'r fl ., , , , " '' '""" ~ --
1. 0) 
63.42 














51 • 1 4 
D27 E~TIMATFD 1983 COSTS PE~ ~CRE, SOUTHEAST NE9RASKA 
CO~N FOH G~AIN, NON-IR~IGATED 
TOTAL C~OPLAND ~CFES 
AC~ES THIS CFOP BUDGET 
600.0 
100.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PE~ ~CPE 
~NIM~L UNITS OF G~AZING 
35.0 
3.C 
Plii'CHASED '·1 A C H IN E i:i Y COSTS 
~hTEPIALS F LiEL fEPAH' 
ACPF.S A~OUNT COST AND AND 
OPEHATION /HOUH /~Ci<E /UNIT LUBE l-1 ~INT. FIXED 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 
ANHYDI:<OUS APPLICATOF 6.87 1 • 1 4 0.83 2.99 
~IT~OGEN-NH3 100.00 0. 15 
NH3 SUPPLY TANK 100.00 0.01 
TANDEr~ DISC 10.63 0.74 1. 04 3.66 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.96 0.87 1 . 75 4.56 
PLANTER (FERT. ,HEHB. ,ETC) 4.90 1 • 1 4 2.96 6.89 
SEED 3X 0. 17 56.00 
14-46-0 STA~TEP 30.00 0. 1 4 
INSECTICIDE 1. 00 12.00 
HEHBICIDE 1. 00 7.65 
l:lOH CPOP CULTIVATOR 5.29 1 • 0 6 1. 38 3.27 
SPRAYER 11 • 8 2 0.47 0.39 1 • 80 
POST EHPG HERB. 1. 00 5.00 
CQl.1BINE, COBN HEAD CUSTOM 
TH1 CK CUSTOH 
Gt<AIN AUGEB 8.00* 0. 1 0 0.20 1 • 4 0 
Gi<AIN DHYEF ( 1/2 Ct<OP) 8.00* 0.37 1 • 7 0 1. 70 
TOTAL 





5. 4 4 
7 • 19 
1 1 • c c 
9.52 
4 • 12 










6.63 1 1 • 3 0 29.93 




FUEL AND LUBE 
BEPAIHS ~NO MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIPE AND MACHINE i:iENTAL 
INTE~EST ON OPERATING EXPENSE 
( 102.72 X 14.00% FOf< 8.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIFECT LABOH 
( 1.2 HHS X 5.50/HH X 1.2 (OVE RHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEFY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
FEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEFEST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00l X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
~/EHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVE~HEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHA~GE ($ 0.10 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEPHEAD ~NO MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PE~ AC~E 
TOTAL COST PE~ UNIT OF P~ODUCTION 
( 8 A. S E D 0 N E S T I!~ AT F. D Y T R ! . n ) 
54.29 
6.63 


























E~TIMATED 1983 COSTS PE~ AChE, ~OUTHEAST NEB~~SKA 
G~~IN SO~GHUM, NON-I~~IGATED 
- ~ TAL C~OPLAND ACFES 
\_.. t' ES THIS Ctl OP AliDGE".T 
680.8 
350.0 
EXPECTED YIELD PE~ AC~E 
ANIMAL UNITS OF G~AZING 
70.0 
2.0 
PU~CHASED MACHINERY CO STS 
~ATE~IALS FUEL ~EPAih 
AC~ES AMOUNT COST ~NO AND 
OPEt<ATION /HOlif /AC~E /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
TANDD-1 DISC 10.63 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 
ANHYDi:-: OUS APPLICATO!< 6.87 1 • 1 4 0.83 2.99 
NITt<OGEN NH3 80.00 0. 15 
~H3 SUPPLY TANK 80.00 0. 01 
FIELD CULTIVATOi< 8.96 0.87 1 • 7 5 4.56 
PLANTER (FEt<T. ,HEFB. ,ETC) 4.90 1 • 1 4 2.96 6.89 
SEED 5.00 0.76 
HEi<BI .CIDE 1. 00 6.20 
~0 ~4 CROP CULTIVATOP. 5.29 1 • 06 1. 38 3.27 
SP r< AYER 11.82 0.47 0. 39 1 • 80 
2,4-D 1 • 0 0 2.25 
CO~BINE, GRAINHEAD 3.44 2.23 2.50 12.40 
THiCK C US T0'1 
GilA IN AUGEr- 6.00* 0 • 1 1 0.33 1. 10 
GRAIN DR YEti 3.00* 0.30 0.22 1. 30 
T01' ALS 8.06 11.40 37.96 
~ MINUTES OF LABO~/AC~E 
CASH COSTS 
A BOt: 
PU RCHASED l)h~ERlALS 
FUEL ~NO LUBE 
~EP~IRS AND M~INTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIBE AND ~ACHINE rENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEPATING EXPENSE 
( 51.50 X 14.00% FOR 7.0 ~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIRECT LABOk 
( 1.3 HP.S X 5.50/HP. X 1.2 (OVEi<HEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS A~D LABOH 
IXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINERY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 
REAL ESTATE TAXES 
12.00~) 
INTEREST ON LAND (~1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00~ 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
X 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND MGT. 
VERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGE~ENT CHARGE ($ 0.10 X r:STIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEi< ACi<E 
TOTAL COST PErt UNIT OF PROD~CTION 
--< ( B A S E D 0 N E S T I M ATE D Y I E L D ) 
1 • 0) 
25.05 
8.06 
















7. 1 8 
11 • 0 c 





1 7. 12 
7.00 










D29 F. :::. T II~ k. T E D 1 9 3 3 C 0 ::; T :::: P E t' ii C t' F. , :::. 0 U T H E. i\ !::: T N E B t' A S K A S I L A G E F t' 01~ D " Y L J1. N 0 F 0 h A G E ::; 0 1< G H U 11 
TOTAL ChOPLi\ND A.C~F.!::: 




EXPECTED YIELD PEP. kC(E 
i\NIMAL UNITS OF GhAZING 




!-1A C H I N E i< Y C 0 ;) T S 
FuEL hF.PAii< 
ACPES it~ O U~T COST kND ~ND 




TANDEN DISC 1 c. 6 3 0.74 1 • c 4 3.66 5.44 
ANHYDl:<OUS APPLICATOR 6.87 1 • 1 4 0.83 2.99 4. 95 
NITHOGEN-Nfl3 so.co c. 15 12.00 
NH3 SUPPLY TANK 80.CC c. 01 0.80 
TA.NDE"1 DISC 1 c. 6 3 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 5.44 
FIELD CULTIVATOr- 8.96 C.87 1 • 7 5 4.56 7 . 1 8 
PLANTEr (FEHT. ,HFP.B. ,ETC) 4.90 1 • 1 4 2.96 6. 8 9 11 . c c 
SEED 5.00 0.76 3. 8C 
HEt<BICIDE 1 (\ ,, • "'v 6.20 6.20 
HOW ChOP CULTIVATOP 5.29 1 • 0 6 1 . 3 8 3.27 5. 71 
FOt<itGE CHOPPEr: c lis 10 ~1 33.00 
Tr?UCK C US T0!·1 28.00 
PACKING H/THCTP & BLA.DE 2C.OC* 1 • 6 0 1. 25 3. 50 6.35 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 7.23 10.26 28.53 
* - MINUTES OF LABCh/ACPE 
C. '1 COSTS 
~ PUHCHASED MitTF.PIAL3 
FUEL AND LUBE 
LABO~ 
HEPAIHS AND ~itiNTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIHE AND ~ACHINE PENTAL 
INTEPEST ON OPEhATING EXPENSE 
( 101.34 X 14.COI FOP 6.C MONTHS) 
TOTAL CitSH COSTS 
DIPECT LABOH 
( 1.2 HHS X 5.50/Hh X 1.2 (OVEI<HEAD)) 
TOTitL CASH COSTS itND LkBOt< 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MitCHINEHY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEPEST k.T 12.00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON LAND ($1166.67 Vk.LuE/A. X 6.00~ X 1.C) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEI-IHEAD k.ND ttGT. 
OVE~HEAD itND MANAGEMENT 
OVEl:<HEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.0C~) 
MANAGEMENT CHA~GE ($ 2.00 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVE~HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PER ACPE 
TOTAL COST PEP. uNIT OF PBODUCTIO~ 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
22.80 
7.28 
1 0. 26 
































E~TIMATFO 1983 COSTS PEP ACPE, SOUTHEA~T NERI'IASKA 
SOYBEANS, NON-IPPIGATED 
TOTAL CP OPLANO AC~FS 




EXPECTED YIELD PE~ ACPE 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GPAZING 
3'5.0 
c .'0 
PU~CHASED MACHINEPY COSTS 
MATEPIALS FUEL ~EPAIH 
AC~ES AMOUNT COST AND AND 





T idiDEM DISC 10.63 1 • c 2 1 . 0 4 3.66 
TANDEt~ DISC 10.63 1. 02 1. 04 3.66 
FIELD CULTIVATOR 8.96 1 • 20 1 . 7 5 4.56 
SP~AYE~ 8.27 0.68 0.52 2. 2-1 
HEFB.,PHE-PL!\NT 1. co 18. 25 
PLANTEP (FE~T. ,HEPB. ,ETC) 4.90 1 • 1 4 2.96 6.89 
SEED 1 • 0 0 7. co 
~ow CrOP CULTIVATO~ 5.29 1 • 06 1. 38 3.27 
t<CGlJE LABOR 1. 00 4.00 
cor~ B rr~ E, GPAINHEAD 3.44 2.23 2.50 12.40 
TrUCK CVSTOl·1 
rAIN AUGEI'l 5.00* 0. 1 0 c . 11 0.55 
' \LS 3.44 11.31 37.20 
- t'1I:iUTES OF LASOP/ACt<E 
ASH C t) ::J T S 
ABO.k 
PUHCHASED ~ALEt<lALS 
FUEL AND LUBE 
~EPAI~S AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIPE AND MACHINE rENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPErATING EXPENSE 
( 55 . 9 9 X 1 4 • 0 0 % F 0 ~ 7 • 0 11 0 NTH S ) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DI~F.CT LA:30R 
( 1.2 1-!!lS X 5.50/HF X 1.2 (OVEHIEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOtl 
XED -: 0STS 
FIXED MACHINEFY COSTS (INCLUDES INTF.kEST AT 12.00%) 
rEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTE.kEST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/h X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVErHEAD AND MGT. 
A N D 11 A NAG E ~1 E NT 
OVEHHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAHGE ($ 0.30 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVE~HEAD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEr AC~E 
TOTAL COST PEH UNIT OF PHODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
29.25 
8.44 





11 • 6 7 
70.00 
3.03 








5 • 7 1 
4.00 
1 7 • 1 2 
7.00 
0.76 








D31 EST Il1 ATE D 1 9 8 3 C 0 S T S PEt< a C jJ E , S 0 U THE AS T NEB 1< ASK A ~-1 !I E A T , C 0 N T I N U 0 li S 
TOTAL C~ O PLAND AC~ES 




EXPECTED YIELD PEP ACI<E 
ANIMAL UNITS OF GHAZING 
40.0 
o.c 
PUPCHASED MACHINE~Y COSTS 
1·1 ATE ~ I A L S F U E L P E P 1\ I rl 
ACI<ES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/HOUP /ACPE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
TOT!\ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
t-10 L D B 0 A li D PL0'.-1 2.57 3.05 1. 95 5.46 1 c . u 
TANDEM DISC 10.63 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 5. 4 
FIELD CULTIVATOP 8.96 0.87 1 • 7 5 4.56 7. 1 
B~OADCAST SP~EADEf 16.04 0.35 0.23 0.70 1. 2 
MACHINE ~ENTAL FEE 1. 5 
18-46-0 70.00 c. 14 9. 62 
Gi<AIN DP.ILL 3.52 1. 59 1 • 3 6 _4. 53 7. 43 
SEED, TFEATED 1. 25 3.75 4. 69 
BPOk.DCAST SPFEADEP 16.04 0.35 0.23 0.70 1. 23 
HACHINE P.ENTAL FEE 1. 50 
NITPOGEN, Dl:< y 40.00 0.27 1 C. 3C 
C0~1BINE, GPAINHEAD 3.44 2.23 2.50 12.40 1 7. 12 
Tt<UCK CUSTOM 4. 8C 
GP.AIN AVGEP. 5.00* 0. 1 0 0 • 11 0.55 0. 76 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 9.27 




FUEL AND LUBE 
I<EPAIPS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HirE AND MACHINE HENTAL 
INTEP.EST ON OPEPATING EXPENSE 
( 5 1 • 3 5 X 1 4 • 0 C % F 0 I< 9 . 6 t·1 0 N T H S ) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DHECT LABOH 
( 1.4 HP.S X 5.50/HP X 1.2 (OVEP.HF.AD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND Lk.BO!i 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEPY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEPEST AT 12.00%) 
PEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEP.EST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEP.HEAD AND MGT. 
OVEI<HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVEHHF.AD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
\...__., M A N A G E M E N T C H A r G E ( $ 0 • 1 5 X E S T It1 A T E D Y I E L D ) 
TOTAL OVE~HEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PE~ AC~E 
TOTAL COST PEr UNIT OF P~ODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
9.16 32.56 





9. 1 0 
32.56 




8 3. 9 1 I 
57. 1 c 





















ESTIMKTED 1933 COSTS PE~ AC~E, SOUTHEAST NEB~ASKA 
OATS, NON-Ik~IGATED 
rnTAL C~OPLAND ACPES 
'----' · E~ THIS CHOP BUDGET 
OPE~k.TION 
Tit NDD1 DISC 
TAN DE~~ DISC 
B~OADCAST SPP.EADEH 
MACHINE rENTAL 










EXPECTED YIELD PE~ AC~E 
ANI~AL UNITS OF GHAZING 
70.0 
8.0 
PU~CHASED MACHINEHY COSTS 
HATE~IALS FUEL HEPAI~ 
AC~ES AMOUNT COST AND AND 
/HOU~ /ACHE /UNIT LUBE MAINT. FIXED 
10.63 0.74 1 . 0 4 3.66 
10.63 0.74 1 • 0 4 3.66 
16.04 8.35 0.23 C.?O 
80.CC 0.29 
8.96 0.87 1 • 75 4.56 
3.52 1. 59 1 • 3 6 4.53 
2.00 1 • 7 5 
3.44 2.23 2.50 12.40 
C US TO'~ 
6 f'l"* 
·"" 












1 7 • 1 2 
7.00 
1 . 2 0 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTALS 6.66 8.09 30.39 30.55 
* - ~1INUTF.S OF LABOti/ACi:<E 







FUEL ii.ND LUBE 
PEPAI~S AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HI~E AND MACHINE PF.NTAL 
INTEREST ON OPEP.ATING EXPENSE 
( 50.15 X 14.00% FOP 3.6 ~ONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIP.F.CT LABOH 
( 1.0 HP.-5 X 5.50/H~ X 1.2 (OVEI<HEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOr: 
~ IXED COSTS 
1VE P. HEAD 
FIXED MACHINEP.Y COSTS (INCLUDES INTEPEST AT 12.00%) 
~EAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEP.EST ON LAND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00~ X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVEHHEAD AND MGT. 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGE~ENT CHAPGE ($ 0.08 X ESTIMATED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVEHHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEl< ACP.E 
TOTAL COST PEH UNIT OF P~ODUCTION 








59 • 11 
30.39 










ESTI~ATED 1983 COSTS PE~ AC~E, SOUTHEAST NEB~ASKA 
ALF!\LF!\ 111\Y, Lil.rGE POUND 13ALE~ 
~0TAL C~OPLAND AC~ES 
;rES THIS CROP BuDGET 
OPEPii.TION 
BROADCAST SPFEA DEP 
60C.C 
20.0 
MACHINE RENTAL FEE 
















C US T0!-1 
CUSTOM 
10.00* 
C US TO t~ 
CUSTOl-1 
10.00* 
EXP~CTED YIELD"PEr. ACrE 
ANit1AL UNITS OF G~AZJ:NG 
3 • () 
c.c 





tH C H I N E ~ Y C 0 S T S 
FUEL ~:<EPAH 
AND AND 
LURE Mii.INT. FIXED 
0.35 0.23 0.70 
0.55 0.50 1 • 50 
0.55 C.5C 1. 50 
0.55 0.50 1 • 50 
TOi'I\ L 
co~-~ 
1. ~ 3 
1 • c:: ':: 
6 . bC 
7. C" 
8 . b" 
2 . Ci-
7. C" 
3 . !>:. 












FUEL AND LUBE 
PEPAIFS AND MAINTANANCE 
CUSTOM HIRE AND MACHINE RENTAL 
INTEREST ON OPE~ATING EXPENSE 
( 58.78 X 14.00S FOr 12.0 MONTHS) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS 
DIF'ECT LABOR 
( 0.6 HPS X 5.50/HP. X 1.2 (OVEHHEAD)) 
TOTAL CASH COSTS AND LABOR 
ESTABLISHMENT CHAPGE/YEAR 
FIXED COSTS 
FIXED MACHINEFY COSTS (INCLUDES INTEREST AT 12.00%) 
HEAL ESTATE TAXES 
INTEREST ON L~ND ($1166.67 VALUE/A X 6.00% X 1.0) 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 
TOTAL COST, EXCEPT OVERHEAD AND -·MGT. 
OVERHEAD AND MANAGEMENT 
OVERHEAD (TOTAL CASH COSTS X 5.00%) 
MANAGEMENT CHAPGE ($ 2.00 X ESTIM~TED YIELD) 
TOTAL OVERHEAD AND ~ANAGEMENT 
TOTAL COST PEP. A.CPE 
TOTAL COST PEF UNIT OF P~ODUCTION 
(BASED ON ESTIMATED YIELD) 
1 • 7 3 5.2 0 
"6.60 
2.00 
1. 7 3 
48.45 
8.23 
3. 7 1 
22. 17 
5.20 
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SHEEP BUDGETING 
Basic Assumptions 
A listing of the basic assumptions is necessary for under-
standing how the figures were obtained in order to relate them to 
any operation. The budgets were developed on a per head basis, 
followed by the development of 100 ewe farm flock costs. 
The assumptions are as follows: 
1. The prices used are shown on the budget sheet. 
2. All minor costs were allocated to the ewe. 
3. Overhead was charged at 5 percent of costs. 
4. $2.00 per head was allocated as a management charge. 
5. A 2 percent death charge was allocated to the cost of 
the ram. 
6. The 2 percent death rate was considered as a loss of 
revenue when culled ewes were sold. 
7. A 20 percent replacement was assumed. 
8. It was assuned that at sale time, cull ewes were sold 
and the replacement stock went directly into the flock. 
9. It was assumed that all replacement ewes would be 
acceptable and no additional animals would be kept. 
10. Three rams per 100 ewes was assumed. 
11. It was assuned that animals would be grazed from May 1 
to December 1 and them would be placed in a dry lot. 
12. The average age of the lamb at marketing was 120 days. 
13. It was assumed the lamb grazed for 2 months. 
14. The ration for the lamb was a pelleted feed consisting 




SHEEP BUDGET PER HEAD 
Corn ($2.40/bu.) 
Ewe .6#/day Jan 15 - May 1 
Ram .5#/day Dec 1 - May 1 
Lamb pellets @ $200/ton 
1.5#/day 110 days 
Alfalfa Hay ($40/ton) 
Ewe 3.8#/day Dec 1 - Feb 15 
Ewe 5.2#/day Feb 15 - May 1 
Ram 4#/day Dec 1 - May 1 
Depreciation on Ram (Including Death Loss) 
Other charges 
Shearing 
Vet &. Drugs 
Bldg. (Repair, impvt, taxes, deprec.) 
Equip. (Repair, impvt, taxes, deprec.) 
Marketing &. Transportation 
Supplies 
Interest on Variable Costs 
Interest on Ewe 
Interest on Ram 
Land charges ($13/aum/month) 
Ewe 0.2 aum, 7 mo. 
Ram 0.3 aum, 7 mo. 
Lamb 0.1 aum, 2 mo. 
Subtotal 








































COSTS AND BREAKEVEN PRICE FOR 100 EWE OPERATION 
AT DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OF FAT LAMBS SOLD* 
115% 130% 145% 
Fat Lambs Fat Lambs Fat Lambs 
Sold Sold Sold 
Non Land Cost 
Ewes $3587.00 $3587.00 $3587.00 
Lambs 1786.95 2069.10 2351.25 
Rams 324.51 324.51 324.51 
Subtotal $5698.46 $5980.61 $6262.76 
Land Cost 
Ewes $1820.00 $1820.00 $1820.00 
Lambs 247.00 286.00 325.00 
Rams 81.90 81.90 81.90 
Subtotal $2148.90 $2187.90 $2226.90 
Overhead and Management 
Ewes $ 470.00 $ 470.00 $ 470.00 
Lambs 104.50 121.00 137.50 
Rams 20.31 20.31 20.31 
Subtotal $ 594.81 $ 611.31 $ 627.81 
Total Costs $8442.17 $8779.82 $9117.47 
Additional Revenue** $2553.75 $2628.75 $2703.75 
Estimated BreaRdown 
Price/cwt Lambs $ 61.98 $ 55.92 $ 51.31 



















** Estimated revenue from the sale of such items as wool, cull ewes and rams etc. 
E3 
E4 
ASSUMPTIONS FOR ESTIMATED 1983 DAIRY PRODUCTION COSTS 
1. A 60 cow herd is the base unit with per cow replacements consisting of .39 
dairy heifer and .39 of a replacement calf. Livestock investment per cow and 
replacements are represented at $2,820 for 16,000, $2,334 for 13,000 and 
$1,962 for 10,000 pounds of annual milk production. 
2. Feed concentrate is valued at $6.17 per hundredweight and alfalfa hay or 
equivalent at $55.00 per ton. 
3. Milk hauling is estimated to be 100 miles of travel at a projected rate of 
.70 per hundredweight plus $1.50 stop charge. 
4. Interest on feed and operating expenses are calculated at 14%for one-half 
year. 
5. Various levels of insurance coverage can be purchased, but the budget uses a 
maximum of $1,200 per cow for the 16,000 pound producing level. Othe~ cows 
are insured at $1000 and $800 respectively for 13,000 and 10,000 pounds. 
Rate is $3.50 per $1000 coverage under a blanket farm policy. 
6. Facility, machinery and equipment investment represents a book or undepre-
ciated (not replacement) value of $802 per cow with annual fixed costs at 
17%. 
7. For the calculation of a management charge, Grade A milk was valued at $13.10 
per hundredweight for 3.67% B.F. A 50¢ per hundred weight assessment is 
proposed at the time this budget is prepared. 
8. No credit was given for manure. However, the machinery inventory could include 
manure handling equipment. Fifteen dollars per cow for manure would be a 
reasonable value if used. 
-- D. Duey 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF MAINTAINING DAIRY HERDS1/ 
PER COW, EASTERN NEBRASKA, 1983 
(60 COWS, INCLUDING REPLACEMENTS, DRYLOT SYSTEM) 
-. 
Milk Production Level 
COSTS 10,000 lbs/Cow 13,000 lbs/Cow 
Quanti t~ Dollars Quant it~ Dollars 
Feed Concentrate-Cows 4,000 lbs $250.00 5,000 lbs $310.00 
Hfrs 400 lbs 25.00 400 1 bs 25.00 
Hay Equivalent-Cow 4.8 tons 240.00 4.6 tons 230.00 
Hfrs 1. 3 tons 65.00 1. 3 tons 65.00 
Total Feed Costs $580.00 $630.00 
Bedding 20.00 20.00 
Milk Hauling @ .70 Cwt. 74.56 95.56 
Breeding Fees 13.00 17.00 
Fuel & Oil - Tractor & Mach 40.92 40.92 
Interest on Feed & Operating Exp. 26.32 29.30 
DHIA Fee & Other Records 19.00 19.00 
Veterinary & Medicine 30.00 33.00 
Utilities 45.00 48.00 
Supplies 32.00 32.00 
Repairs-Building, Machinery & Equip. 42.67 41.65 
Insurance on Cattle@ .35/$100 2.80 3.50 
USDA Production Assessment 50.00 65.00 
~ Total "Cash" Costs $396.27 $444.93 
Death Loss @ 3% :58.87 70.02 
Labor - 55 Hrs @ $5.50 302.50 302.50 
Total Feed, "Cash" Costs, 
Death Loss and Labor $1337.64 $1447.45 
Interest on Cattle @ 12% 235.46 280.07 
Fixed Costs on Facilities & Equip. 136.38 136.38 
Total Costs Except 
Overhead and Management $1709.48 $1863.90 
Overhead - 5% of Cash Cost 19.81 22.25 
Management - 4% of Total Receipts 60.88 77.44 
Total All Costs $1790.17 $1963.59 
Credit for Sale of: 
.3 Cull Cows 130.00 145.00 
.05 Cull Heifers 42.00 48.00 
.53 Day-Old Calves 40.00 40.00 
Net Cost of Producing Milk/Cow 
Total $1578.17 $1730.59 
Per Cwt. 15.78 13.31 
Net Cost of ~lilk Production/Cwt. 
When Overhead, Management 
and Labor are Excluded 14 . 07 12.01 
16,000 lbs/Cow 
Quant it~ Dollars 
6,000 lbs $370.00 
400 lbs 25.00 
4.4 tons 220.00 






























VThe basic dairy production costs were obtained from data collected from Extension 
Dairy Specialists together with commercial feed companies and dairy producers. Don 




EXPLANATION OF ESTIMATED SWINE PRODUCTION COSTS AND RETURNS 
1. Feed requirements reflect an average feed conversion rate of 4.1 pounds of 
feed per pound of hog sold for the farrow-to-finish operation, and 3.8 
pounds of feed per pound of grain in the finishing operation. 
A 16% protein ration is fed to pigs from 20-60#, and a 14% protein ration 
is fed from 60-225#. 
A feed processing charge of $6.00/ton is used. 
2. Buildings & equipment--
a. An environment-regulated farrowing house with farrowing crates and 
slotted floor, used 6 times per year. 
b. An environment-regulated nursery with slotted floor. 
c. A modified-open-front finishing facility, used for 3 batches per year. 
d. Modest sow shelters. 
Costs used for these facilities represent something less than 1981-82 
turn-key prices, as the average producer probably has a mixture of new 
and older facilities. Investment costs used in these budgets were: 
Farrowing house $2,000 per sow space; Nursery $600 per sow unit; 
Finishing facility $90 per pig space; and Sow facility $70 per sow. 
Building and equipment investment costs are the same as those used for 
1982. Competition among contractors and lower lumber prices are among 
the reasons for the relatively stable situation. 
3. Labor--Considering the automated facilities, labor requirements of 17.5 hrs. 
per sow and 2 litters to 40#, and 0.65 hr. per pig for finishing were used. 
A trade-off exists between building costs and labor. A producer with 
modest facilities would no doubt have a significantly higher labor 
requirement. Thus, the total costs of production here might not be greatly 
different for different systems of production. 
4. A reproduction rate of 15 pigs per sow per year was utilized in calculating 
costs. 
E7 
~STIMATED 1983 SWINE PRODUCTION COSTS 
Sow & 2 Litters Sow & 2 Litters 




Corn ($2.40/bu) (198 bu) $475.20 ( 48 bu) $115.20 (10 bu) $ 24.00 
Soybean Meal ($190/T) (2312#) 219.65 (640#) 60.80 (111#) 10.55 
Vit., Min., Salt, etc. (54111) 63.10 ( 132#) 15.40 (27#) 3.15 
Baby Pig Feed ( 186/1) 34.30 ( 186//) 34.30 
Total Feed Cost $792.25 $225.70 $ 37.70 
Feed Cost per Unit Produced 22.96/cwt 15.05/pig 20.35/cwt 
Buildings and Equipment 316.75 215.50 6.75 
Labor ($5.50/hr) 149.85 96.25 3.55 
Depreciation & Death Loss 28.00 28.00 
on Breeding Stock 
Veterinary & Medicine 27.75 23.95 .35 
Utilities 43.10 26.70 1.05 
Marketing & Transportation 62.50 3.80 3.90 
lnterest, 14% 69.45 47.60 3.55 
!ed Processing ($6/T) 42.40 10.95 2.10 
~eath Loss--Feeder Pigs 19.75 1.40 
Miscellaneous 8.20 2.85 .40 
Total Non-Feed Cost $767.75 $455.60 $23.05 
Non-Feed Cost per Unit Produced 22.25/cwt 30.35/pig 12.45/cwt 
Cost of Feeder Pig 55.00 
Total Costs, Except $1,560.00 $681.30 $115.75 
Overhead & Management 
Overhead 28.50 11.30 1. 1.0 
Management 67.50 52.50 1.00 
Total Costs $1,656.00 $745.10 $117.85 




EXPLANATION OF ESTIMATED BEEF PRODUCTION COSTS 
COW UNIT BUDGETS: 
The first four beef budgets are on a 11 COW unit" basis. Two budgets 
are for the ranching area and two for the farming area of Nebraska. A 
cow unit includes the cow, her calf until weaning, and her proportionate 
share of replacement heifer and bull. Therefore, costs per cow unit 
reflect those for all animals contributing to calf production. ~~costs 
per calf produced 11 are dependent upon the number of calves produced per 
cow unit. 't:osts per calf sold 11 are dependent upon the number of calves 
sold per cow unit. 
The objective in the cow unit budgets is to simulate cash costs. 
Since it is assumed that replacement heifers are selected from the calf 
crop and grown, sales of cull cows and excess heifers are credited . 
against total costs/cow unit and no depreciation is charged against cows. 
Bulls are assumed purchased. Annual cash sales of cull bulls are less 
than cash purchase of bulls, there is a net cash cost for bulls. There-
fore, depreciation for bulls are shown as a cost and cull bull sales are 
credited against total costs. 
Other assumptions in the cow unit budgets are: 
Spring calving cow herds. 
Heifers calve as 2•s. 
Twenty percent annual replacement rate. 
Twenty-two heifer calves retained for 20 replacements. 
Calves and 1/3 cull cows sold November 1. 
One-third cull cows sold April 1 and 1/3 August 1. 
Bulls retained for 4 years and serve 25 cows per year on ranch-
3 years and 30/year on farm. 
Six months each for summer and winter seasons. 
Land costs are part of rates charged for pasture and market 
rates for hay. 
A 1 percent death loss is charged on the value of all animals in the cow 
unit. Therefore, when cull sales are credited against total cost, death 
loss is not counted again by reducing numbers. 
Labor and management may not be cash costs to the cow-calf enterprise. 
However, family living costs have to be covered by enterprises of the farm 
or ranch. In budget E10, $31.50 is charged for labor and $12 for management. 
The sum of these, $43.50 per cow unit will provide a family living income 
of $14,400/year or $1,200/month with a herd size of 331 cow units. 
E9 
OTHER BEEF BUDGETS 
Beef budgets other than the cow-unit budgets are on a per head basis. 
The "rep 1 a cement heifer" and "bull" budgets attempt to separate these 
animals from the cow unit budgets and look at them as separate enterprises. 
Items purchased from off the ranch or farm are charged interest at a 
14 percent rate. Breeding livestock are charged 12 percent. Grazing and 
hay are assumed "home-grown" in the growing budgets and are not charged 
interest. All feeds are charged interest in the finishing programs. 
No change was made from 1982 for charges made as "fixed costs for 
bui 1 dings and i mproverr.ents." 
ElO 
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS PER COW UNIT,1/ BEEF COW HERD, 
RANCH AREA 1983 






*Grain (1 hfr/5 cows) 
*Salt and mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
0.5 ton 
5.5 cow months 
8. 1 cow months 
2.25 cwt 
1. 6 bu/cow 








Marketing (_culls only-calves sold on ranch) 2.0 cwt x $1,50 
*Cash cost butldings and equipment 
Int. on animals (ave, value over life) $650 x .12 
**Int. on purchased feed, etc, $36.71 x .14 x .5 yr 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash cost other than feed 
Depreciation on Bull ($1,800 - 700} t 
Death Loss - breeding animals 
100 cows bred 
$650 X .01 
Labor 5.25 hrs. x $6.00 
Total: Feed, cash, depreciation, death loss, labor 
Fixed costs buildin~ and equipment 
Overhead 
Management 
Total: All costs 
Credits: 




Net cost/cow unit 
Calves weaned/cow 
Cost/calf produced 
.20/cow x 950# x $.45 
.02/cow x 700# x $.61 
.0125 X 1400# X .50 
80% 









































































( ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS PER COW UNIT ,1/ BEEF COW HERD, RANCH AREA 1983 






*Grain (1 hfr/15 cows) 
*Salt and mineral 
·Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Quantity 
1.8 
1. 6 cow months 










Marketing (culls only - calves sold on 
*Cash costs buildings and equipment 
Interest on animals (average value) 
**Interest on purchased feed, etc. 
ranch) 2.0 cwt x $1.50 
$650 X • 12 
$26.84 (.5 yr) x .14 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
100 cows bred Depreciation on bull ($1800 - 700) 
Death loss $650. X .01 
Labor 6 hrs x $6.00 
Total: Feed, cash, depreciation, death loss and labor 
Fixed costs buildings and equipment 
Overhead 
Management 






Net cost/cow unit 
.2 COW X 950# X $.45 
.02 hfr X 700# X .61 
.0125 bull X 1400# X .50 

















calves sold Cost/cwt of calves sold 
400 $118.71 $109.29 $101.25 $ 94.32 
450 105. 52 97.15 90 .00 83.84 
500 94.97 87.43 81.00 75.45 
550 86.33 79.48 73.64 68 . 59 
600 79.14 72.86 67.50 62.88 
650 73 .05 67.26 62.31 58.04 
*Items charged interest** 
Ell 
Cost 



























ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS PER COW UNIT,l/ BEEF COW HERD 
FARMING AREA 1983 
Wintered on Corn Stalks and Alfalfa Hay: 
Quantity Price 
Feed: 
Alfalfa hay (60# bale) 
Stalk pasture 
Surmner pasture 
*Grain for heifer (1 hfr/5 cows) 
*Salt and mineral 
1. 35 ton 
90 days 
8.1 cow months 






Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing 
*Cash costs on buildings and equipment 
Interest on animals 
5. 6 cwt x $1.30 
$650 X .12 
**Interest on purchased feed, etc. 20.54 X .14 X .5 yr. 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
Depreciation, bull (1800- 700) 
Death loss 
90 cows bred 
$650 X .01 
Labor 8 hrs x $6.00 
Total: Feed, cash, depreciation, death and labor 
Fixed costs building and equipment 
Overhead 
Management 
Total: All costs 
Credits: 
Total 
Cull cow 0.20 x 950 lbs. x $.45 
Cull heifers 0.02 x 700 lbs x .61 
Cull bull 0.0125 x 1400 lbs. x .50 
credits: 
Net costjcow unit 





Cost/calf produced $358.22 $337.15 $318.42 
Cost/calf sold (22% retained) 494.10 454.89 421.44 
Ave. wt. 
calves sold Cost/cwt of calves sold 
400 123.52 113.72 105.36 
450 109.80 101.09 93.65 
500 98.82 90.98 84.29 
550 89.84 82.71 76.63 
600 82.35 75.81 70.24 
650 76.02 69.98 64.84 


































( ESTIMATED ANNUAL COSTS PER COW UNIT,l/ BEEF COW HERO FARMI NG AREA 1983 





*Grain for heifer 
*Grain for cow 
Summer grazing 
*Salt and mineral 
Feed cost 
Quantity 
1. 75 ton 
90 days 
150 l bs. 
1. 6 bu. 
5.5 bu. 








Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing 
*Cash costs building and equipment 
*Interest on average cow in herd 
**Interest on purchased feed, etc. 
5 . 6 cwt x $1. 30 
$650 X 0.12 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
Depreciation Bull ($1800 - 700) 
Death lass 
Labor 
90 cows bred 
Total: Feed, cash, depreciation, death, labor 
Fixed cost ; building and equipment 
Overhead 
Management 
Total: All costs 
Credits: 
$47.99 X 0.14 X . 5 yr. 
$650 X .01 




0.2 COW X 950 lbs. X $0.45 
0.02/cow x 700 lbs. x 0.61 


























*Items charged interest** 
85% 
$341.13 























































ESTIMATED COSTS OF GROWING REPLACEMENT 
HEIFER FROM WEANING TO CALVING - 1982-83 
Costs 
Feed: Alfalfa hay @ $35 stacked 
stalk pasture@ $.12/day & .18/day 
*grain @ $2.40 
summer pasture $13/cow month 
*salt and mineral 
Total feed 
Cash costs other than feed: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
*Cash costs building and equipment 
**Interest on purchased feed $33.05 @ 
Interest on value hfr. 0 weaning 
$286 X .12 X 17 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Cash costs other than feed 
Fixed costs: 
Bull charge 
Death loss 1.5% average value 
Fixed costs buildings and equipment 
Calved As 
2 Year Old 
(17 mos)1/ 
1.75 ton 61.25 
150 days 18.00 
8 bu. 19.20 





14%' 17 mos. 6.55 


















Labor @ $6.00/hr. 9.5 hrs. 57.00 14 hrs. 84.00 
Total fixed costs 
Total except overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total all costs 
Value of heifer at weaning 440 lbs. x .65 
Total 
* Items charged interest** 
11 Months from weaning to ca 1 vi ng 
$ 81.85 $112.50 
$301. 12 $488. 89 
1. 65 2.65 
5.50 8.00 
$308.27 $499.54 









alfalfa hay @ $35/ton stacked 1. 5 ton $ 52.50 
pra1r1e hay @ $37/ton stacked 
winter pasture, stalks @ $.25/day 90 days 22.50 
·*protein @ 1.5 lb./day x .095/lb 
*salt and mineral 4.94 
summer pasture @ $20/mo 5.0 mos. 100.00 
Total feed costs $179.94 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine $ 13.20 
*Cash costs buildings and equipment 3.70 
Interest on animal ($1,250 X 12%) 150.00 
**Interest on feed @ 14% for year 3.06 
Miscellaneous cash costs 7.00 
1tal cash costs $176.96 
Fixed Costs: 
Death loss @ ~% average value tt- 5.85 ~ 
Depreciation (1800 - 700 f 3 or 4 yrs) 366.67 
Labor @ $6.00/hr 10 hrs 60.00 
Fixed costs buildings and equipment 14.40 
Total fixed costs except overhead and management $446.92 
Overhead 
Management 
Tota 1 all costs 
Total cost/cow 
1/General farming area 
YRanching area 




30 CO\vS $ 27.21 
ElS 
4 YearsY 
Quanti t,l Value 
1.5 ton $ 55.50 
90 days 22.50 




















25 cows $ 28.77 
El6 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF WINTERING STEER CALVES TO GAIN .5 LB/DAY 
RANCH AREA 1982-83 
Costs Prairie Hay Alfalfa and Stal ks 
Feed: *corn @ $2.40/bu 
stacked hay@ $35 alfalfa/$37 prairie 
*stalk pasture@ $.12/day 
*protein 
*salt and mineral 
Feed costs 
Other cash costs: 




Marketing (sold on ranch or kept to graze) 
*Cash costs, buildings and equipment 
Interest on animal .540 yr@ 12% x $316.62 
**Interest on feed @ 14% for ~ yr 
Miscellaneous cash costs 
Total of other than feed cash costs 
Fixed Costs: 
Death loss 1.5% x 425 lb. x $0.745 
Labor @ $6.00/hr 
Fixed costs on facilities 
Total growing costs except overhead & management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer value (in@ $0.745/lb)£/ 
Total all costs 
Feed cost/cwt gain (100 lbs.) 
Cost/cwt gain w/o overhead and management 
Cost/cwt gain, total costs 
Break-even selling price/cwt@ 525 lbs. 
*Items charged interest** 























































1/A $10 per ton change in the prairie hay price, changes the feed cost by $10/cwt. 
A $10 per ton change in alfalfa changes the feed cost by $9.00 
~A $1 per cwt. change in the fall steer calf price changes the break-even selling 
price by about 81¢. The cost of gain is changed by about $0.32/cvJt. by a $1/cwt. 






















ESTIMATED COSTS FOR WINTERING STEER CALVES 






1 Feed: prairie hay @ $371/ 2 silage@ $22.50 as f ect=l 
*corn @ $2.40/bu. 
*soybean meal @ $.095/lb. 
stalk pasture@ 12¢/day 
1. 3 ton $ 48.10 
2.8 ton $ 63.00 
t 
l 
*salt and mineral 
Feed Cost 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing (sold on ranch or kept) 
*Cash building and equipment costs 
Interest on animals 
12%, 425 lbs $0.745, 0.548 yr. 
**Interest on feed 14%, ~ year 
Miscellaneous cash costs 




Death loss 1.5% x 425 lbs. x $0.745 
Fixed costs building and improvements 
Labor@ $6.00/hr. 2.6 hrs. 




Total growing cost 
Steer calf value@ $0.745/l b.l/ 
Total all costs 
Feed cost/cwt. gain (200 #) 
425 lbs. 
Cost/cwt. gain except ove r ead and management 
Total cost/cwt. gain 
Break-even price, all cos t s @ 625 lbs. 




















































l/A $10 change in hay pri ce per ton changes the feed cost of gain by $6.50/cwt. 
2/A $ . $ 
- 1 change in s1lage ccst changes the feed cost by 1.40 cwt. 
YA $1 change in the "in " steer calf price changes the cost of gain by about $.17/cwt. 
and the break-even pri c ~ by about $0.71. 
El8 
ESTIMATED COSTS FOR WINTERING AND GRAZING STEER CALVES 
RANCH AREA - 1982-83 
Costs Wintered to Gain 
Feed : $ 1/ pra1r1e hay @ 37T/) t k d 
alfalfa hay @ $3~ )s ac e 
*corn @ $2.40 
*protein @ $.095 
stalk pasture @ 12¢/day 
summer pasture @ $9/mo 
*salt and mineral 
Feed Costs 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing @ 1. 2¢/lb 
*Miscellaneous cash costs 
*Cash costs, buildings and equipment 
Interest on animals @ 12% 
**Interest on feed @ 14% 
Cash costs other than feed 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss 1. 5% 
Fixed cost on facilities 
Labor @ $6.00 
Growing cost without overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer cost @ 75¢/1~ 
Total all cost 
Feed cost per cwt. gain (375# & 285#) 
1 lb./day 
Quantity Value 
1. 3 ton $ 48. 10 
10 . 7 bu 25.68 
200 lb 19.00 
5.0 mas 45.00 



















400 lbs 300.00 
$546.36 
Cost per cwt. gain except overhead and management 






. 9 ton $ 31. 50 




















30 . 36 
61.15 
63.52 
Break-even 775 lbs $ 70.50 685 lbs $ 70.22 
* Items charged interest** 
1/A $10/T change in hay price changes the break-even prices about $1.68 for the 775 lb 
steer or $1.31 for the 685 lb steer w/o interest. 
~A $1 cwt. price change in steer cost changes the break-even price by $0.58 for the 
775 lb steer and by $0.65 for the 685 lb steer (cost plus interest and death loss). 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF GROWING CALVES TO GAIN 250 LBS. 
IN 200 DAY WINTERING PERIOD, USING CORNSTALKS AND ALFALFA HAY 
GENERAL FARMING AREA - 1982-83 
Feed: alfalfa hay@ $40 (baled) 
corn stalk pasture @ 12¢/day 
*corn @ $2.40 
*salt and mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing @ 1.2¢/lb. 
*Cash cost buildings and equipment 
Interest on animals 
@ 12% X 425# X $0.745 
*Interest on feed @ 14% 
Mi s ce 11 aneous 
Total cash cost 
Fixed costs: 
Death loss 1.5% 
Fixed cost facilities 
Labor @ $6.00 
Growing cost except overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer cost@ $0.745/lb .l/ 
Tot a 1 a 11 cost 
Feed cost per cwt. gain (2.5 cwt.) 
Growing cost per cwt. gain except 
overhead and management 
Total cost per cwt . gain 
Break-even price (all costs) 





































1/A change of $1/cwt. in the steer calf cost changes the cost per cwt. gain by 





ESTIMATED COSTS OF BUYING A 550 LB. CALF IN SPRING 
AND SELLING OFF GRASS IN FALL 
1983 
Costs Quantity Price 
Feed: pasture 11 4 mos $11/steer/rno. 
*salt and mineral 
Feed cost 
Other cash costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
*Miscellaneous cash costs 
Marketing 730 l bs .012/lb 
*Cash costs of equipment 
Interest on animal 1/3 yr. $357.50 0.12 
*Interest on feed 1/3 yr. 0.14 
Total other cash costs 
Death Loss $357.50 .01 
Labor 1. 25 hrs $6.00 
Growing costs without overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total growing cost 
Steer co stY 550 lbs .65 
Total all costs 
Feed cost per cwt. gain 11 (1.8 cwt) 
Growing cost without overh17d and management11 
Total growing cost per cwt-
Break-even price @ 7.3 cwt11 
























1/A change of $1/mo/steer in pasture rates changes the feed cost by $2.22 cwt 
gain. 
I/A $1/cwt change in the steer cost changes the growing costs by $0.30/cwt and 
the break-even by $0.79 per cwt. 
( 
ESTIMATED COSTS OF BACKGROUNDING A 425 LB. STEER 
TO 750 LB. IN 145 DAYS - 1982-83 
Feed: 
Costs 
*Corn, 19 bu. 
Alfalfa hay baled, 0.26T 
Silage, 1. 4T 
*Supplement, 76 lbs. 
*Salt and mineral 
·rota 1 Feed Cost 
Other Cash Costs: 
*Veterinary and medicine 
Marketing @ $0.012/lb. 






*Cash costs on buildings and equipment 
Interest on animals 12% x .397 yr. 
**Interest on feed and cash costs @ 14% x .4 yr. 
Total of Other Cash Costs 
Death Loss 1.75% x $306 
Fixed cost of facilities 
Labor @ $6/hr x 2.00 hrs. 
Cost of growing except overhead and management 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Gain 
Steer Cost: 425 x $72.00 
TOTAL COST OF 750 LB. FEEDER 
Feed cost/cwt. Gain (325) 
Cost Gain w/o Overhead and Management 
Total Cost Gain 
Break-even selling price @ 750 lb. 






























ESTIMATED COSTS OF FEEDING OUT 
400 lb. Steer Calf and a 650 lb. Yearling on Silage 
Feed: 
Silage @ $22.50 
Protein @ $.09/lb. 
Salt & Mineral 
Total Feed Costs 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet. & Medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. Cash Costs 
Cash Costs on Build & Equip. 
Int. on Animals @ 12% 
Int. on ~ Feed & Opr. Costs 
Total Other Cash Costs 
Total Feed & Cash Costs 
Death Loss 
Fixed Costs on Facilities 
Labor @ $5.50/hr. 
@ 12% 
Cost of Gain Exp. + Ovrhd + Manag. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Gain 
Steer Cost 
Total Cost of Mkt. Wt. Steer 
Change for each $1/cwt. 
Change in purchase price 
Feed Cost/Cwt. Gain 
Cost/Cwt. Gain w/o Ovhd. + Mgmt. 
Total Cost/Cwt. Gain 
Breakeven Selling Price 
Change in Breakeven point for each: 
$1/cwt. change in purchase price 
1% change in interest rate 









6. 5 cwt. 








































































ESTIMATED COSTS OF FEEDING OUT 
500 POUND STEER CALF ON HIGH CONCENTRATION RATION 
Feed: 
Corn, 70 bu. 
Hay, .45 ton @ $40 
Protein, 210 lb. @ 9¢ 
Salt & Mineral 
Total Feed Costs 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet. & Medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. Cash Costs 
Cash Costs on Bldg. & Equip. 
Interest on animal @ 12% .63 yr 
Interest on feed & Opr. cost @12% .63 yr 
Total Other Cash Costs 
Total Feed & Cash Costs 
Death Loss 2% 
( ~ixed costs on Facilities ~abor, 3 hrs @ $5.50/hr. 
Cost of Gain w/o Ovhd. & Mgt. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Gain 
Cost of Steer, 500 lb. @ 72¢/lb. 
TOTAL COST OF 1100 lb. STEER 
Change in total cost for each 
$1/cwt. change in purchase price 
Feed Cost/Cwt. Gain (6 cwt.) 
Cost/Cwt. Gain w/o Ovhd. & Mgmt. (6 cwt.) 
Total Cost/Cwt. Gain (6 cwt.) 
Breakeven Selling Price/cwt. (11 cwt.) 
Change in breakeven for each: 
$1/cwt. change in feeder price 

































































































ESTIMATED COSTS OF FEEDING OUT 
700 POUND YEARLING STEER ON HIGH CONCENTRATION RATION 
Feed: 
Corn, 53/bu. 
Hay, .22 ton @ $40 
Protein, 155 lb. @ 9c/lb. 
Salt & Mineral 
Total Feed Cost 
Other Cash Costs: 
Vet & Medicine 
Marketing 
Misc. Cash Costs 
Cash Costs on Bldg & Equip. 
Interest on animal 140 da. @ 12% 
Interest on apr. cost & feed @ 12% 
Total Cash costs 
Total Feed & Cash Costs 
Death loss 1% 
Fixed costs on Facilities 
Labor, 2.25 hr. @ $5 . 50/hr. 
Cost of Gain except Ovhd. & Mgmt. 
Overhead 
Management 
Total Cost of Gain 
Cost of Steer, 700 lb. @67c/lb. 
TOTAL COST OF 1100 lb. STEER 
Change in total cost for each 
$1/cwt. change in purchase price 
Feed Cost/cwt. Gain 4 cwt. 
Cost/Cwt. Gain w/o ovhd. & mgmt. 4 cwt. 
Total Cost/cwt. Gain 4 cwt. 
Breakeven Selling Price/cwt. 11 cwt. 
Change in breakeven for each: 
$1/cwt. change in purchase price 































































































ESTIMATED 1983 IRRIGATION COSTS 
( 
ESTIMATED IRRIGATION COSTS, 1983 
F1 
Irrigation costs were estimated with the aid of the AGNET "Pump" computer 
program. Energy prices used in the cost computations are those which were 
expected to occur in 1983. Irrigation equipment, well drilling, and land shaping 
costs which were collected by personal visits or with a telephone survey of 
selected dealers in September, 1982, were used. 
Costs were calculated for four well depths for a gravity system which has an 
output of 1,000 gpm and irrigates 100 acres. Costs of both high pressure (65 psi) 
and low pressure (35 psi) center pivot systems with outputs of 800 gpm and coverages 
of 130 acres were also calculated for four well depths. The investments required 
for three example systems are shown below. 
Well (250') 
Reservoir (sump pit) 
Pump 
Power Unit (Diesel Engine) 
Gearhead & Spicer Shaft 
Fuel Tank, Filter & Line, 
2,000 gal 
Pipe and Fittings 
Sprinkler System 
(10 tower elect) 
Electric Generator 
Leveling or Land Shaping 
Reuse System (Elec. Motor 




1,000 gpm, 100 ac 














Center Pivot System 
800 gpm, 130 ac 













Center Pivot System 
800 gpm, 130 ac 












*Includes 3 hp electric-powered booster pump to provide proper pressure for end gun, and 
base flow regulators under spray nozzles for uneven terrain. 
Fixed irrigation costs (depreciation, interest on the investment, and 
insurance) were calculated from the investment costs using the following factors. 
Depreciation rates: 
Wells 4% (25 yr life) 
Reservoirs 4% (25 yr life) 
Pumps 5.56% (18 yr life) 
Power Units 
Nat. Gas or Propane 16.67% (6 yr life) 
Diesel 8.33% (12 yr life) 
Electric 5% (20 yr life) 
Gear head 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Fuel Tanks & Lines 5% (20 yr life) 
Pipe 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Sprinkler System 6.67% (15 yr life) 
Reuse System 4% (25 yr life) 
Interest was figured at 7.0% of criginal investment on all items except 
leveling. (This is equivalent to 14.0% on the average undepreciated balance)• 

























Variable irrigation costs (energy, lubrication, repairs, and service labor) 
were calculated using engineering formulas and anticipated 1983 energy prices. 
- ,wer units were assumed to be operating at 85% of the Nebraska performance 
1 andards. Labor for operating irrigation systems was not included here. It 
is shown as a separate item in each of the individual crop budgets. Energy 














The resulting fixed and variable irrigation costs are presented on a per-acre 
basis in the tables below. The variable costs shown are for 12 inches of water 
F2 
m pumped (10.2 net inches with center pivot, 8.4 net inches with gated pipe system 
with re-use). If more or less water is needed, the variable costs can be changed 
proportionately. The fixed costs per acre will not be affected by the annual volume 
pumped. 
Gravitl: Irrigation (Gated EiEe with reuse sl:stem, 1000 gEm, 10 ESi, based on 100 acres.) 
Head 75 150 225 300 
Lift 50 125 200 27 5 
Well DeEth 200 250 325 400 
Column Length 150 200 250 300 
Fixed Costs (per acre): 
Electric 69.82 76.15 88.12 100.28 
Natural Gas 73.97 81.93 90.90 
( Propane 74.70 82.27 91.63 Diesel 80.19 89.31 99.28 107.28 
Energy & Lubrication Costs (Per acre foot): 
Electric 10.70 21.68 32.67 43.65 
Natural Gas 6.13 12.41 18.69 
Propane 11.68 23.66 35.64 
Diesel 11.51 23.32 35.12 46.80 
Repair & Maintenance Costs (Per acre foot): 
Electric 2.87 3.03 3. 19 3.34 
Natural Gas 5.10 5.87 6.65 
Propane 5.10 5.87 6.65 
Diesel 3.65 4.61 5.57 6.53 
Center Pivot Irrigation (high pressure, 800 gEm, 65 ESi, based on 130 acres) 
Head 250 325 400 475 
Lift 75 150 225 300 
Well DeEth 200 250 325 400 
Column Length 150 200 250 300 
Fixed Costs (per acre): 
Electric 61.90 66.44 75.01 81.26 
Natural Gas 70.13 79.46 
Propane 70.69 81.47 
Diesel 74.41 80.02 90.43 96.79 
Energy & Lubrication Costs (Per acre foot): 
Electric 32.90 43.95 54.93 65.91 
Natural Gas 18.87 25.15 
Propane 35.96 47.94 
Diesel 35.45 47.25 59.06 70.87 
Repair & Maintenance Costs (per acre foot): 
Electric 8.47 8.57 8.66 8.76 
Natural Gas 11.91 12.39 
Propane 11.91 12.39 
Diesel 10.28 10.87 11.46 12.06 
F3 
Center Pivot Irrigation (low pres sure, 800 gpm, 35 psi, based on 130 acres) 
Head l i) O 230 305 380 
Lift 75 150 225 300 
Well Depth 200 250 325 400 
Column Length l ) O 200 250 300 
Fixed Costs (per acre): 
Electric 63.36 67.56 73.69 82.11 
Natural Gas 69.64 75.79 86.70 
Propane 70.39 76.54 87.45 
Diesel 76.16 80.07 87.27 93.43 
Energy & Lubrication Costs (per acre foot): 
Electric 22.82 33.80 44.78 55.76 
Natural Gas 1.3. 06 19.34 25.63 
Propane 24.89 36.87 48.85 
Diesel 24.54 36.34 48.15 59.96 
Repair & Maintenance Costs (per acre foot): 
Electric 8.38 8.48 8.57 8.67 
Natural Gas 11.47 11.95 12.43 
Propane 11.47 11.95 12.43 




SUMMARY OF 1982 ESTIMATED CROP PRODUCTION COSTS 
( 
~ ~, 
Nebraska Panhandle (') N 
Gravity Irrigated 
Dry Corn Corn 
Sugar Edible for for Est. Alfalfa 
Beets Beans Grain Silage Alfalfa Hay 
Costs Per Acre A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 
Total Cash Costs $381. 71 $135.47 $160.87 $169.12 $131.91 $149.81 
Labor 54.84 43.31 33.37 44.01 31.39 19.72 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 36.80 
Machinery Ownership 205.25 100.66 82.71 87.27 63.32 22.80 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 140.00 
Overhead 19.09 6. 77 8.04 8.46 6.60 7.49 
Management Charge 44.00 25.00 14.00 12.00 7.00 11.00 
Total Cost $844.88 $451.22 $438.99 $460.86 $380.21 $387.62 
Expected Yield Per Acre 22 T 20 cwt 140 bu 20 T 3.5 T 5.5 T 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $38.40 $22.56 $3.14 $23.04 $108.63 $70.48 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 33.39 19.62 2.72 20.03 95.05 61.52 




Center Pivot Irrigated Non-Irrigated 
Dry Corn W.Wheat W.Wheat W.Wheat 
Sugar Edible for Winter Alfalfa Stubble Black Eco-
Beets Beans Potatoes Grain Wheat Hay Mulch Fallow Fallow Millet 
Costs Per Acre A9 A10 All A12 A13 A14 A16 A17 A18 A19 
Total Cash Costs $295.77 $133.63 $533.00 $180.77 $ 88.93 $168.34 $44.41 $46.64 $68.39 $39.77 
Labor 28.36 18.15 52.85 14.96 9.16 12.80 5.52 5.46 3.08 4.49 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 36.80 
Machinery Ownership 201.04 127.90 92.31 117.93 113.39 95.98 35.66 42.12 11.7 5 39.47 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 46.90 46.90 150.00 46.90 46.90 46.90 78.40 78.40 78.40 39.20 
Overhead 14.79 6.68 26.65 9.04 4.45 8.42 2.22 2.33 3.42 1.99 
Management Charge 36.00 25.00 66.25 12.00 12.00 11.00 5.10 5.10 5. 10 2.62 
Total Cost $622.87 $358.27 $921.06 $381.60 $274.82 $380.24 $171.31 $180.06 $170.14 $127.55 
Expected Yield Per Acre 18 T 20 cwt 265 cwt 120 bu 80 bu 5.5 T 34 bu 34 bu 34 bu 17.5 cwt 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $34.60 $17.91 $3.48 $3.18 $3.44 $69.13 $5.04 $5.30 $5.00 $7.~9 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 30.09 15.58 3.02 2. 77 2.99 60.36 4.38 4 . 61 4.35 6.35 




Southwest Nebraska C) 
""' 
Gravity Irr. Center Pivot Irrigation 
Corn Corn Alfalfa Grass 
for Corn for Corn Pinto Fall- Alfalfa Fall-
Grain Silage Grain Silage Beans Seeded Hay Seeded Pasture Wheat 
Costs Per Acre B2 B3 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 Bll B12 B13 
Total Cash Costs $177.81 $181.77 $225.44 $231.84 $129.09 $89.55 $179.72 $70.65 $160.52 $83.57 
Labor 19.60 22.25 12.08 15. 18 13.84 5.04 8. 17 3.84 4.40 8.10 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 18.22 ---- 12.14 
Machinery Ownership 130.86 149.85 120.58 150.33 120.03 10.23 94.54 6.97 80.02 69.34 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 50.00 50.00 39.40 39.40 38.40 0 39.40 0 39.40 39.40 
Overhead 8.89 9.09 11.27 11.59 6.45 4.48 8.99 3.53 8.03 4.18 
Management Charge 13.50 14.00 13.50 12.60 -15.00 0 12.37 0 13.20 9.75 
Total Cost $400.67 $426.95 $422.26 $460.95 $322.81 $109.30 $361.41 $89.98 $317.71 $214.33 
Expected Yield Per Acre 135 bu 20 T 135 bu 18 T 20 cwt 1 T 5.5 T 1 T 12 AUM 65 bu 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.97 $21.35 $3.13 $25.61 $16.14 $109.30 $65. 7l $84.98 $26.48 $3.30 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.58 18.56 2. 72 22.27 14.04 95.04 57.37 73.90 23.02 2.87 




Platte Valle): Non-Irriga ted 
Corn Wheat Corn 
Grain Alfalfa Wheat Wheat Wheat Fl.by Fl.by 
Ditch Sub- Stubble Clean Cont. Corn Wheat Grain Cane 
Irr. Irr. Mulch Till Chemicals Eco-Fal. Eco-Fal. Sorghum Hay 
Costs Per Acre B4 B10 B14 BlS B16 B17 B18 Bl9 B20 
Total Cash Costs $170.95 $53.07 $38.05 $37.96 $48.40 $41.30 $81.09 $42.24 $43.21 
Labor 23.22 5.66 8.29 7.59 3.48 7.88 4.99 7.85 5.68 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- 18.22 
Machinery Ownership 60.08 28.72 27.24 28.79 14.79 30.56 29.42 32.51 17.86 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 152.00 154.00 63.00 63.00 31.50 47.25 47.25 31.50 31.50 
Overhead 8.55 2.65 1. 90 1. 90 2.42 2.07 4.05 2.11 2.16 
Management Charge 14.00 13.50 6.30 5.55 4.50 6.30 6.50 4.00 6.00 
Total Cost $428.80 $275.81 $144.78 $144.78 $105.10 $135.36 $173.29 $120.21 $106.41 
Expected Yield Per Acre 140 bu 6 T 42 bu 37 bu 30 bu 42 bu 65 bu 40 bu 3 T 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $3.06 $45.95 $3.45 $3.91 $3.50 $3.22 $2.67 $3.01 $35.47 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.66 39.97 3.00 3.40 3.05 2.80 2.32 2.61 30.40 C1 V1 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 3.60 54.08 4.06 4.60 4. 12 3.79 3 .14 3.54 40.92 
--------
Northern Nebraska G'"'l 0'\ 




for Corn Estab. Alfalfa Estab. Wild Wild 
Grain Silage Alfalfa Hay Grass Pasture Hay Hay 
Costs Per Acre B22 B23 B24 B25 B26 B27 B28 B29 
Total Cash Costs $190.82 $240.71 $83.15 $96.75 $91.42 $128.55 $ 5.88 $ 5.34 
Labor 12.46 10.09 3.58 9.30 4.30 3.30 2.06 4.45 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- 13.68 ---- 15.12 
Machinery Ownership 104.88 111. 15 4.86 90.60 5.85 74.41 5.40 6.37 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 25.00 24.50 0 25.00 0 25.00 21.00 8.75 
Overhead 9.54 12.04 4.16 4.84 4.57 6.43 .29 .27 
Management Charge 13.00 12.60 0 11.25 0 12.50 1.00 1. 20 
Total Cost $355.71 $411.09 $95.76 $251.42 $106.13 $265.30 $35.63 $26.38 
Expected Yield Per Acre 130 bu 18 ton 1 ton 5 ton 1 ton 10 ton 1 ton .6 ton 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.74 $22.84 $95.76 $50.28 $106.13 $26.53 $35.63 $43.96 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.38 19.86 43.73 23.07 30.98 38.28 




Center Pivot Irrigated Gravity Irrigated 
Corn Corn 
for Corn Grain for Corn Estab. Alfalfa 
Grain Silage Sorghum Grain Silage Soybeans Alfalfa Hay 
Costs Per Acre C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 
Total Cash Costs $181.08 $231.26 $112.91 $156.53 $208.73 $65. 10 $74.60 $177.86 
Labor 12.49 11.50 10.60 16.79 14.80 11.34 8.32 14.21 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 20.36 
Machinery Ownership 125.36 102.20 117.31 134.65 113.77 115.63 15.13 105.95 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 58.80 58.80 58.40 95.90 95.90 95.90 0 95.90 
Overhead 9.05 11.56 5.65 7.83 10.44 3.25 3.73 8.89 
Management Charge 13.50 12.00 11.50 14.00 12.00 13.80 0 14.00 
Total Cost $400.28 $427.32 $316.76 $426.19 $455.63 $305.01 $101.78 $414.28 
Expected Yield Per Acre 135 bu 20 ton 115 bu 140 bu 20 ton 46 bu 0 7.0 ton 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.97 $21.37 $2.75 $2.94 $22.44 $6.63 $101.78 $62.45 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.58 18.58 2.40 2.65 19.81 5.76 51.46 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 3.49 25. 14 3.24 3.58 26.80 7.80 69.63 0 
-...J 
Central Nebraska c-: 
CG 
Non-Irrigated 
Corn Corn Grain Wheat 
for Grain Corn Grain Sorghum Wheat Fallow Estab. Alfalfa 
Grain Eco-Fal. Silage Sorghum Eco-Fal.Soybeans Cont. 3rd Yr. Alfalfa Hay 
Costs Per Acre C10 Cll C12 Cl3 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19 
Total Cash Costs $60.91 $83.26 $84.50 $54.41 $75.72 $35.08 $31.55 $36.80 $49.19 $73.79 
Labor 8.13 5.75 7.60 7.50 5. 75 7.62 6.01 7. 12 5.69 4.99 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 15. 14 
Machinery Ownership 34.73 30.42 20.79 30.84 27.24 26.32 28.22 33.04 18.38 11.95 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 58.80 88.20 58.80 58.80 88.20 58.40 58.40 84.00 0 58.80 
Overhead 3.05 4.16 4.22 2. 72 3.79 1. 75 1. 58 1. 84 2.46 3.69 
Management Charge 6.00 7.50 5.40 6.50 8.00 8.70 5.70 7.05 0 7.00 
Total Cost $171.62 $219.29 $181.31 $160.78 $208.68 $138.27 $131.86 $169.85 $75.72 $175.36 
Expected Yield Per Acre 60 bu 75 bu 9 ton 65 bu 80 bu 29 bu 38 bu 47 bu 0 3.5 ton 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.86 $2.92 $20.15 $2.47 $2.61 $4.77 $3.47 $3.61 $75.72 $50.10 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.49 2.54 17.52 2.15 2.27 4.15 3.02 3. 14 43.84 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 3.37 3.44 23.70 2.91 3.07 5.61 4.08 4.25 58.45 
..___._. 
Northeast Nebraska 
Center Pivot Irr. Non-Irrigated 
Corn Corn Corn Corn 
for Grain for Grain 
Sandy Rolling Soybeans Grain Cons. Til. Soybeans Oats 
Costs Per Acre D2 D3 D7 D4 D5 D6 DB 
Total Cash Costs $215.98 $163.64 $108.87 $107.31 $47.82 $80.53 $54.94 
Labor 8.76 13.43 13.25 10.33 11.01 11.44 4.54 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. 
Machinery Ownership 95.87 106.76 43.73 39.81 40.86 104.58 26.46 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 70.00 87.50 70.00 70.00 70.00 87.50 70.00 
Overhead 10.80 8.18 5.44 5.37 2.39 4.03 2.75 
Management Charge 14.00 13.00 7.50 7.50 9.00 13.50 6.40 
Total Cost $415.42 $392.51 $248.79 $240.32 $181.09 $301.57 $165.08 
Expected Yield Per Acre 140 bu 130 bu 75 bu 75 bu 30 bu 45 bu 80 bu 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.97 $3.02 $3.32 $3.20 $6.04 $6.70 $2.06 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.58 2.63 2.88 2.79 5.25 5.83 1. 79 




Northeast Nebraska C) ,.._ 
0 
Non-Irrigated Cont. 
Oats Alfalfa Alfalfa Alfalfa Alfalfa 
Chop Seeding Estab. Hay Hay 
W.Alfalfa W. Oats Sandy Lg.Round Stacker 
Costs Per Acre D9 D10 Dll D12 Dl3 
Total Cash Costs $122.35 $56.27 $61.50 $39.56 $48.81 
Labor 3.20 2.48 4.62 23.81 10.61 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- 14.81 14.81 
Machinery Ownership 11.89 5.67 14.42 52.38 44.79 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 70.00 0 0 70.00 70.00 
Overhead 6.12 2. 81 3.07 1. 98 2.44 
Management Charge 6.00 0 0 6.00 6.00 
Total Cost $219.55 $67.24 $83.62 $208.53 $197.45 
Expected Yield Per Acre 3 ton 0 0 3 ton 3 ton 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $73.18 $67.24 $83.62 $69.51 $65.82 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 62.73 59.58 56.41 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 84.88 80.20 75.94 
..__/ 
,....--.._ 
East Central Nebraska 
Gravity Non-Irrigated 
Irrig Corn 
Corn for Grain Wheat Estab. 
Grain Grain Sorghum Soybeans Cont. Alfalfa 
Costs Per Acre D15 D16 D17 D18 D19 D20 
Total Cash Costs $162.65 $101.18 $50.17 $43.96 $52.12 $63.98 
Labor 16.39 9.80 9. 17 7.69 9.22 4.98 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0 
Machinery Ownership 116.36 41.71 35.76 32.74 35.12 16.53 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 105.00 93.00 93.00 93.00 93.00 0 
Overhead 8.13 5.06 2.51 2.20 2.61 3.20 
Management Charge 14.50 8.50 8.00 10.50 6.75 0 
Total Cost $423.03 $259.24 $198.61 '$190.08 $198.81 $88.68 
Expected Yield Per Acre 145 bu 85 bu 80 bu 35 bu 45 bu 0 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $ 2.92 $ 3.05 $ 2.48 $ 5.43 $ 4.42 $88.68 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.54 2.65 2.16 4. 72 3.84 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 3.43 3.59 2.92 6.39 5.20 
Alfalfa Alfalfa 
Hay Hay 
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Corn Corn Forage Alfalfa 
for Corn for Grain Sorghum Wheat Hay 
Grain Silage Grain Sorghum Silage Soybeans Cont. Oats Lg.Round 
Costs Per Acre D25 D26 D27 D28 D29 D30 D31 D32 D33 
Total Cash Costs $162.20 $222.83 $112.30 $55.71 $108.44 $60.57 $57.10 $52.26 $67.00 
Labor 11.79 9.49 7.85 8.38 7.73 7.84 9. 10 6.85 3. 7l 
Establishment Charge Per Yr. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 22.17 
Machinery Ownership 104.22 98.47 29.93 37.96 28.53 37.20 32.56 30.39 5.20 
Land Charge & Land Taxes 81.67 81.67 81.67 81.67 81.67 81.6 7 81.6 7 81.67 81.67 
Overhead 8.11 11.14 5.62 2.79 5.42 3.03 2 .85 2.61 3.35 
Management Charge 13.00 40.00 8.50 7.00 28.00 10.50 6.00 5.60 6.00 
Total Cost $380.98 $463.60 $245.87 $193.51 $259.80 $200.80 $189.28 $179.38 $189.11 
Expected Yield Per Acre 130 bu 20 ton 85 bu 70 bu 14 ton 35 bu 40 bu 70 bu 3 ton 
Cost Per Unit For: 
Expected Yield $2.93 $23. 18 $2.89 $2.76 $18.56 $5.74 $4.73 $2.56 $63.04 
High Yield - 115% of Exp. 2.55 20.16 2.52 2.40 16.14 4.99 4.11 2.23 54.03 
Low Yield - 85% of Exp. 3.45 27.27 3.40 3.25 21.83 6,75 5.57 3.01 72.73 
